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 PREFACE 
 

Optimism is a moral duty 
(Karl Popper) 

 
Not so long ago a young man decided to read ancient history. He went up to the 

University of Leuven, where for a number of years he had the privilege of taking 

courses with some twenty-five fellow enthusiasts, many of whom have 

remained his friends and compañeros en route to this day. 

 

Neither his discipline of choice nor his extracurricular activities – organizing 

events, meeting interesting people and generally enjoying student life – 

discouraged him from also taking up the studies of law and international 

relations. 

 

One sunny afternoon in August of 2006, his girlfriend, living in the Netherlands, 

brought to his attention a vacancy for a position in Legal History – Roman Law 

to be precise – at Tilburg University. Our protagonist did not give the opening a 

lot of thought, as he was preparing for his final law exam, but even so he 

applied for the job, because he knew that such a chance event, combining his 

interests in law and history, would very likely not present itself again. 

 

One week later, the day before his last exam, and with the Tilburg prospect 

temporarily pushed to the back of his mind, he was being interviewed by the 

two scholars who were to become his supervisors, Prof. Lesaffer and Dr. 

Tellegen-Couperus. After a lively and convivial conversation, he heard them 

ask: “When can you start?”  

 

And so his Tilburg tale began. The rest, as they say, is history. 

 

First and foremost, I am greatly indebted to my supervisors for having given me 

the opportunity to write this dissertation. 
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Broeren of Tilburg Law School. In legal scholarship, language proficiency can 

hardly be overrated.  

 

I owe a debt of gratitude to the students whom it has been my great pleasure to 

teach over the past years. Little did they realize that they often gave me the 

energy necessary to bring this journey to a good end. 

 

I also wish to thank my new colleagues at the law firm of Van den Heuvel & Du 

Mongh in Antwerp for their understanding and support, and Mr. Johan Du 

Mongh in particular – in him I have found a new mentor. Until recently, my 

knowledge of the law was book knowledge, and Mr. Du Mongh wasted no time 

in opening up the wonderful world of practicing law to me. 

 

I want to thank my friends in Heusden and in Leuven, who formed the perfect 

distraction when I needed a break. Knowing that I was always welcome for a 

drink or for a pleasant evening was very important to me and kept me on track. 

Thanks. Thanks also to Veerle, with whom I traveled the same path in life for a 

while. Although our ways have parted, I am grateful for the time we spent 

together.  

 

A very special and personal thanks goes to Norma, who was there when this 

adventure started on that sunny afternoon in August 2006 and who is at my 

side at its happy conclusion. Things have come full circle. I love you.  

 

Finally, I would also like to express my deep gratitude to the members of my 

family, each one of whom is a Milestone to me. Even though my siblings have 

but a rough idea of what this book is all about, I could not have written it 

without them. This book is dedicated to my parents, two extraordinary persons, 

Lut and Ivo, who have given me their love and have imparted to me the love of 

learning. I am proud to be their son. 

Jan Hendrik Valgaeren 

Antwerp, September 23, 2012

Prof. Randall Lesaffer has made more of a difference than he perhaps knows. He 

was there when I needed him, had inspiring ideas and kept me going by 

showing an interest in the progress I was making. Moreover, and more 

importantly, he saw to it that I taught a number of courses at Tilburg Law 

School, as he understood at once that for me doing research without teaching 

was not really an option. 

 

And then there is Dr. Olga Tellegen-Couperus. She and her husband, Dr. Jan-

Willem Tellegen, introduced me to the fascinating world of Roman Law and 

became my academic guardians, or so I like to think of them. The art of 

encouragement is a talent both have in abundance. Olga believed in me, even 

when things did not go so smoothly, and I cannot thank her, or her husband, 

enough for what they have done for me. The conversations on Roman Law, the 

discussions on all aspects of life and our enjoyable get-togethers in Utrecht and 

Friesland are recollections I will cherish.  

 

The same can be said for my dear department colleagues. On arriving in 

Tilburg, I was made to feel welcome by kindred spirits. There was time not only 

for work-related matters but also for the interpersonal aspects of life. My 

particular gratitude goes to my colleagues of Legal History: Trix, Tessa, Karlijn, 

Mieke, Raymond and Erik-Jan, but I should not fail to mention my colleagues of 

Jurisprudence and Public Law. The new department proved inspirational and I 

met new scholars with very interesting perspectives. I would also like to thank 

the administrative staff of the department, and Anja van Valen in particular.  

 

Then there is this book. Needless to say, any inaccuracies in it are my 

responsibility alone and have not remained for want of effort on the part of the 

members of my PhD committee – Prof. Michel Humm, Prof. Roberto Fiori, Prof. 

Willem Witteveen, and Dr. David Janssens – to whom I am grateful for reading 

and reviewing my thesis. Their comments and suggestions were most welcome. 

Indispensable is how I rate the expert editorial assistance offered by Dick 
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The topic of this book is the jurisdiction – i.e., the supervision of litigation – in 

Republican Rome. Unlike in modern times, the administration of justice was not 

organized by the State. The latter merely appointed an official to supervise 

litigation. From the third century BC onwards, jurisdiction was crucial in the 

development of Roman law and it is clear that the supervising official would 

have contributed considerably to this development. Since the 20th century, 

scholars have discussed whether this official belonged to a sacral or secular 

order. This discussion is relevant to our understanding of Roman history in 

general and Roman law in particular. It is the central theme of this dissertation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the days of the Monarchy, jurisdiction – together with the other sacral and 

secular duties – was vested in the king.1

 Regarding the first issue, most scholars following the renowned 

German scholar Theodor Mommsen assume that the king’s secular tasks were 

given to magistrates, who had imperium and auctoritas, while his religious 

duties were transferred to priests.

 When, in 509 BC, Rome changed into a 

Republic, these duties had to be performed by other officials. Unfortunately, 

little can be gleaned from the primary sources about the fortunes of 

jurisdiction. What is certain is that at the end of the third century BC, the 

praetor was in charge of jurisdiction. What had happened in the meantime? 

Two issues can be distinguished. First, did in 509 BC jurisdiction become the 

responsibility of magistrates or of priests? Second, when exactly was the task of 

supervising litigation given to the praetor? 

2

                                        
1 It is not clear whether the words iurisdictio and ius dicere were in use in the time of the kings, but 
it is more than likely that the concept of supervision of litigation was. I will use the term iurisdictio 
in a broad sense.      
2  Wissowa (1912), pp. 511-513; Carter (1917), pp. 9-11; De Francisci (1931), pp. 445-446; Dumézil 
(1966), pp. 117-120;  Momigliano (1971), pp. 357-360;  David (1992), p. 19. 

 In these scholars’ view, jurisdiction was a 

secular task that came to be entrusted to magistrates. A few scholars, however, 

believe that conceptually in early Roman history religious and secular tasks 

were not segregated but virtually indistinguishable areas of activity. They 
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suggest that the task of supervising litigation was transferred from the king to 

priests, particularly to the pontiffs.3

In general, Romanists tend to focus on the institutional aspect of the 

Roman Republic: imperium and potestas are central issues in their endeavors 

and their aim is to reconstruct, or rather to construct, a system of constitutional 

law.

 This difference of opinion concerns the 

relationship between law and religion, and I believe the minority view is the 

more compelling one. I will address this topic in the first chapter. 

Regarding the second issue – when exactly was jurisdiction transferred 

to the praetor – scholarly opinion is divided along disciplinary lines – more 

particularly between Romanists and Historians. This parting of the ways is 

remarkable because scholars do not seem to be aware of it. What is more, I 

believe neither discipline to be right. 

 Romanists generally assume that jurisdiction shifted to the praetor in 

367 BC. In this assumption, they follow Mommsen, the influential nineteenth-

century German scholar. A jurist by training, Mommsen was held in esteem 

both as a legal Historian and as a general Historian. In their turn, Historians 

predominantly assume that the transfer of jurisdiction to praetor took place in 

304 BC. Neither date was arrived at by accident or through idle guesswork. 

Rather, although both were postulated after diligent application, they reflect 

fundamental differences in interest and methodology. 

4 Most Historians on the other hand are more interested in the general 

outline, the big picture. They tend to study historical facts and developments in 

a particular period in order to grasp historical reality.5

                                        
3 De Martino (1937), p. 27; Schulz (1946), p. 8; Wolff (1951), p. 95; Gjerstad (1973), p. 250; 
Wieacker (1988), pp. 312-313, pp. 437-438; Mitchell (1990), p. 69; Gargola (1995), p. 12; Rainer 
(2006), p. 103.   
4 Of course, the core business of Romanists is the study of private law. However, Romanists too aim 
at reconstructing (or rather constructing) a system. Cfr. O.E. Tellegen - J.W. Tellegen, Artes Urbanae: 
Roman Law and Rhetoric, in New Frontiers of Roman Law, P. Du Plessis (ed.), Edinburgh, 2012 
(forthcoming). I will use ‘to construct’ because in my opinion, in Roman times, there never was a 
system neatly separating public from private law.  
5 This antithesis may seem rather exaggerated, but papers presented at a conference organized by 
and for Romanists clearly differ from those presented at one organized by and for Historians. These 
differences become even more manifest at conferences where both Historians and Romanists 
present papers, such as the Conference on Law and Religion in the Roman Republic that was held in 
Tilburg in December 2008. 

 

3

Romanists and Historians use different sources and they use them in different 

ways. Where Historians prefer to work with texts of such ancient authors as 

Livy, Pliny, and Festus, Romanists refer mainly to juridical texts, such as 

Justinian’s Digest and Roman legislation (leges). While Historians will work 

with a particular author and quote large passages, Romanists will choose a 

number of texts dealing with a particular legal problem and will analyze them 

in depth to assess that problem. 

 Given their different allegiances, it is not surprising that although 

scholars from either discipline probe the same subject matter their ability to 

communicate is restricted: in a metaphorical sense, they speak different 

languages. For instance, to Romanists, the issue of the transfer of jurisdiction 

from pontiff to praetor is a central one, while to Historians it is of very little 

consequence. When Historians such as Coli and, recently, Brennan demonstrate 

that the praetorship was introduced in 367 BC for military reasons, jurisdiction 

is conspicuously absent in their accounts,6 while for their part Romanists 

hardly take notice of this important finding from across the divide.7

Yet, there is one concept that complicates the dissussion of the two 

issues mentioned above and that is the concept of secularization. It is difficult to 

grasp its proper meaning. The term was first used in the seventeenth century to 

denote the process of expropriation of church property by the state.

  

8 In modern 

times, it has the more general meaning of the transformation of a society in 

which religious values and institutions dominate into a society dominated by 

non-religious values and secular institutions.9

Romanists use the notion of secularization to explain how in early 

Rome law and religion became separated and how Roman law was transformed 

into legal science.

  

10

                                        
6 The same holds for the Historian Van Haeperen, whose extensive 2002 study of the Roman 
pontiffs does not contain a single reference to their jurisdiction.  
7 J. Giltaij, Mensenrechten in het Romeinse Recht, PhD Dissertation, Rotterdam, 2011. 
8 Gorski (2003), pp. 110-122; Fokas (2009), pp. 401-419. 
9 Norris - Inglehart (2011), pp. 3-32. 
10 For Magdelain, the process of the secularization of Roman Law began when Rome was still ruled 
by kings and it was more or less completed by the time Rome had become a republic. Magdelain 
(1986), p. 313, p. 319, p. 354. For D’Ippolito (1986), p. 101, secularization began around 300 BC. 

 For Historians, secularization is a convenient means to 
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pontiffs does not contain a single reference to their jurisdiction.  
7 J. Giltaij, Mensenrechten in het Romeinse Recht, PhD Dissertation, Rotterdam, 2011. 
8 Gorski (2003), pp. 110-122; Fokas (2009), pp. 401-419. 
9 Norris - Inglehart (2011), pp. 3-32. 
10 For Magdelain, the process of the secularization of Roman Law began when Rome was still ruled 
by kings and it was more or less completed by the time Rome had become a republic. Magdelain 
(1986), p. 313, p. 319, p. 354. For D’Ippolito (1986), p. 101, secularization began around 300 BC. 

 For Historians, secularization is a convenient means to 
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explain how Roman society moved from being archaic, formal, and religious to 

becoming modern, flexible, and less religious. 

Deploying the concept as they do, Romanists and Historians both use it 

anachronistically. The Roman gods formed an integral part of Roman national 

identity and for that reason secularization was not only unnecessary, it was 

unthinkable.11 Moreover, according to Cicero, the Romans saw themselves as 

the most religious of all peoples (Cic, Haruspices, 19). It therefore seems fair to 

assume that the Romans would not, indeed could not, have conceived of their 

society as secular, and it appears likely that in republican Rome law and 

religion were and remained closely intertwined.12

In preparing this book, I approached the transfer of jurisdiction from pontiff to 

praetor in a different manner. Being a graduate in law as well as in history, I 

used all available sources from both disciplines I deemed relevant. Fortunately, 

modern technique offers many tools to accommodate this kind of research and 

I made use of them in two ways. The first was to make sure that all sources 

were covered and the second to select those sources that were relevant. I 

searched in several databases and CD-ROMs using the terms pontifex, praetor, 

 

 

The two main and related research questions to be answered in this 

dissertation are in fact the two fundamental issues mentioned in the opening 

paragraphs of this introduction. Did, in 509 BC, jurisdiction become the 

responsibility of magistrates or priests, and when exactly was the task of 

supervising litigation given to the praetor?  

  To answer these questions I will examine the jurisdiction of the pontiff 

and to a lesser degree that of the praetor. As both Romanists as general 

Historians have written on this topic, this dissertation also deals, on a meta- 

level, with their methods, differences and similarities. 

 

                                        
11 Taylor (1975), p. 43. 
12 In the same vein, Sini (2003), p. 1. 

5

and iurisdictio in combination with ius and lex.13 I also consulted some 

collections of sources in the time-honored fashion of perusal and close reading, 

such as the passages from the works of Ennius, Caecilius, Naevius, Livius 

Andronicus, Lucilius, Fabius Pictor, Claudius Quadrigarius, and Aelius Tubero.14

  The research presented here fits in with the rising interest in Law and 

Religion studies. It was only twenty years ago that journals specializing in this 

field first appeared

 

These did not yield any relevant material. Of course, I also took into account 

recent research.  

15 and that academic institutes were founded.16 Since then, a 

good many studies on the topic have been published confirming that the 

concept of seculuarization does not fit the bill when applied to Roman history.17

                                        
13 N. Palazzolo (2000), Bibliotheca Iuris Antiqui, Centro Interuniversitario per l'Informatica 
Romanistica, CD-Rom, Catania; P. Catalano - F. Sitzia (2003), Fiuris, Archivo Elettronico per 
l’Interpretazione delle Fonti Giuridiche Romane, 2nd edition, CD-Rom, Rome; J. Rüpke (2005), Fasti 
Sacerdotum, Die Mitglieder der Priesterschaften und das sakrale Funktionspersonal römischer, 
griechischer, orientalischer und jüdisch-christlicher Kulte in der Stadt Rom von 300 v.Chr. bis 499 
n.Chr., CD-Rom, Stuttgart; G.R. Crane, Perseus Digital Library, http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/, Tufs 
University; The Latin Library, http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/. 
14 E.H. Warmington, Remains of Old Latin, 3 (Loeb Classical Library), London - Cambridge (Mass.), 
1935 - 1940, reprint 1967; M. Chassignet, L’annalistique romaine, 3 Vols, Paris, 1996 - 2004. 
15 Rutgers Camden Journal of Law and Religion.  
16 Cardiff Law School Centre for Law and Religion; J. Reuben Clark Law School International Center 
for Law and Religious Studies. 
17 For instance J. Rüpke - C. Ando (eds.), Religion and Law in Classical and Christian Rome, Stuttgart, 
2006; O.E. Tellegen-Couperus (ed.), Law and Religion in the Roman Republic, Leiden - Boston, 2012.  

  

This book consists of four chapters. First, I will discuss the standard view of the 

praetor and his jurisdiction as presented by Romanists based on Mommsen’s 

construction of the Roman constitution as well as the alternative theory 

developed by the Historians Coli and Brennan. In the subsequent three 

chapters, I will turn to the position of the pontiffs in the fifth, fourth, and third 

centuries BC respectively.  

In every chapter, I will first give a brief historical overview of the 

period and subsequently address the arguments put forward against and in 

favor of continued pontifical jurisdiction. In doing so, I will rely on sources 

Romanists have thus far disregarded and laws Historians have ignored to date. 

In the conclusion, I will summarize the results of my research.  
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I obviously cannot present incontrovertible proof pinpointing the exact 

moment when the praetor was charged with jurisdiction. I do, however, believe 

that there is enough circumstantial evidence to support the assumption that 

rather than in either 367 or 304 BC jurisdiction was only transferred to the 

praetor in the early years of the second century BC. Up to that moment, it was 

the pontiff who remained responsible for supervising litigation. 

 

 

 

 

7

 

CHAPTER 1: THE PRAETOR URBANUS 

It is generally accepted that the position of praetor urbanus was created in the 

Licinian-Sextian Laws of 367 BC and that this official was to supervise civil 

litigation between Roman citizens.18 This supervisory task, iurisdictio, is 

supposed to have formed part of the praetor’s imperium.19 This view goes – at 

least in part – back to Theodor Mommsen’s theory on the praetor urbanus. In 

the last decades, however, Mommsen’s theory has been criticized for being 

insufficiently based on ancient sources and for reyling too heavily on 

Mommsen’s own assumptions.20 Yet, it continues to enjoy currency: to many 

modern scholars it remains a sound source of reference.21

 

In this chapter, I will show how Mommsen’s theory attained its received status 

and I will argue that it is questionable. I will then briefly discuss another, more 

recent and alternative theory, which states that the position of praetor urbanus 

was created for military reasons. Lastly, I will present arguments for a new 

theory holding that the praetor urbanus was probably responsible for 

jurisdiction from 200 BC onwards only. But first, I will have to deal with the 

 

                                        
18 The term praetor existed before 367 BC. The consuls (consules) who were appointed in 509 BC 
are referred to in the sources as praetors (praetores). It was only from 367 BC onwards, when the 
position of praetor urbanus was created, that the word consuls was used in its strict sense. Cornell 
(1995), p. 227. To make matters even more complex, there seems to have been a praetor maximus, 
but the precise significance of this job title is far from certain. Some scholars see the praetor 
maximus as a third praetor, while others argue that one praetor had more power than the other and 
was therefore called maximus. Magdelain (1990b), pp. 313-339; Cornell (1995), pp. 227-230. 
19 Kaser (1955), pp. 162-163; Kunkel (1967), p. 87; Kaser (1976), p. 44; Bleicken (1978), pp. 83-84; 
Wieacker (1988), p. 430; Gaudemet (1998), p. 346; Capogrossi-Colognesi (2007), p. 120; Borkowski 
(2010), p. 4. Throughout this book, I shall refer to this supervisory competence or duty as 
‘jurisdiction’, regardless of the official on whom it was imposed. 
20 Of course, this criticism does not reduce his great merit. Devoting his life to Roman history and 
law, he was the scholar par excellence. The sheer volume of his writings illustrates his seminal role 
in advancing the study of Roman law. Moreover, criticism of Mommsen must be assessed in its 
proper context. The methodology of the 21st century is not the same as that of the 19th century and 
Mommsen’s work should not be evaluated by using a 21st century methodology. 
21 David (1995), p. 376; Rainer (2006), p. 73. Although he mentions the possibility that the praetor 
was created for military reasons, he follows the standard theory, arguing that the sources and in 
particular D. 1.2.2.28 indicate that the praetorship was created for judicial reasons. In this context, 
Nippel argued that, although Mommsen’s Staatsrecht is considered an obstacle to a proper 
historical analysis, it is still used by scholars in the field of Roman constitutional law because it 
offers solutions to so many inescapable scholarly problems. Nippel (2007), p. 215.  
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question whether iurisdictio was an element of imperium, as suggested by 

Mommsen.22

In Mommsen’s view, imperium had a magical and supernatural dimension. It 

was an invisible force which dominated the Roman constitution for centuries in 

a static and unchangeable way.

  

 

1. Imperium and Iurisdictio 

 

23 Imperium was transferred from one king to 

another and from one consul to his successor. According to Mommsen, 

imperium consisted of two elements, military command and iurisdictio.24

 

These views are no longer current. First, imperium is no longer regarded as a 

static concept.

 

25 Throughout Roman history, it underwent a number of 

changes.26 For instance, in 509 BC, when the king was replaced by two 

magistrates, imperium was vested two persons instead of one. In 367 BC, the 

concept of imperium changed more drastically, when a distinction was made 

between imperium maior and imperium minor, the latter being given to the 

newly created magistrate, the praetor (urbanus). When at the end of the fourth 

century BC, prorogation became normal and consuls and praetors could stay in 

office one year or more as pro-consul or pro-praetor respectively, the concept 

of imperium changed even more profoundly.27

                                        
22 Mommsen (1887), pp. 23-24. 
23 As summarized by Giovannini (1990), p. 432. 
24 Mommsen (1887), p. 184. 
25 Derow, Imperium, in OCD (2003), pp. 751-752 gives the following definition: “imperium is the 
absolute power, including the command in war and the interpretation and execution of law. It 
generally represents the supreme authority of the community in its dealings with the individual 
and the magistrate in whom imperium is vested represents the community in all its dealings.” 
26 Bleicken (1981), p. 287; Heuss (1983), p. 433; Giovannini (1990), p. 432. 
27 For a historical overview of the concept imperium and its exact meaning, see T.C. Brennan, Power 
and Process under the Republican “Constitution”, in The Cambridge Companion to the Roman 
Republic, H.I. Flower (ed), 2007, pp. 31-65 and especially the section ‘The Theology of Imperium’, 
pp. 36-42. 

 

 

 

9

Moreover, iurisdictio is no longer seen as “Ausfluss des einheitlichen und 

ungeteilten Imperiums”.28 Imperium and iurisdictio are now regarded as two 

separate concepts. 29 Several arguments support this view. First of all, the term 

imperium derives from parare (to prepare, arrange, put in order), and so would 

originally have been a military term.30

  Secondly, the law which had to be passed by the curiate assembly to 

invest new consuls and praetors with imperium (lex curiata de imperio) seems 

to have had an essentially military character.

  

31

  Fourthly, if a magistrate with imperium entered the pomerium (the 

demilitarized area around Rome)

 

  Thirdly, if iurisdictio were a constitutive element of imperium, a 

problem would have arisen in 444 BC and later during the years 408-394 BC 

and 391-367 BC. In these years, the consuls were replaced by tribuni militum 

consulari potestate who only had potestas and not imperium. This would imply 

that they did not have iurisdictio either.  

32 he would lose his imperium33

  Finally yet importantly, some magistrates did not have imperium but 

did have iurisdictio. For instance, a high-ranking magistrate like the censor did 

have iurisdictio and the highest auspices in civil matters, but he did not have 

imperium.

 and if 

iurisdictio were an element of imperium, he would inevitably lose iurisdictio too.  

34 Similarly, the aediles curules had iurisdictio, but their imperium is 

controversial.35   

  Given these arguments, there is a storng probability that imperium was 

originally and essentially a military term that differed formally and substantive 

from iurisdictio.36

                                        
28 Wieacker (1988), p. 429. 
29 Wieacker (1988), pp. 429-430; Giovannini (1990), pp. 431-433, Kaser-Hackl (1996), p. 186. 
30 Bleicken (1981), p. 37 and n. 38. 
31 Humm (2005), p. 202; Brennan (2007), p. 41; Humm (2012), pp. 63-64. 
32 Magdelain (1990b), pp. 155-191. 
33 The only, but very important, exception relates to the imperator, the military commander who 
would wait outside Rome, sometimes as long as five years, hoping to be granted the honor of 
entering Rome through its triumphal gate. 
34 Wolff (1951), p. 35. 
35 Kaser-Hackl (1996), p. 174. 
36 In the same vein, De Martino (1972-1990), Vol 1, pp. 239-240. 

 Having imperium does not imply having iurisdictio, and vice 

versa. 
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2. The Standard Theory on the Introduction of the Position of Praetor 

Urbanus 

   

2.1. The Sources to Support the Standard Theory  

The standard theory is supported by two sources.37

… concessumque ab nobilitate plebi de consule plebeio, a plebe nobilitate 

de praetore uno, qui ius in urbe diceret, ex patribus creando. (Livy, Ab 

Urbe Condita, 6.42.11)

 The oldest and most 

important one is a passage from the historian Livy: 

 

38

This passage originates from Livy’s sixth book of his Ab Urbe Condita, in which 

he discusses the Licinian-Sextian Laws of 367 BC

 

 

The nobility yielded to the plebs in the matter of the plebeian consul, 

the plebs conceded to the nobility a single praetor, who would 

administer law in the city, elected from the patricians. 

 

39

  However, the plebs made a concession: in exchange for the ratification 

of the election of the plebeian consul, the patricians could have a praetor for 

 and more precisely the 

Struggle of the Orders – one of the leitmotivs in Ab Urbe Condita. Livy relates 

that the plebeians elected a plebeian consul in 367 BC and that the patricians 

refused to ratify this election.  

                                        
37 Often reference is made to a third source: Plautus, Stichus, 696 and 750. Because these passages 
contain the word utrubi, scholars have concluded that they deal with the interdict utrubi and 
therefore also with the jurisdiction of the praetor. See De Martino (1937), p. 116; Biscardi (1938), p. 
103; Kaser (1971-1975), Vol 1, pp. 396-400, 472, 740; Kaser (1971-1975), Vol 2, pp. 256-261; 
Kaser - Hackl (1996), pp. 408-421, p. 637. However, the word utrubi is used here in its basic 
meaning of "where" and therefore these passages do not prove that the praetor had jurisdiction. In 
the same vein, Watson (1968), pp. 86-89; Watson (1970), p. 109. Moreover, Plautus wrote his play 
Stichus for the Ludi Plebeii of 200 BC and so its referential value for the period before 200 BC is 
slight. 
38 B.O. Foster, Titus Livius (Loeb Classical Library), London-Cambridge (Mass), 1967. 
39 There are three Licinian-Sextian Laws (Cornell (1995), pp. 333-340): (1) that the amount paid 
thus far to discharge debts be subtracted from the principal, and that the remaining sums be paid 
off in equal payments spread of three years; (2) that no one be allowed to possess more than 500 
jugera of public land; and (3) that the elections for consular tribunes be suspended and be replaced 
by those for consuls, and that one of the consuls be chosen from the plebs. 

11

themselves. As Livy adds in a subordinate clause, this praetor would administer 

law in the city (qui ius in urbe diceret).  

  How trustworthy is this passage from Livy and the subordinate clause 

in particular? There are three reasons to question Livy’s information. Firstly, 

this passage is usually placed in what is known as the Struggle of the Orders.40 

However, modern scholars41 have demonstrated that this conflict did not have 

the far-reaching consequences Livy wants his readers to believe, and more 

significantly, that it had ended by 367 BC. Given Livy’s inaccuracy on the impact 

and timing of the Struggle of the Orders, he may well be off the mark in 

presenting the praetor urbanus as being in charge of jurisdiction. The second 

reason is that Livy is not really interested in administrative matters,42

  The third reason is the shaky reliability of the clause qui ius in urbe 

diceret – it must be considered anachronistic.

 and the 

events of 367 BC are a classic example of such matters. 

43 It would appear that Livy did 

not know why the praetorship was created and he probably made a guess 

based on the situation in his own time, when the praetor urbanus was indeed 

responsible for jurisdiction.44 This is argued by Brennan, who has shown that 

Livy emphasizes the legal aspect of the praetorship in 367 BC, but virtually 

ignores this very aspect in his description of the ensuing years.45 And indeed, a 

careful reading of Livy makes it clear that the praetor urbanus, in his early 

appearances, is portrayed in a military rather than in a legal capacity.46

For these reasons, I believe it is safe to conclude that this Livy passage 

is dubious and that the information of the subordinate clause qui ius in urbe 

diceret cannot be trusted. The same can be argued for the second, younger 

 

                                        
40 Oakley (1997), pp. 645-657; Brennan (2000), pp. 59-60. 
41 Mitchell (1984b), p. 187; Mitchell (1990), p. 64; Cornell (1995), p. 244. 
42 Walbank, in T.A. Dorey, Livy, London, 1971, p. 59. Also argued by Brennan (2000), p. 9. 
43 Brennan (2000), p. 4; Bleicken has also convincingly argued that Livy’s sources, the annalists, 
presented an anachronistic picture of the early Roman Republic. Bleicken (1975), p. 12: “Die 
Annalisten hatten bei der Konstruktion der älteren Geschichte den Staat des dritten Jahrhunderts 
[…] einfach in den Anfang der Republik projiziert.” 
44 Giovannini (1990), p. 408; Brennan (2000), p. 62. 
45 Brennan (2000), p. 62. 
46 Brennan (2000), p. 61. He assisted the consuls in detaining soldiers (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 
7.39.3) and acted in the consuls’ place by presiding over the Senate when the consuls were absent 
(Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 8.2.1-2). 
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source that is usually quoted to support the standard theory, a passage written 

by the jurist Pomponius: 

  

Cumque consules avocarentur bellis finitimis neque esset qui in civitate 

ius reddere posset factum est, ut praetor quoque crearetur, qui urbanus 

appellatus est, quod in urbe ius redderet. (Pomponius: D. 1.2.2.27)47

This text originates from Pomponius’ Enchiridion and has survived because it 

was paraphrased in the first book of the Digest, where a brief sketch of the 

origin of law and of the Roman magistracies is given.

 

 

And when the consuls were called away to the wars with neighbouring 

peoples and there was no one in the civitas empowered to attend to 

legal business, what was done was that a praetor also was created, 

called the urban praetor on the ground that he exercised jurisdiction 

within the city. 

 

48

  Secondly, there is the time element. Pomponius lived in the second 

century AD, and it is more than likely that Livy was one of his sources

 Two reasons can be 

cited against the dependability of Pomponius’ information.  

The first one concerns the context of the passage. Pomponius did not 

want to discuss the introduction of the praetorship in detail. On the contrary, 

the praetorship is mentioned in general terms only and it is therefore not 

strange that the text confines itself to specifying the main duty of the praetor 

urbanus in the republic, that of supervising jurisdiction. Because of the general 

character of this passage, the compromise between plebeians and patricians is 

not mentioned. In this passage the praetorship is a side issue. 

49 and 

that he did not give an independent account of the creation of the praetorship.50

                                        
47 D.N. MacCormick in The Digest of Justinian, Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. Watson (eds.), Vol 1, 
Philadelphia, 1985. 
48 Book 1, Title II: De Origine Iuris et omnium Magistratuum et Successione prudentium. (Concerning 
the origin of law and of all magistrates, together with a succession of jurists). 
49 Brennan (2000), p. 60. 

 

50 The same is argued by Daube (1951, p. 66). He makes a comparison with the introduction of the 
position of praetor peregrinus in 242 BC and believes that, because Pomponius refers to the praetor 
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At this point, the almost inescapable conclusion is that there is only one 

subordinate clause of only one dubious source (Livy) to support the standard 

theory. 

 

2.2. Theodor Mommsen  

2.2.1. Mommsen as Livy’s Substitute 

As mentioned, the standard theory goes back at least in part to Mommsen, who 

argued in his Römisches Staatsrecht51 that from 367 BC onwards the praetor 

urbanus was responsible for jurisdiction in Rome.52 Mommsen apparently built 

his entire theory on the subordinate clause in Livy’s passage.53

Wenn den beiden Consuln seit ältester Zeit ein dritter höherer, jedoch 

nicht ständiger College zur Seite stehen konnte, so ist zu derselben Zeit, 

in welcher durch die Abschaffung des Kriegstribunats consularischer 

Gewalt die Möglichkeit des gleichzeitigen Regiments von mehr als zwei 

Oberbeamten gleicher Gewalt abgeschnitten ward, durch das licinische 

Plebiscit vom J. 387 d. St. in dem Collegium eine dritte ständige Stelle 

minderen Ranges und minderen Rechts eingerichtet und zugleich unter 

den drei Collegen die Competenz in der Weise geteilt worden, dass, 

während die übrigen oberamtlichten Befugnisse allen dreien [two 

consuls and a praetor urbanus] gemeinschaftlich zustehen, die 

Kriegsführung wesentlich den beiden höheren, die Jurisdiction unter 

Privaten ausschliesslich dem niederen obliegt.

 Because of its 

crucial relevance, the passage from Mommsen’s work concerning this 

particular issue is quoted here in full.  

 

54

                                                                                                              
of 242 BC as peregrinus appelatus est (was called peregrine), a nomenclature apparently non-
existent before Vespasian, he might also be incorrect regarding the original competence of the 
praetor urbanus. 
51 This Mommsen already argued in more general terms in his Römische Geschichte. Mommsen 
(1853-1856), p. 287. 
52 According to Mommsen, the other praetorial offices – that of praetor peregrinus in 242 BC and of 
the praetors for Sicily and Sardinia in 227 BC – were also created as essentially legal positions. 
Mommsen (1887), p. 94, pp. 102-103, p. 219. 
53 Which he – just as the Pomponius passage – literally quoted in a footnote. Mommsen (1887), p. 
193, no. 1. 
54 Mommsen (1887), p. 193. 
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mid-Roman republic and jurisdiction seems to have been a priestly monopoly 

the obvious implication being that the Roman republic could not serve as a 

benchmark. But if Mommsen could make a case that between 509 and 367 BC 

consuls, and from 367 BC onwards praetors, had been in charge of jurisdiction, 

he could sidestep this snag, and it was Livy’s account of the introduction of the 

praetorship that proved particularly convenient. This enabled Momsmen to 

construct a system in which the magistrates were responsible for jurisdiction, 

arguing anachronistically, just as Livy had done, that from 367 BC onwards 

praetors had been in charge of jurisdiction.  

 

2.2.3. Mommsen’s Construction Criticized 

As stated at the start of this chapter, Mommsen’s construction has been 

criticized by 20th century scholars,61 but Mommsen’s contemporaries also 

voiced objections.62 Both argued that Mommen’s theory is too systematic. To 

Mommsen – who was a jurist and not a historian – rejoinders came as no 

surprise: he had expected that historians would not understand his work 

because they had no notion of legal systematics.63

                                        
61 Kunkel (1972), p. 3; Bleicken (1975), pp. 16-19; Badian (1979), p. 793; Giovannini (1992), p. 167. 
And recently, on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of Mommsen’s death in 2003, several critical 
publications have been published: A. Demandt - A. Goltz - H. Schlange-Schöningen, Theodor 
Mommsen, Wissenschaft und Politik im 19. Jahrhundert, Berlin - New York, 2005; J. Wiesehöfer, 
Theodor Mommsen: Gelehrter, Politiker und Literat, Suttgart, 2005; W. Nippel - B. Seidensticker, 
Theodor Mommsens langer Schatten. Das römische Staatsrecht als bleibende Herausforderung für die 
Forschung, Hildesheim - Zurich - New York, 2005; S. Rebenich, Theodor Mommsen, Eine Biographie, 
Munich, 2007. Older books are: A. Heuss - J. Bleicken, Theodor Mommsen und das 19. Jahrhundert, 
Stuttgart, 1956; C. Gaedeke, Geschichte und Revolution bei Niebuhr, Droysen und Mommsen. Berlin, 
1978; J. Burckhardt - G. Mann, Wege zur Geschichte. Über Theodor Mommsen, Zurich, 1992; S. 
Rebenich, Theodor Mommsen und Adolf Harnack : Wissenschaft und Politik im Berlin des 
ausgehenden 19. Jahrhunderts : mit einem Anhang : Edition und Kommentierung des Briefwechsels, 
Berlin, 1997. 
62 Otto Karlowa (1836-1904) (Karlowa, (1885), p. 208), Johan Nikolaï Madvig (1804-1886) (Madvig 
(1881), Vorrede, VIII-XI, Ludwig Lange (1856-1871). Lange wrote in his review of Mommsen’s 
Staatsrecht about an “überspannten Selbstgefühl, das die eigenen Hypothesen als Dogmen einer 
wissenschaftlichen Unfehlbarkeit hinstelle (Lange (1887), Vol 2, p. 163). Whitmann (1990), p. 216; 
Nippel (2005), p. 166.  
63 This is illustrated by his correspondence with his friend, the German Jewish Philologist Jacob 
Bernays (1824-1881). In 1876, Mommsen wrote to Bernays: “Daß meine Arbeit den Fachgenossen 
gegenüber einen schweren Stand haben wird und behalten muß; der Philolog blättert in seinen 
Compendien und eine solche Durcharbeitung, wie sie bei guten Juristen vorkommt, haben wir nicht 
zu erwarten.” Wickert (1959-1980), Vol 3, p. 342. See also Mommsen (1893), Abriß des römischen 
Staatsrechts, XVII, Darmstadt, where he argued that only jurists, not historians, could reconstruct 
those periods for which reliable sources were lacking. 
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Mommsen presented his theory clearly and convincingly, and possibly because 

of that it has gained a nigh-on unassailable authority. With most scholars 

endorsing his view, Mommsen appears not just to have expounded Livy, but in 

fact to have taken Livy’s place as a source on the praetorship in preference to 

the authority of an ancient source.  

 

2.2.2. Mommsen’s Construction of the Roman State 

Mommsen was the first scholar to create one comprehensive system of the 

Roman constitution covering the period from the city’s foundation to the 6th 

century AD. Neither before nor after him has a similar attempt been made. Why 

did Mommsen do it? It has been suggested that he wanted to use his newly 

worked out system of the Roman constitution as an example for the German 

constitutional system that was in the offing,55 just as Barthold Georg Niebuhr 

(1776-1831) had wanted Roman history to contribute to the proper 

understanding of the problems of his own time.56

  It is beyond doubt that Mommsen’s construction was influenced by the 

time he lived in. Theodor Mommsen (1817-1903) lived in 19th century 

Germany, a time when politics were dominated by the tension between 

proponents of a centralized German empire and advocates of popular 

sovereignty.

 

57 Mommsen himself was a liberal,58 who saw Julius Caesar as an 

example, and was a supporter of a centralized German empire with one strong 

authority, the German emperor.59

  As a liberal, Mommsen also favored a political system separating 

Church and State. However, such a separation was unknown

  

60

                                        
55 Bleicken (1975), p. 1; Withman (1990), p. 230. 
56 Nippel (2005), p. 173; Nippel (2007), p. 208: “Moreover, Niebuhr wanted that his system of the 
Roman constitution would iron out the chaotic misunderstandings and dreamed of solving the 
problems of Roman constitutional law once and for all.” 
57 Kunkel (1972), p. 3; Bleicken (1975), pp. 1-2; Nippel (2005), p. 181. 
58 Mommsen was one of the founders of the liberal Deutsche Fortschrittspartei (German Progressive 
Party); Heuss (1996), p. 11. 
59 Badian (1990) p. 463; Heuss (1996), pp. 189-192; Wiedemann - Naixin (1997), p. 72; Nippel 
(2007), p. 213. A parallel can be drawn with his admiration for Caesar (Wiedemann - Naixin (1997), 
p. 72). 
60 Of course, the Christian concept of a Church was unknown to the Romans. In the Roman Republic, 
there was only an official state religion.  

 in the early and 
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those periods for which reliable sources were lacking. 
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of that it has gained a nigh-on unassailable authority. With most scholars 

endorsing his view, Mommsen appears not just to have expounded Livy, but in 

fact to have taken Livy’s place as a source on the praetorship in preference to 

the authority of an ancient source.  
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  As a liberal, Mommsen also favored a political system separating 
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60

                                        
55 Bleicken (1975), p. 1; Withman (1990), p. 230. 
56 Nippel (2005), p. 173; Nippel (2007), p. 208: “Moreover, Niebuhr wanted that his system of the 
Roman constitution would iron out the chaotic misunderstandings and dreamed of solving the 
problems of Roman constitutional law once and for all.” 
57 Kunkel (1972), p. 3; Bleicken (1975), pp. 1-2; Nippel (2005), p. 181. 
58 Mommsen was one of the founders of the liberal Deutsche Fortschrittspartei (German Progressive 
Party); Heuss (1996), p. 11. 
59 Badian (1990) p. 463; Heuss (1996), pp. 189-192; Wiedemann - Naixin (1997), p. 72; Nippel 
(2007), p. 213. A parallel can be drawn with his admiration for Caesar (Wiedemann - Naixin (1997), 
p. 72). 
60 Of course, the Christian concept of a Church was unknown to the Romans. In the Roman Republic, 
there was only an official state religion.  

 in the early and 
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Starting from the ancient sources, the latter view is preferable.70 So, the 

outcome of Mommsen’s endeavors is a laboured system, in which the 

magistrates played a fundamental role: three of the five volumes of his 

Römisches Staatsrecht are dedicated to the magistrates.71

 

The second point of criticism concerns Mommsen’s idea of the Roman 

constitutional system as having remained unchanged for a thousand years, as is 

illustrated by his “Axiom von Unveränderlichkeit des Kernes der 

Rechtinstitution”..

 

72 Kunkel, the most outspoken critic of the Mommsian system 

in the 20th century, found fault with this idea.73 The problem is that in the 

method Mommsen used to construct his system of Roman constitutional law, 

the juristischen Methodenlehre developed by Savigny,74 thorough historical 

research went largely unheeded.75

[…] wiewohl die Gelehrten sich in ihrem Urteil von dem Zeitgeist 

unabhänging glaubten, sind die Einflüsse der modernen 

Staatsrechtswissenschaft auf die historische Forschung unverkennbar. 

Sie waren in der zweiten Hälfte des 19. Jahrhunderts so stark, daß die 

grundsätzlichen Anschauungen der Lehre vom geltenden Staatsrecht 

wie selbstverständlich auch den historischen Staaten unterstellt 

wurden. […] Die Abhängigkeit der historischen Forschung von den 

 As a result, so Bleicken argues, Mommsen 

worked out a non-historical system. 

 

                                        
70 Giovannini (1990), pp. 406-407. Giovannini’s arguments are that everything the people have 
ordered has to be binding, as can be read in Livy’s reference (Livy, 7.17.12) to the law of the XII 
Tables: quodcumque postremum populus iussisset, id ius ratumque esto. Furthermore, such authors 
as Appian (Punica, 112, 531) and Pomponius (D. 1.2.2.2) wrote that in the context of lawgiving the 
sovereignty and power of the people was already recognized by Romulus. 
71 Heuss (1996), pp. 49-53; Nippel (2005), p. 177: “Mommsen’s System des römischen Staatsrechts 
gründete […] vor allem auf der Magistratur.” 
72 Mommsen (1905-1913), Vol 3, p. 598. 
73 Kunkel (1973), p. 3. See also Nippel (2007), p. 213. 
74 It was created by Friedrich Carl von Savigny in his System des heutigen römischen Rechts, and 
further developed by Savigny’s pupil Georg Friederich Puchta who turned away from legal history 
and created the new system of the “logische und vernüftige Seite des Rechts.” See Bleicken (1975), 
p. 20; Haferkamp (2004), p. 352. 
75 W. Wilhelm, Zur juristischen Methodenlehre in 19. Jahrhundert. Die Herkunft der Methode Paul 
Labands aus der Privatrechtswissenschaft, Frankfurt am Main, 1958. See also Bleicken (1975), p. 12. 
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Mommsen strongly believed in the power of systematics, as is illustrated by his 

crisp remark “Das System ist seine eigene Wahrheit”.64 The pandectists worked 

out a comprehensive theoretical system,65 and Mommsen thought it possible to 

construct a similar system for Roman constitutional law.66

 However – leaving aside the discussion whether or not a theoretical 

comprehensive system for Roman private law is historically correct – Roman 

constitutional law differs from Roman private law. Even more problematic is 

that systematization carries certain risks, because everything has to fit into the 

developed system.

 

67

 Moreover, a risk inherent in systematization is oversimplification 

which in turn could jeopardize historical interpretation. Systematizaion may 

encourage paradigmatic thinking in which historical facts are reinterpreted to 

fit a postulated and theoretical model. Also, systematization to a certain extent 

requires selection: important details may be overlooked and an incomplete 

picture may be given. Systematization, then, implies  a dogmatic approach, and 

such an approach offers but a turbid perspective on Roman law and Roman 

jurisprudence.

 

68 

  These arguments notwithstanding, systematization was of the utmost 

importance for Mommsen. He wanted one system to cover all aspects of his 

theory, and to that end he tried to harmonize the conflicting views of his 

predecessors Joseph Rubino (1799-1864) on the one hand and Wilhelm Adolph 

Becker (1796-1846) and Barthold Georg Niebuhr (1776-1831) on the other 

hand.69

                                        
64 Mommsen (1905-1913), Vol 3, p. 546. 
65 Nippel (2005), pp. 173-174. 
66 Gradenwitz (1904), p. 11. Gradenwitz argued that Mommsen had solved the task of elevating 
Roman public law to the level of private law better than the Roman jurists themselves would have 
been able to do. Bleicken (1975), p. 13; Nippel (2005), p. 174; Nippel (2007), p. 212. 
67 Kunkel (1973, p. 5) believed that, as a historian, Mommsen was very critical of the sources that 
offer information about the early Roman Republic, but that, as a jurist, he used these sources to 
build a coherent system. Nippel (2007, p. 207) argues the same and speaks of a dichotomy between 
the historian and the antiquarian. 
68 Leesen (2010), p. 2. 
69 Giovannini (1992), p. 167; Lintott (2005), p. 75. 

 Rubino believed it was the magistrates’ omnipotence that typified the 

Roman Republic, while Becker and Niebuhr argued that the principle of popular 

sovereignty was its hallmark.  
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predominantly on Carolus Sigonius (ca. 1524-1584)87 Of whose De antique iure 

civium romanorum Mommsen kept a copy on his desk.88

As this ‘lineage’ shows, Mommsen’s general theory of the Roman 

magistrates was grafted on the works of Rubino, Becker, Niebuhr, De Beaufort, 

and Sigonius.

  

89

 

Louis de Beaufort, La république romaine, ou plan géneral de l’ancien 

gouvernement de Rome, Book 4, Chapter 2.

 The question remains whether or not this was also the case for 

his subtheory of the praetor urbanus.  

Although it seems reasonable to assume so, no scholar has so far 

answered this question. I have gone over the works of Niebuhr, De Beaufort 

and Sigonius, and I have found a number of passages on whose basis this 

question can be answered in the affirmative. In these passages, which are 

quoted below, all three scholars state that from its inception the praetor 

urbanus was responsible for jurisdiction. 

90

 

  

 

J’ai déjà dit que les Rois furent d’abord les juges souverains, et que les 

consuls leur succédèrent dans les fonctions de rendre la justice. J’ai 

déjà dit aussi que la préture ne fut qu’un démembrement du consulat, 

et que lorsque en l’an de Rome 387, on établit un préteur, ce fut pour le 

charger de l’administration de la justice, qui jusqu’alors avoit été du 

department des consuls. Depuis, comme le concours des étrangers 

devenoit tous les jours plus grand à Rome, on établit encore un préteur, 

qui fut chargé de juger les différends qui survenoient, tant entre ces 

étrangers, qu’entre un étranger et un citoyen.  

 

 

                                                                                                              
romaine, ou plan général de l’ancien gouvernement de Rome of 1767, in which he discusses the 
magistrates of Rome in a separate section. 
87 Two other predecessors of De Beaufort are François Hotman and Paulus Manutius. 
88 Giovannini (2005), p. 73. 
89 Nippel (2005), p. 167.  
90 De Beaufort (1767), p. 30.  
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Rechtsanschauungen der eigenen Zeit war zwar schon von der 

Jahrhunderthälfe [1850] groß.76

The third point of criticism is that, although Mommsen explicitly asserts in the 

preface to the first edition of his Römisches Staatsrecht

  

 

2.2.4. Mommsen’s Theory Is Not New 

77 that he will write “ein 

neues und selbständiges Werk”,78 modern scholars have demonstrated that his 

work and theory on the Roman constitution is not new and that he based his 

views on the works of older scholars, notably Rubino, Becker and Niebuhr.79  

  Rubino and Becker were both students of Niebuhr’s and while Rubino 

was the first to systemize the ideas of his tutor,80 Becker defended Niebuhr’s 

ideas against Rubino’s interpretations.81 But the scholar whose influence on 

Mommsen was particularly strong was Niebuhr himself. Mommsen must have 

been very familiar with Niebuhr’s work82 since several similarities can be 

discovered between Niebuhr’s work and Mommsen’s Staatsrecht.83

  Niebuhr’s predecessors can also be traced, because Niebuhr himself 

confirmed

 It would 

appear then that Mommsen is more heavily indebted to Niebuhr than he 

acknowledges in his Staatsrecht.  

84 that he used the works of Jacobus Perizonius (1651-1715)85 and 

especially Louis de Beaufort (1703-1795).86

                                        
76 Bleicken (1975), p. 16. 
77 He had been asked in 1871 by Karl Joachim Marquardt (1812-1882) to replace the second part of 
the Handbuch der römischen Alterthümer of Wilhelm Adolph Becker. 
78 Mommsen (1887), VII; Nippel (2005), p. 165. 
79 Giovannini (1990), p. 413; Nippel (2005), p. 168. 
80 Giovannini (1990), p. 410. 
81 Giovannini (1990), p. 412; Nippel (2005), p. 172. 
82 B.G. Niebuhr (1853), Römische Geschichte, 3 Vols, Berlin; B.G. Niebuhr (1858), Vorträge über 
römische Alterthümer, an der Universität zu Bonn gehalten, Berlin. 
83 What is interesting is not only that Niebuhr wrote a separate part on allgemeine Lehre der 
Magistratur too, but also that the same words are used. For a detailed analysis, see Giovannini 
(1992), pp. 169-170. 
84 Niebuhr (1858), p. 17; Niebuhr (1873), Römische Geschichte, Vol 1; XXVI; See Nippel (2005), p. 
168. 
85 Jacobus Perizonius published his Animadversiones historicae in quibus plurima in priscis 
romanarum rerum auctoribus notantur in 1685, in which, however, very little can be found on the 
Roman constitution. 

 In his turn, De Beaufort relied 

86 Louis de Beaufort published his Dissertation sur l’incertitude des cinq premiers siècles de l’histoire 
romaine in 1738. Of greater relevance to this dissertation is his lesser known La république 
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but also administered justice. […] After 80 years, the positions of 

praetor and curule aediles were created. The praetorship was created 

for the purpose of administering justice in the city; the praetor was 

available to discharge this duty where the consuls were preoccupied 

with their wartime duties. 

 

Niebuhr, Römische Geschichte.92

                                        
92 Niebuhr (1832), Vol 2, p. 37. 

 

 

Es ward das Amt des Vogts, unter dem schon längst gebräuchlichen 

Namen des Praetor urbanus erneuert, allein so, dass ihm die 

Jurisdiction durchaus auch während der Anwesenheit der Consuln 

übergehen ward. 

 

What conclusions can be drawn at this point? As modern scholarship confirms, 

Mommsen’s theory of the praetor urbanus was not new. Just as for his general 

theory of the Roman magistrates, Mommsen used the works of predecessors to 

elaborate his views on the jurisdiction of the praetor urbanus. These 

predecessors in turn built their theories on the subordinate clause of the 

dubious Livy passage. From this it follows that the standard theory of the 

praetor urbanus stretches back beyond Mommsen to well into the sixteenth 

century, and that neither Mommsen nor his precursors had any other sources 

but Livy to propose their theories. 

 

  

20

Chapter 5 (containing an analysis of the office of praetor urbanus. 

 

Mais depuis qu’on eut fait un démembrement du consulat et qu’on eut 

établi un magistrate particulier préposé à l’admistration de la justice, le 

nom de préteur lui devint particulièrement affecté. […]. On ne créa 

d’abord que un préteur, mais comme le nombre des habitants de Roma 

s’augmentoit à proportion qu’elle étendoit ses conquêtes, et qu’il s’y 

formoit un grand concours d’étrangers, il ne put plus suffire seul à 

l’administration de la justice. On resolut donc de lui en ajoindre un 

second, et on partagea leurs fonctions. Le premierrendoit la justic selon  

les lois Romaines, et seulement entre le citoyens Romains. Le second 

jugeoit les process qui survenoient tant entre les étrangers. 

 

Sigonius, De antique iure civium romanorum, Italiae, provinciarum, romanae 

iurisprudentiae iudiciis, Book 11, Chapter 20 (on magistrates).91

And when the kings had been expelled, two consulship positions were 

created, whose incumbents were in all matters as powerful as the kings 

had been: like them, they had imperium, except that for the latter it had 

been everlasting, for the former it was for one year only. There had 

only been one king at a time, while two consuls held office 

simultaneously – one would have been impractical. They waged war, 

 

 

Exactis autem regibus consules duo creati sunt in omnibus rebus pari 

cum regibus potestate, atque imperio, praeterquam quod illi perpetui, hi 

annui, ille unus, hi duo erant; neque enim solum, quod inpromptu est, 

bella gesserunt, sed etiam jus dixerunt. […]. Post annos octoginta praetor, 

et aediles curules creati fecerunt. Praetor enim ad jus in urbe dicendum, 

cui rei vacare jam consules propter bellicas curas non poterant, est 

creatus. 

 

                                        
91 Carolus Sigonius, De antique jure civium romanorum, Italiae, provinciarum, romanae 
jurisprudentiae iudiciis, XI, chapter XX: de magistratibus, p. 195. My translation.  
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but also administered justice. […] After 80 years, the positions of 

praetor and curule aediles were created. The praetorship was created 

for the purpose of administering justice in the city; the praetor was 

available to discharge this duty where the consuls were preoccupied 

with their wartime duties. 

 

Niebuhr, Römische Geschichte.92

                                        
92 Niebuhr (1832), Vol 2, p. 37. 
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20
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 Brennan’s first argument is an etymological one.98 The words praetorium, prae-

ire, porta praetoria, via praetoria, cohors praetoria – all words99 with a military 

connotation ánd referring to the praetor urbanus in one way or another – 

demonstrate that their must have been a military rationale behind the creation 

of the office of praetor urbanus.100 Moreover, ‘praetor’ translated into Greek as 

στρατηγος.101

  Brennan’s second argument is based on Livy. In Books 7 to 10, in which 

Livy discusses the years following 367 BC, the praetor is consistently 

mentioned in a military capacity.

 

102 This, Brennan argues, is not surprising 

because the praetorship was created in the midst of a serious military crisis.103 

For the year 215, more than hundred fifty years later, Livy states that the 

praetor urbanus and praetor peregrinus had to perform military duties and that 

no one, not even the praetors, was exempted from the conduct of war.104 

  Brennan’s third argument is a passage from a work by the 6th century 

AD Byzantine administrator Johannes Lydus.105

αὖθις δὲ προαχθέντων ὑπάτων, προεβλήθηθησαν ἐκ τῶν πατριχίων 

ἀγορανόμοι τέσσαρεσ χαὶ ταμίαι δύο καὶ πραίτωρ, ὁιον εί στρατηγος, 

  

 

                                                                                                              
Brennan’s work is the most recent and thorough research available. I will take his work as a 
starting point, because this dissertation does not focus on the praetorship, but on the jurisdiction of 
the pontiffs.  
98 Brennan (2000), p. 20. 
99 Campbell, Praetorium in OCD (2003) , p. 1241; Richmond - North - Patterson, Camps, in OCD 
(2003), pp. 283-284; Parker - Watson - Coulston, Cohors, in OCD (2003), p. 356. 
100 Modern scholars who argue that the position of praetor was created for jurisdictional reasons 
acknowledge this, but do not seem to draw any conclusions. Even Mommsen (1887, p. 74, n. 2) 
accepted that the term praetor is a contraction of prae-itor – he who goes before, i.e. in a military 
context. 
101 Johannes Lydus, De magistratibus populi romani: 1.38.25-29; New Testament: Acts 6:20. Appian’s 
regular word for praetor is strategos: see T.J. Luce, Appian's Magisterial Terminology, in Classical 
Philology, 56. 1 (1961), pp. 21-28; R.K. Shrek, Roman Documents of the Greak East, Baltimore, 1969, 
p. 22. 
102 Brennan (2000), p. 31, p. 61. Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 7.23.3-4; 7.24.9; 7.25.10; 7.39.3; 8.2.1-2. A 
fine example is Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 8.10.11, listing the military commanders who could make a 
ritual offering in battle: the consul, the dictator, and the praetor. Polybius, Histories, 6.27. 
103 In 367 BC, the Gallic threat was real (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 7.1.3; 9.6.11; 12.7-15) and Rome 
needed an extra military commander. Brennan (2000), p. 70. 
104 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 23.32.15. 
105 Mommsen did not mention this passage. It does not seem too far-fetched to assume that the 
reason for his forbearance might have been that the Lydus extract was incompatible with his 
system. 
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3. An Alternative and More Recent Theory on the Introduction of the 

Position of Praetor Urbanus  

 

When Mommsen’s theory on the praetor urbanus began to show signs of wear, 

Coli was the first scholar to come up with an alternative. In his view, the office 

of praetor urbanus was introduced for military reasons rather than for 

jurisdictional ones.93

He based his view on Livy’s information for the year 386 BC, which 

speaks of a third army – the legiones urbanae – placed under one of the 

consular tribunes to guard the city and the walls.

  

94 Coli believed that when in 

367 BC the office of consular tribune disappeared – the praetor urbanus 

assumed its duties. To support his view, Coli referred to the fact that the 

praetor urbanus had imperium minus:95

  The scholar who has most recently taken the military line is Brennan.

 in performing his duties, the praetor – 

just as the tribune did in the past – had to stay in the city and this condition 

would have allowed him to gradually develop his legal competence. Coli 

believes that at the end of the Second Punic War (202 BC) the praetor was no 

longer at the head of an army because a direct attack on Rome had become less 

plausible but retained his legal role.  
96 

His impressive monograph summarizes the arguments of older scholars and 

works out new arguments.97

                                        
93 Coli (1955), pp. 181-222, in particular pp. 208-209. See also Brennan (2000), p. 70. Other 
scholars are Starr (1980), pp. 16-19, 24 n. 10; R. Stewart (1987), pp. 190-191; Mitchell (1990), pp. 
184-186; Brupbacher (2006), p. 107: “the praetor’s actual activities results in placing the 
jurisdiction – contrary to some of the positions in classical legal history – rather at the far end of a 
long list of praetorian activities.” 
94 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 6.6.14 - 6.9.5. This theory can be found in several encyclopedias on ancient 
history, e.g., Brennan, Praetor, in OCD (2003), p. 1240; Kunkel, Praetor, in Neue Pauly 10 (2001), pp. 
260-261. 
95 This is confirmed by Livy’s account of the year 348 BC (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 7.25.12). Livy 
writes that the consul chose two legions to defend the City and divided the other eight between 
himself and Lucius Pinarius the praetor, who was ordered to secure the coastal frontiers and 
prevent the Greeks from landing. As Brennan has demonstrated, Pinarius must have commanded 
the two legions before he was ordered to fight the Greeks. Brennan (2000), p. 71. 
96 His work – Praetorship in the Roman Republic, Oxford, 2000 – is a critique of Mommsen or, in his 
own words (Brennan, 2000, p. 28), “this monograph is ultimately a critique of the views of 
Mommsen and subsequent scholars on the republican praetorship proper.”  

 

97 Describing the history and evolution of the praetorship as well as its exact duties is a complex 
task. Of course, older studies on the praetorship remain relevant after Brennan’s publication, but 
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4. The Praetor Urbanus and His Jurisdiction  

 

Even if it is correct that the position of praetor urbanus was created for military 

reasons, the question remains when this official became responsible for 

jurisdiction.  

  While it is true that of the very few scholars who have so far raised this 

question Mitchell and Brennan have suggested that this change occurred 

around 200 BC, they have done so without producing sources to support their 

view.109

The Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction was a plebiscite introduced by the plebeian 

tribune M. Plaetorius.

 Given their inconclusive assertion and the attention deficit this issue 

has suffered, it may be interesting to look at the two oldest laws that mention 

the praetor in connection with jurisdiction: the Lex Plaetoria and the Lex 

Papiria. 

 

4.1. The Lex Plaetoria de Iurisdictione 

110 It must be distinguished from another Lex Plaetoria, 

the Lex Plaetoria on the Duoviri,111 which I will discuss later.112

  The Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction is referred to in two sources. The main 

source is a passage from De Die Natili Volume Illustre, a work written in 238 AD 

by the grammarian Censorinus. In this work, Censorinus deals with human life 

and with time and its divisions.

 

113

                                        
109 Mitchell (1984), p. 558; Mitchell (1990), p. 184-186, Brennan (2000), 130-136. 
110 Elster (2003), pp. 159-162, with an extensive bibliography. 
111 Weiss (1931), Lex Plaetoria, in RE supplementband 5, col. 578-582, Elster (2003), pp. 409-411 
with an extensive bibliography. 
112 The Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction must also be distinguished from the Lex Laetoria on minors 
(Weiss (1931), Lex Plaetoria, in RE supplementband 5, col. 578-582; Elster (2003), pp. 308-312 
with an extensive bibliography). This Lex Laetoria on minors is mostly referred to as the Lex 
Plaetoria on minors. However, its proper name is Lex Laetoria, as has been convincingly argued by 
Schulz (1951), p. 191. See also Elster (2003), p. 311.  
113 Hudson - Williams - Nutton, Censorinus, in OCD (2003), p. 308. 

 The Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction is 

mentioned in connection with the parts of the day, and of these the suprema in 

particular. 

 

24

<καὶ> ληγᾶτοι, ὁιον εἰ ὑποστράτηγοι, καὶ δυοκαίδεκα χιλίαρχοι διὰ τὸ 

προσδοκᾶσθαι Ἀλεξανδρον τὸν Μαχεδόνα κατὰ Ῥωμαὶων στρατεύειν. 

(Johannes Lydus, De Magistratibus Populi Romani, 1.38.25-29)106

This passage derives from Lydus’ De Magistratibus Populi Romani, which 

discusses the rise and fall of the administrative offices of the Roman State.

 

 

When consuls had again been elevated, there were appointed from the 

ranks of the patricii four aediles, two quaestors, a praetor, that is, ‘a 

general’, legati, namely ‘lieutenant-generals’, and twelve military 

tribunes, on account of the fact that Alexander the Macedonian was 

expected to wage war against the Romans.  

 

107

The main problem of this text is its chronology.

 
108

                                        
106 Text and translation by A.C. Bandy (1983), Iohannes Lydus: On Powers or the Magistracies of the 
Roman State. Introduction, Critical Text, Translation, Commentary and Indices, Philadelphia, pp. 58-
59. A recent and detailed monograph on Lydus is: M. Maas, John Lydus and the Roman Past, London, 
1992. 
107 Maas (1992), p. 84; Whitby, John the Lydian, in OCD (2003), p. 899. Lydus’ two other works are 
De Mensibus on the Roman calendar and De Ostentis on astrological matters. 
108 Brennan (2000), p. 61. 

 Lydus is grouping 

together a number of administrative innovations which cannot have been 

contem-poraneous.  

Another problem is that Lydus lived almost a millennium after the 

introduction of the office of praetor urbanus in 367 BC and his information that 

the Romans were expecting to fight Alexander the Great is evidently a wild 

guess. Nevertheless, where Lydus writes that the praetor was originally a 

patrician and that he was a military commander, his information is probably 

correct, as all other indications support this statement. 
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It is important to distinguish the texts of Censorinus and Varro on the one hand 

and the text of the Lex Plaetoria on the other hand. The focus of the texts by 

Censorinus and Varro is clear: for both it is the moment of the suprema. The 

number of lictors119 and the jurisdiction of the praetor are mentioned only 

casually. No such discernible clarity of purpose attaches to the Lex Plaetoria, 

but the gist is clear: it changed the moment of the suprema, and that is why 

Censorinus and Varro quoted it. In the Law of the XII Tables, the suprema was 

the moment of sunset.120 The Lex Plaetoria implemented some change 

regarding the suprema, even if the exact nature of the change is unclear.121 It 

also mentions the number of lictors122 and most scholars who have discussed 

the Lex Plaetoria have written about this aspect.123

  Some scholars have dated the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction to the early 

Roman republic.

  

  However, what is relevant here is that the Lex Plaetoria mentions the 

jurisdiction of the praetor urbanus. This makes it the oldest Roman law to cite 

the praetor urbanus and his jurisdiction. It is therefore crucial to fix an exact 

date on the Lex Plaetoria, especially because the phrase “qui nunc est” suggests 

that the duties of the praetor urbanus had recently been changed. 

124 Mommsen, however, argued that the law could not be older 

than 242 BC – when the office of praetor peregrinus was created – because the 

designation praetor urbanus presupposes the existence of the praetor 

peregrinus.125 Mommsen’s view is still commonly accepted.126

                                        
119 Varro does not mention the two lictors.  
120 The suprema is first mentioned in the Law of the XII Tables. Table I, 9. 
121 Vogel (1950), p. 101, Metzger (2004), p. 272. 
122 Mentioned by Festus and not by Varro. The standard theory is that the praetor had six lictors 
(Valerius Maximus, Dictorum Factorumque Memorabilium, 1.1.9; Polybius, Histories, 3.106.6, 33.1.5; 
Cicero, In Verrem, 2.5.54, 2.5.142, Plutarch, Paulus, 4) and not two (Plautus, Epidicus, 23-28; Cicero, 
De Lege Agraria, 2.34.93; Statius Silvae, 1.4.80) as can be read in the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction. 
123 Plautus, Epidicus, 23-28; Cicero, De Lege Agraria, 2.34.93; Statius Silvae, 1.4.80. 
124 Girard (1901), p. 170; Granger (1917), p. 47; Meyer (1965), p. 510, A. 23. 
125 Mommsen (1887) p. 384, n. 2. 
126 Followed by most scholars: FIRA (1941), p. 80; Millar (1984), p. 8; Crook (1984), p. 594; Crook 
(1996), p. 731. Contra: Kunkel-Wittman (1995), p. 121, n. 67. 

 What is more, 

two additional arguments have been put forward by scholars that concur with 

Mommsen’s dating the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction to after 242 BC. Firstly, the 

26

Quia est in XII tabulis scriptum sic : ‘solis occasus suprema tempestas 

esto.’ Sed postea M. Pletorius114 tribunus plebiscitum tulit in quo scribtum 

est: ‘praetor urbanus qui nunc est quinque posthac fuat duo lictores apud 

se habeto <usque> supremam ad solem occasum ius inter cives dicito’. 

(Censorinus, De Die Natali Volume Illustre, 24.3)115

The second source is Varro’s Lingua Latina.

 

 
In the XII Tables it is written as follows: ‘The setting of the sun shall be 

the last part of the day.” But afterward M. Plaetorius the tribune passed 

a plebiscite, in which it is written: “Whoever is now urban praetor and 

whoever shall be appointed hereafter is to have two lectors with him 

and he is to have jurisdiction between citizens <through> the last hour 

right down to sunset’.  

116 Censorinus’ reading most likely 

stems from Varro.117

 Suprema summum diei, id ad superrimo. Hoc tempus XII Tabulae dicunt 

occasum esse solis; sed postea lex Pl<a>etoria id quoque tempus esse 

iubet supremum quo praetor in Comitio supremam pronuntiavit populo. 

(Varro, De Lingua Latina, 6.5)

  

 

118

                                        
114 The manuscript text reads “Pletorius” rather than “Plaetorius”. 
115 Text by N. Sallmann, Censorinus, De Die Natali, Leipzig, 1983. My translation. 
116 Kaster, Marcus Terentius Varro, in OCD (2003), p. 1582. 
117 For a detailed discussion, see Crook (1984), p. 588. 
118 Text and translation by R.G. Kent, Varro, On the Latin Language (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge, 1999. 

  

 

Suprema means the last part of the day; it is from superrimum. This 

time, the Twelve Tables say, is sunset; but afterwards the Plaetorian 

Law declares that this time also should be last at which the praetor in 

the Comitium has announced to the people the suprema ‘end of the 

session’.  
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It is important to distinguish the texts of Censorinus and Varro on the one hand 

and the text of the Lex Plaetoria on the other hand. The focus of the texts by 
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  Some scholars have dated the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction to the early 

Roman republic.

  

  However, what is relevant here is that the Lex Plaetoria mentions the 

jurisdiction of the praetor urbanus. This makes it the oldest Roman law to cite 

the praetor urbanus and his jurisdiction. It is therefore crucial to fix an exact 

date on the Lex Plaetoria, especially because the phrase “qui nunc est” suggests 
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designation praetor urbanus presupposes the existence of the praetor 

peregrinus.125 Mommsen’s view is still commonly accepted.126
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121 Vogel (1950), p. 101, Metzger (2004), p. 272. 
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election as plebeian tribune after ten years a very tempting  

prospect.133 And indeed, the prosopographic lists134 do suggest that after 342 

BC no plebeian tribune was re-elected.135

With a terminus post quem (200 BC) and terminus ante quem (175 BC) 

in place, a more precise dating of the Lex Plaetoria within this time frame can 

now be made. As early as 1862, Ludwig Lange dated the law to 227 BC, 

believing that it created the additional praetors for Sicily and Sardinia.

 

136

Although Brennan feels that this possibility should be excluded 

because “it would be surprising if the Romans introduced two (possibly 

irritating) innovations at the same time”, I find his argumentation 

unconvincing: the year 197 BC is by no means an improbable candidate for the 

Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction.

 Given 

the terminus post quem of 200 BC postulated here, Lange’s dating seems to be 

erroneous. A date I believe feasible is the year 197 BC, when two additional 

praetors were installed in the newly created provinces in Spain.  

137

The Lex Papiria is the second law which literally mentions the praetor and his 

jurisdiction,

  

 

4.2. The Lex Papiria de Sacramentis 

138 and although it speaks of praetor instead of praetor urbanus, the 

phrase qui inter cives ius dicet makes clear that the praetor urbanus is meant. 

The only source is a passage from Festus.139

                                        
133 Kunkel - Wittmann (1995), p. 564. 
134 T.R.S. Broughton (1961), The Magistrates of the Roman Republic. Part 1 : 509 B.C. - 100 B.C., 
Cleveland, reprint 1968. 
135 In the early Roman Republic, re-election was possible (Livy, 2.56.5; 3.14.6; 3.21.2; 3.24.9; 
3.29.8). After the Leges Licinia-Sextiae of 367 BC, re-election as plebeian tribune is no longer 
attested in the sources. One exception is M. Flavius, plebeian tribune in 327 and 323 BC. Re-election 
as plebeian tribune became possible once again because of the initiatives of Tiberius and Gaius 
Gracchus in the thirties of the second century BC. For a detailed analysis, see Kunkel - Wittmann 
(1995), pp. 564-565. 
136 Lange (1862), Vol 2, p. 654; Vogel (1950), p. 104 disagrees –  because the law only indirectly 
discusses the ius fascium – and believes that the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction is not identical with 
the law which created the additional praetorial positions but can be dated to around 227 BC. 
137 Brennan (2000) p. 666 
138 Crawford (1993), pp. 733-735; Cloud (1996), p. 159; Elster (2003), pp. 461-464 with an 
extensive bibliography. Elster refers to the law as the Lex Papiria de IIIviri capitalibus.  
139 Text by W.M. Lindsay (1978), De Verborum Significatu quae Supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 
Hildesheim. My translation. 
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wordings are not archaic enough to be dated as early as 242 BC.127 The 

problem, however, with this argument is that the orginal words of the lex have 

not been preserved.128 Secondly and more significantly, all known Plaetorii 

belonged to the second century BC.129

  I believe that by linking the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction to the Lex 

Plaetoria on the Duoviri a terminus ante quem can also be determined. The 

terminus ante quem for the latter law is 175 BC because two inscriptions 

concerning that year mention a certain A. Postumius Albinus Luscus who was 

appointed duovir on its basis.

 It is therefore probable that the 

Plaetorius in question was a plebeian tribune after 200 BC and this date will 

also be the terminus post quem for the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction. 

130 These two laws can be linked because I believe 

both were initiated by the same person, M. Plaetorius, and this would make a 

plausible case for the year 175 BC being the terminus ante quem for the Lex 

Plaetoria on jurisdiction. The initiator of the Lex Plaetoria on the Duoviri was a 

Plaetorius who may have been a plebeian tribune of the early second century 

BC,131

For two reasons, it also seems likely that from 342 BC onwards, the 

office of plebeian tribune

 and the initiator of the Lex Plaetoria on jurisdiction was also a Plaetorius 

and a plebeian tribune.  

132

                                        
127 Crook (1984), p. 594. However, Crook does not rule out that the Lex Plaetoria was created in 242 
BC and that the statute was structured as follows: “The praetor urbanus shall henceforward have 
two lictors and such-and-such duties, and there shall be a second praetor who shall have two lictors 
and such-and such duties.” According to Brennan (2000), p. 666, Crook’s hypothesis makes a fair 
argument, but is not decisive. 
128 As said, the sources are Marcus Terentius Varro (116-27 BC) and Censorinus (third century AD). 
129 Brennan (2000), p. 666. 
130 The inscriptions refer to A. Postumius Albinus Luscus, praetor in 185 BC and consul in 180 BC. A. 
Postumius Albinus Luscus, in RE 43 (1953), col. 925-927. The first inscription was found in 1876 on 
an altar, near to the Serviuswall in Rome. CIL I² 804=CIL VI 3732=ILS 4019: Vermino | A. Postumius 
A.f.A.N. Albi | duo vir lege Plaetoria. The second inscription was found in 1933, also on an altar, in 
the area sacra di Largo Argentina in Rome. Archäologische Anzeiger (1933), p. 629; Radford 
(1939), p. 46: A. Postumius A.f.A.n. Albinus duovir lege | Plaetoria reficiundam coeravit.  
131 Plaetorius, in RE 40 (1950), col. 1948. 
132 It was an annual office. De Libero, Tribunis plebis, in Neue Pauly, 12.1 (2002), pp. 798-799. 

 was held only once by incumbents. First, the Lex 

Genucia of 342 BC laid down that a period of ten years had to be observed 

before anyone could be re-elected to the same office. Second, from the middle 

of the fourth century BC onwards, plebeians could also hold other offices of the 

cursus honorum, and alternative career opportunities would not make re-
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 As modern scholars argue, it is highly probable that Festus jumped from the 

first mention of sacramentum to the next one, providing a bare minimum of 

context and omitting details of the election of the triumviri,142

  The Lex Papiria that is mentioned in this connection deals with the role 

of the triumviri capitales in relation to the sacramenta.

 because his main 

purpose was to inform his readers about the concept of sacramentum. 

143 According to the 

Livian tradition, the triumviri capitales (also known as the triumviri nocturni)144 

were created in 290 BC145 and they had two tasks. Their first and main task 

concerned dealing with convicting criminals:146 they were responsible for 

arresting criminals, for guarding prisoners, for carrying out executions in the 

city prison,147 and for organizing a night fire brigade.148 Their second task 

concerned limited civil jurisdiction. It is generally accepted that they assisted 

magistrates, in this case the praetor.149

Because the Lex Papiria is one of the oldest sources to directly link the praetor 

urbanus to jurisdiction, determining its exact date is a matter of some 

importance. Although the Lex Plaetoria, unlike the Lex Papiria, does not contain 

the word urbanus, the reference “qui inter cives ius dicet” is explicitely used to 

indicate that the praetor urbanus is meant and not the praetor peregrinus. The 

 The Lex Papiria invested them with 

jurisdiction in cases involving a sacramentum of five hundred asses. 

 

                                        
142 Cloud (1992), p. 161; Cloud (1996), p. 62; Elster (2003), p. 462. 
143 The nature of the relation cannot be determined. As is argued by Cloud (1992), p. 172, Festus’ 
text refers to some earlier laws and plebiscites regarding the powers of the IIIviri. The Lex Papiria 
may have confirmed all their powers or it may have confirmed their previous powers and their new 
powers or only their powers concerning their relationship with the praetor urbanus.  
144 As a board of three magistrates, they belonged to the vigintisexviri (six boards of minor 
magistrates). Purcell, Vigintisexviri/Vigintiviri, in OCD (2003), pp. 1598-1599. 
145 Livy, Epitomator, 11, tunc primum creati. 
146 Kunkel (1962), p. 71, p. 269; Lintott (1968), p. 102; Nippel (1988), pp. 33-47; Nippel (1995), pp. 
22-26; Cornell, Police, in OCD (2003), pp. 1204-1205; Elster (2003), pp. 462-463. The theory that 
the tresviri capitales had general policing duties goes back to Kunkel’s views. Nippel, however, 
convincingly demonstrates that this was not the case: the IIIviri, while they did have criminal law-
related tasks, could not have been policemen in the modern sense of the word, because their 
modest number would not have allowed for it.  
147 D. 1.2.2.30, Cicero, De Legibus, 3.3.6; Valerius Maximus, Dictorum factorumque memorabilium, 
5.4.7. 
148 D. 1.15.1; Plautus, Amphitruo, 155; Valerius Maximus, Dictorum factorumque memorabilium, 
7.4.2. 
149 Cloud (1992), p. 162. 

30

Sacramentum aes significat, quod poenae nomine penditur, sive eo quis 

interrogator, sive contendit[ur]. Id in aliis rebus quinquaginta assium est, 

in aliis rebus quingentorum inter eos qui iudicio inter se contenderent. 

Qua de re lege L. Papiri tribuni plebis sanctum est his verbis: ‘quicumque 

praetor post hoc factus erit, qui inter cives ius dicet, tres viros capitales 

populum rogato, hique tres viri <capitales> quicumque <posthac fa>cti 

erunt, sacramenta ex <igunto> iudicantoque’. (Festus, De Verborum 

Significatu quae Supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 468L)140

The corruption of the final clause notwithstanding, the general idea of the Lex 

Papiria as expressed in Festus’ passage is clear: it is about sacramentum 

(money).

  

 

Sacramentum means the money, which is paid as a penalty, either to 

him who is interrogated or to the challenger (or he who is being 

challenged). The amount of money is in certain cases fifty asses, in 

other cases five hundred asses for those who are involved in a judicial 

dispute. On this matter, the law of L. Papirius, tribunus plebis, has 

ordained as follows: ‘whoever hereafter shall have been appointed 

praetor, who shall have jurisdiction between citizens, is to propose to 

the people the election of IIIviri capitales, and these IIIviri <capitales>, 

whoever <hereafter> shall have been <appointed>, are to <exact> and 

adjudge sacramenta’.  

141

                                        
140 The last phrase in Lindsay’s edition – eodemque iure sunto, uti legibus plebeique scitis exigere 
iudicareque [esse] esseque oportet – makes no sense and is probably corrupt. 
141 On sacramenta see Kaser (1996), pp. 61-62. 

 Festus makes a distinction between the amounts of sacramenta: in 

some cases it is fifty asses and in other cases it is five hundred asses. The latter 

sum is owed in connection with legal disputes and it is in the context of these 

legal disputes that Festus mentions the Lex Papiria: from now on, the praetor 

must let the people choose the tresviri (or triumviri) who will be responsible for 

the sacramenta.  
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related tasks, could not have been policemen in the modern sense of the word, because their 
modest number would not have allowed for it.  
147 D. 1.2.2.30, Cicero, De Legibus, 3.3.6; Valerius Maximus, Dictorum factorumque memorabilium, 
5.4.7. 
148 D. 1.15.1; Plautus, Amphitruo, 155; Valerius Maximus, Dictorum factorumque memorabilium, 
7.4.2. 
149 Cloud (1992), p. 162. 
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Sacramentum aes significat, quod poenae nomine penditur, sive eo quis 

interrogator, sive contendit[ur]. Id in aliis rebus quinquaginta assium est, 

in aliis rebus quingentorum inter eos qui iudicio inter se contenderent. 

Qua de re lege L. Papiri tribuni plebis sanctum est his verbis: ‘quicumque 

praetor post hoc factus erit, qui inter cives ius dicet, tres viros capitales 

populum rogato, hique tres viri <capitales> quicumque <posthac fa>cti 

erunt, sacramenta ex <igunto> iudicantoque’. (Festus, De Verborum 

Significatu quae Supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 468L)140

The corruption of the final clause notwithstanding, the general idea of the Lex 

Papiria as expressed in Festus’ passage is clear: it is about sacramentum 

(money).

  

 

Sacramentum means the money, which is paid as a penalty, either to 

him who is interrogated or to the challenger (or he who is being 

challenged). The amount of money is in certain cases fifty asses, in 

other cases five hundred asses for those who are involved in a judicial 

dispute. On this matter, the law of L. Papirius, tribunus plebis, has 

ordained as follows: ‘whoever hereafter shall have been appointed 

praetor, who shall have jurisdiction between citizens, is to propose to 

the people the election of IIIviri capitales, and these IIIviri <capitales>, 

whoever <hereafter> shall have been <appointed>, are to <exact> and 

adjudge sacramenta’.  

141

                                        
140 The last phrase in Lindsay’s edition – eodemque iure sunto, uti legibus plebeique scitis exigere 
iudicareque [esse] esseque oportet – makes no sense and is probably corrupt. 
141 On sacramenta see Kaser (1996), pp. 61-62. 

 Festus makes a distinction between the amounts of sacramenta: in 

some cases it is fifty asses and in other cases it is five hundred asses. The latter 

sum is owed in connection with legal disputes and it is in the context of these 

legal disputes that Festus mentions the Lex Papiria: from now on, the praetor 

must let the people choose the tresviri (or triumviri) who will be responsible for 

the sacramenta.  
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Although most scholars assume that, in 509 BC, the jurisdiction as one of the 

secular tasks of the king, was given to magistrates,

CHAPTER 2: THE JURISDICTION OF THE PONTIFFS IN FIFTH-CENTURY BC 

ROME 

 

153 a few scholars suggest 

that it was transferred from king to the pontiffs.154

Pointing to the publication of the legis actiones and the dies fasti in the 

annales maximi, the tabula dealbata and the Law of the XII Tables, several 

scholars have suggested that the pontiffs in their turn lost jurisdiction in the 

fifth century BC.

 It was the pontiffs who 

decided if, how, and when legal procedures could take place: only they knew 

the forms of actions and the days set aside for litigation. 

155

I will present arguments in favor of continued jurisdiction of the 

pontiffs in the fifth century BC, and I will analyze the annales maximi, the tabula 

dealbata and the Law of the XII Tables in an attempt to demonstrate that in fact 

none on these sources mentioned the legis actiones and dies fasti.

 However, it is doubtful whether that is the case.  

156

Fifth-century BC Rome bore little resemblance to the state it was to become 

around 100 BC: it was a small community of farmers that was frequently 

involved in armed conflicts

 But first, I 

will provide a brief historical background of the period.  

 

1. Historical Background 

 

157

                                        
153 Wissowa (1912), pp. 511-513; Carter (1917), pp. 9-11; De Francisci (1931), pp. 445-446; 
Dumézil (1966), pp. 117-120;  Momigliano (1971), pp. 357-360;  David (1992), p. 19. 
154 De Martino (1937), p. 27; Schulz (1946), p. 8; Wolff (1951), p. 95; Gjerstad (1973), p. 250; 
Wieacker (1988), pp. 312-313; pp. 437-438; Mitchell (1990), p. 69; Gargola (1995), p. 12; Rainer 
(2006), p. 103. 
155 Seeck (1885), pp. 61-63; Schulz (1946), p. 20; Warmington (1967), p. 505; Michels (1976), pp. 
110-111; Humm (2005), p. 452; Forsythe (2005), pp. 70 and 213.  
156 Sometimes referred to as fasti, e.g., Muth (1988), p. 237. Not to be confused with the fasti 
consulares. See Cornell (1995), pp. 218-223; Price - McDonald, Fasti, in OCD (2003), p. 588. 
157 Polybius, The Histories, 1.5-6. Various wars can be distinguished, e.g., the war against the Latins 
which ended with the famous battle of Lake Regillus in 496 BC, the wars against the Sabines, Aequi, 
and Volsci (486-ca. 496 BC); and the war against Etruscan Veii (482-474 BC). Scullard (1980), pp. 
92-93, pp. 96-101; Cornell (1995), p. 293; pp. 307-313; Raaflaub (2006), p. 135. For an extended 
overview, see Oakley (2004), pp. 17-19. 

 It was not until the end of the Second Punic War 

32

Lex Papiria must therefore be dated to after 242 BC (when the position of 

praetor peregrinus was introduced), the terminus post quem.  

As for a terminus ante quem, the Gracchian Lex Acilia Repetundarum of 

123/122 BC150 included the triumviri capitales among the minor magistrates 

who were chosen directly by the people, and the Lex Papiria must therefore 

have been in force by 123/122 BC.151 As it is unknown when L. Papirius152

                                        
150 CIL 1², 2, no. 583, pp. 443-452. Heurgon, Repetundae, in OCD (2003), pp. 1308-1309. The Lex 
Acilia introduced a radical procedural reform:  quaestio de repetundis. This court was created to 
secure compensation for the illegal acquisition of money or property by Romans in authority 
abroad. C. Sempronius Gracchus, finding this court corrupt, had the Lex Acilia Repetundarum voted 
in by the plebeian tribune Manius Acilius Glabrio. The law prevented senatorial jurors obstructing 
fellow-senators from being convicted. Line 22 of this law included the IIIviri among the minor 
magistrates and thus implies that they were elected by the comitia tributa, i.e. the people. Cloud 
(1992), p. 173. 
151 Cloud (1996), p. 174. 
152 Münzer, L. Papririus (18), in RE 18 (1949), col. 1010. 

 was 

a plebeian tribune, the only safe conclusion is that the Festus text demonstrates 

that the praetor urbanus had jurisdiction in and before 123/122 BC and that it 

is unlikely that he had such jurisdiction before 242 BC. 

 

5. Summary 

 

To wind up this chapter, I will recap its main findings. First of all, on scrutiny it 

was found that hardly any sources confidently support the prevailing theory 

that the praetor was responsible for jurisdiction from 367 BC onwards. 

Secondly, in view of the Lydus passage and the issue of third army command 

(legiones urbanae) it is at least plausible that the position of praetor urbanus 

was originally created for military rather than jurisdictional reasons. And lastly, 

the oldest law to mention the jurisdiction of the praetor urbanus, the Lex 

Plaetoria, points to 200-175 BC as the period when jurisdiction was transferred 

from the pontiff to the praetor urbanus.  
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There are quite a number of sources that substantiate the close link between 

law and religion in the early Roman Republic163

Q. Conclusa quidem est a te, frater, magna lex sane quam brevi, sed, ut 

mihi quidem videtur, non multum discrepant ista constitutio religionum 

a legibus Numae nostrisque moribus. (Cicero, De Legibus, 2.23)

 and some of them are 

particularly relevant to the pontiffs’ jurisdiction: three passages from Cicero, 

one from Ulpian, and one from Festus. They deal with various aspects of the 

relation between law and religion. The first passage I will discuss is from 

Cicero’s De Legibus and will serve as a stage-setter.  

    

164

In De Legibus Cicero elaborates on natural and religious laws and advocates 

reforming the Roman constitutional system. It is written as a dialogue between 

Cicero himself, his brother Quintus, and their mutual friend Titus Pomponius 

Atticus.

 

 

Q(uintus): My dear brother, how quickly you have completed this 

important body of law. However, it seems to me that this religious 

system of yours does not differ a great deal from the laws of Numa and 

our own customs. 

165

  The passage offers an indication that in the early Roman Republic it 

was virtually impossible to distinguish between fas (religion) and ius (law). 

Everything was fas; ius as a separately identifiable system of rules did not come 

into being until later.

 In the quoted passage, Quintus observes that the religious system 

proposed by Cicero is not very different from the laws of Numa, nor from their 

own customs. 

166

                                                                                                              
disciplines.” Magdelain (1986), p. 268, p. 288, p. 297. He also argued that the role of magic in early 
Roman law should not be overestimated. Magdelain (1986), pp. 288-289. 
163 Other more general sources on the relationship between law and religion in the early Roman 
Republic are Cicero, De Haruspicum Responses, 9.19; Cicero, De Natura Deorum, 2.3.8; Cicero, De 
Oratore, 3.133; Cicero, Pro Murena, 27-28; Sallust, Bellum Catilinae, 12.3; Sallust, Bellum 
Jugurthinum, 14.19; and Polybius, The Histories, 6.56.6-8. 
164 Text and translation by C.W. Keyes, De Re Publica, De Legibus (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 1977. See also Dyck (2004), pp. 322-323. 
165 Dyck (2004), pp. 321-323. 
166 Kaser (1949), pp. 53-63; Sini (2006), pp. 53-63; Ter Beek (2012), pp. 11-12. 

 This is not very surprising: it is a common feature of 

34

(218-202 BC), when Rome defeated its arch-enemy Carthage once and for all, 

that things changed and Rome switched from a defensive to an offensive 

strategy. 

It is characteristic of this early period of Roman history that the state 

(such as it was) was organized along fairly rudimentary lines. Rome’s 

population numbered some 20,000 to (perhaps) 30,000 people and the typical 

Roman bureaucracy of later times had yet to evolve.158 Governmental 

contingencies were dealt with as they arose, with some 400 to 600 patricians 

holding all public positions (priests, administrators, and commanders-in-chief 

of Rome’s military forces) and sometimes more than one at the same time.159

For a long time the prevailing view has been that in the early Roman Republic 

law and religion were totally separate areas,

 

Legally too, Rome was at an embryonic stage: no significant legal texts are 

extant from before 451-450 BC, when Rome’s XII Tables law code was 

reportedly published.  

 

2. The Jurisdiction of the Pontiffs  

2.1. Law and Religion Were Entwined  

160 but thirty years ago, that view 

has been challenged by scholars who argue the opposite: law and religion were 

closely connected.161 If they are right, the pontiffs, who in the early Roman 

Republic were responsible for religion were arguably also responsible for 

jurisdiction.162

                                        
158 Raaflaub (2006), p. 137: “Demographic calculations suggest for that period on a territory of 822 
sq km (less than a third of Attica) a total population of 20.000 – 30.000 of whom 6000-9900 would 
have been adult male citizens, 2700-4.000 hoplites, and 400-600 adult members of the elite.” 
159 Strayer (1958), p. 38; Brennan (2007), p. 31. 
160 Mommsen (1979), Vol 2, pp. 18-20. For a detailed discussion of Mommsen’s views, see Bendlin 
(2000), p. 117.  
161 Frier (1979), p. 101; Mitchell (1984), pp. 534-544; Magdelain (1986), pp. 267-268; Draper 
(1988), p. 172; Humbert (1993), pp. 192-201, p. 192; Gargola (1995), p. 16; Scheid (2003), p. 130; 
Franchini (2005), p. 11; Warrior (2006), p. 42. An often used argument is that early Roman legal 
formalism is consistent with the ritualism of early Roman religion. 

  

 

162 Magdelain wrote an important article on law in early Roman times (Le Ius Archaïque), in which 
he clearly demonstrates that law and religion were both supervised by the pontiffs: “Droit et 
religion dépendraient, par un hasard de l’histoire, du même college sacerdotal, et c’est de cette 
contingence que résulterait, par l’emploi des mêmes techniques, la parenté des formes de ces deux 
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of pontiffs had returned the property to him and had allowed him to rebuild his 

house.171

The third example of the close connection between law and religion 

concerns legal knowledge. It is a text by the jurist Ulpian that appears at the 

very beginning of Justinian’s Digest.

  

In his speech, Cicero lauds the wisdom of the ancestors, who had 

decided that the worship of the gods and the vital interests of the state should 

be entrusted to the same individuals: the pontiffs. He confirms that the pontiffs 

were leading in religious matters as well as in affairs of state. Cicero does not 

explicitly mention jurisdiction as one of the tasks of the pontiffs, but it would 

seem a reasonable deduction that the words “rem publicam bene gerendo” 

imply this particular duty. 

172

Ulpianus libro primo regularum: Iuris prudentia est divinarum atque 

humanarum rerum notitia, iusti atque iniusti scientia. (Ulpian, D. 

1.1.10.2)

 

 

173

                                        
171 See Cicero, Letters to Atticus, 4.2.3; Allen (1944), pp. 1-9; Heibges (1969), pp. 304-312. 
172 Book 1, Title I: De iustitia et iure (Concerning justice and law). 
173 Text and translation by Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. Watson (eds.), The Digest of Justinian, Vol 
1, Philadelphia, 1985. 

 

 

The science of the law is the acquaintance with divine and human 

affairs, the knowledge of what is just and what is unjust. 

 

The first title of the first book of the Digest is about justice and law. As its 

provisions are of a very general nature, it can be reasonably assumed that 

Ulpian, when he speaks of the science of law, does not only refer to his own 

time, but also to the early days of the Roman State.  

Furthermore, when this text by Ulpian is combined with a passage from 

Festus, it becomes clear that the science of law (which is the knowledge of both 

human and divine matters) used to be within the province of the pontiffs. 

 

36

societies in the early stages of development that law and religion are closely 

associated.167 This is especially true for the Romans; they were regarded and 

regarded themselves as “the most religious people of the world”.168

Cum multa divinitus, pontifices, a maioribus nostris inventa atque 

instituta sunt, tum nihil praeclarius quam quod eosdem et religionibus 

deorum immortalium et summae rei publicae praeesse voluerunt, ut 

amplissimi et clarissimi cives rem publicam bene gerendo religiones, 

religiones sapienter interpretando rem publicam conservarent. (Cicero, 

De Domo Sua, 1.1)

 

 

The second source, another passage from Cicero, brings in the pontiffs. 

 

169

This passage is from the speech Cicero delivered before the college of 

pontiffs on September 29, 57 BC. A year earlier, he had been exiled at the 

instigation of his rival Clodius and his house on the Palatine had been 

destroyed. Adding insult to injury, Clodius had erected a monument to Liberty 

in situ, as a result of which the site of Cicero’s house was transferred from the 

sphere of ius humanum to that of ius divinum.

 

Gentlemen of the pontifical college: among the many divinely-inspired 

expedients of government established by our ancestors, there is none more 

striking than that whereby they expressed their intention that the worship of 

the gods and the vital interests of the state should be entrusted to the direction 

of the same individuals, to the end that citizens of the highest distinction and 

the brightest fame might achieve the welfare and religion by a wise 

administration of the state, and of the state by a sage interpretation of religion. 

170

                                        
167 Strayer (1958), p. 38, p. 41: “Greek and Roman religion lived only through and for the state, and 
almost by necessity had the same objects” Manthe (2003), pp. 7-13. 
168 Watson (1992), preface, p. 1. See also Rüpke (2007), p. 193; Vaahtera (2000), pp. 251-265. 
169 Text and translation by N.H. Watts, The speeches : Pro Archia Poeta; Post Reditum in Senatu; Post 
Reditum ad Quirites; De Domo Sua; De Haruspicum Responsis; Pro Plancio (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1965. 
170 Nisbet (1939), pp. 206-209; Linderski (1985), pp. 207-208. 

 At Cicero’s request the college 
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In his speech, Cicero lauds the wisdom of the ancestors, who had 

decided that the worship of the gods and the vital interests of the state should 

be entrusted to the same individuals: the pontiffs. He confirms that the pontiffs 

were leading in religious matters as well as in affairs of state. Cicero does not 

explicitly mention jurisdiction as one of the tasks of the pontiffs, but it would 

seem a reasonable deduction that the words “rem publicam bene gerendo” 

imply this particular duty. 

172

Ulpianus libro primo regularum: Iuris prudentia est divinarum atque 

humanarum rerum notitia, iusti atque iniusti scientia. (Ulpian, D. 

1.1.10.2)

 

 

173

                                        
171 See Cicero, Letters to Atticus, 4.2.3; Allen (1944), pp. 1-9; Heibges (1969), pp. 304-312. 
172 Book 1, Title I: De iustitia et iure (Concerning justice and law). 
173 Text and translation by Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. Watson (eds.), The Digest of Justinian, Vol 
1, Philadelphia, 1985. 

 

 

The science of the law is the acquaintance with divine and human 

affairs, the knowledge of what is just and what is unjust. 

 

The first title of the first book of the Digest is about justice and law. As its 

provisions are of a very general nature, it can be reasonably assumed that 

Ulpian, when he speaks of the science of law, does not only refer to his own 

time, but also to the early days of the Roman State.  

Furthermore, when this text by Ulpian is combined with a passage from 

Festus, it becomes clear that the science of law (which is the knowledge of both 

human and divine matters) used to be within the province of the pontiffs. 
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societies in the early stages of development that law and religion are closely 

associated.167 This is especially true for the Romans; they were regarded and 

regarded themselves as “the most religious people of the world”.168

Cum multa divinitus, pontifices, a maioribus nostris inventa atque 

instituta sunt, tum nihil praeclarius quam quod eosdem et religionibus 

deorum immortalium et summae rei publicae praeesse voluerunt, ut 

amplissimi et clarissimi cives rem publicam bene gerendo religiones, 

religiones sapienter interpretando rem publicam conservarent. (Cicero, 

De Domo Sua, 1.1)

 

 

The second source, another passage from Cicero, brings in the pontiffs. 

 

169

This passage is from the speech Cicero delivered before the college of 

pontiffs on September 29, 57 BC. A year earlier, he had been exiled at the 

instigation of his rival Clodius and his house on the Palatine had been 

destroyed. Adding insult to injury, Clodius had erected a monument to Liberty 

in situ, as a result of which the site of Cicero’s house was transferred from the 

sphere of ius humanum to that of ius divinum.

 

Gentlemen of the pontifical college: among the many divinely-inspired 

expedients of government established by our ancestors, there is none more 

striking than that whereby they expressed their intention that the worship of 

the gods and the vital interests of the state should be entrusted to the direction 

of the same individuals, to the end that citizens of the highest distinction and 

the brightest fame might achieve the welfare and religion by a wise 

administration of the state, and of the state by a sage interpretation of religion. 

170

                                        
167 Strayer (1958), p. 38, p. 41: “Greek and Roman religion lived only through and for the state, and 
almost by necessity had the same objects” Manthe (2003), pp. 7-13. 
168 Watson (1992), preface, p. 1. See also Rüpke (2007), p. 193; Vaahtera (2000), pp. 251-265. 
169 Text and translation by N.H. Watts, The speeches : Pro Archia Poeta; Post Reditum in Senatu; Post 
Reditum ad Quirites; De Domo Sua; De Haruspicum Responsis; Pro Plancio (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1965. 
170 Nisbet (1939), pp. 206-209; Linderski (1985), pp. 207-208. 
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sense.179

   

Velut in hoc ipso genere, quam magnum illud Scaevolae faciunt, 

pontifices ambo et eidem iuris peritissimi! “Saepe, inquit Publi filius, ex 

patre audiui, pontificem bonum neminem esse, nisi qui ius ciuile 

cognosset.” Totumne? Quid ita? Quid enim ad pontificem de iure 

parietum aut aquarum aut ullo omnino <ni>si eo quod cum religone 

coniunctum est? (Cicero, De Legibus, 2.47)

 Taken together, the two texts (Ulpian, D. 1.1.10.2 and Festus, 200L) 

strongly support the notion that the pontiffs had and applied legal knowledge. 

  The fourth and final example of the close connection between law and 

religion is another passage from Cicero’s De Legibus. This one concerns the 

pontiffs and their supervision of civil law.  

180

In 2.45-46, Atticus reminds Cicero of his promise to discuss the perpetual 

sacred rites (sacra perpetua) and the privileges of the spirits of the dead (ius 

Manium). Atticus is looking forward to this exposition because, in his opinion, 

both issues concern pontifical and civil law. Then, in 2.47, Cicero addresses the 

 

 

To take an example from this very branch of law, how extensive do the 

Scaevolae (both of them pontiffs and also most learned in law) make 

that very subject of which we have just been speaking! Scaevola, the 

son of Publius, says: "How often have I heared my father say 'that no 

one could be a good pontiff without a knowledge of the civil law.' A 

knowledge of the whole of it? Why so? For of what use to a pontiff is 

the law of house-walls or water rights, or in fact, any part of the civil 

law at all except that which is connected with religion? 

 

                                        
179 See also Festus, 113L: maximus pontifex dicitur, quod maximus rerum, quae ad sacra et religions, 
pertinent, iudex sit uindexque contumaciae priuatorum magistratuumque. The pontifex maximus is 
called so because he is the supreme judge of matters pertaining to rites and religion and the 
punisher of stubbornly defiant private citizens and magistrates. My translation. 
180 Text and translation by C.W. Keyes, Cicero, De Re Publica, De Legibus (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge, 1977. See also Dyck (2004), pp. 375-380. 
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Pontifex maximus, quod iudex atque arbiter habetur rerum divinarum 

humanarumque. (Festus, De Verborum Significatu quae Supersunt cum 

Pauli Epitome, 200L)174

This passage is from Sextus Pompeius Festus’ only extant work, fragmentary 

though it is: De Verborum Significatu,

 

 

The pontifex maximus is considered the judge and arbiter of human and 

divine affairs. 

 

175

Very little is known about Festus,

 a dictionary-cum-encyclopedia 

compiled in the Roman imperial period and consisting of twenty books with the 

entries arranged in alphabetical order.  
176 but he probably lived in the later 

second century AD. His treatise largely derives from a work by the same name, 

which was written by Verrius Flaccus (ca. 55 BC - 20 AD) and which evinces the 

Augustan Age enterprise of bringing together a comprehensive body of 

information on Roman customs and traditions. In his turn, Flaccus probably 

drew on the Antiquitates Rerum Humanarum et Divinarum, now lost, written by 

the first century BC historian Marcus Terentius Varro. Festus’ text can thus be 

traced back to Varro.177

In the quoted passage, Festus gives the meaning of the word pontifex 

maximus in the early Roman times.

  

178

                                        
174 Text by W.M. Lindsay, De Verborum Significatu quae supersunt cum Pauli Epitome (Bibliotheca 
scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana), Hildesheim, 1913, reprint 1978. My 
translation.  
175 De Verborum Significatu survives in a fragmentary state. Part of it is preserved in a single, 
damaged, manuscript; the rest in a summary made by Paul the Deacon, a renowned poet, a 
grammarian and historian, who lived at the end of the eighth century AD. 
176 A new project, the Festus Lexikon Project under the supervision of Michael Crawford and John 
North, wants to change this with a first detailed research into the life and the writings of Festus. 
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/history2/research/festus/ (last checked: 24 September 2012). 
177 http://www.ucl.ac.uk/history2/research/festus/ (last checked: 24 September 2012). 
178 Z. Zmigryder-Konopka (1932-1933), pp. 361-372. 

 He unequivocally states that the chief 

pontiff was iudex of both human and divine affairs. According to Ulpian, the 

person who possessed the knowledge to perform this duty had iuris prudentia. 

While the word iudex is mostly used in the context of the second phase of the 

Roman legal procedure (see section 2.2), Festus here uses it in a more general 
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2.2. The Pontiffs’ Supervision of the Legis Actiones 

The second reason to assume that the pontiffs had jurisdiction in the fifth 

century BC is that they supervised the legis actiones (literally, the actions based 

on the law).188

  Scholars first learned of the legis actiones in 1816, when Niebuhr 

discovered the Institutes of the second century AD jurist Gaius.

  

189 According to 

Gaius, the legis actiones were oral formulas that were used to start a private 

lawsuit.190 Originally there had only been four legis actiones; a fifth one was 

added in the third century BC. The legis actio procedure was the oldest 

procedure for civil law claims. It consisted of two phases: the first before the 

pontiff and the second before a iudex. The plaintiff initiated proceedings by 

pronouncing his claim in a set form of words prescribed for the case in 

question. The defendant then had to reply, also in prescribed phrases, and 

finally the pontiff intervened, again by means of specific formulas, referring the 

case on to the iudex, a private citizen appointed jointly by the pontiff and the 

litigating parties, who would hear and decide the case.191

 Si es<t> ea pecunia quae in iudicium venit in litibus, sacramentum a 

sacro; qui petebat et qui infitiabatur, de aliis rebus ut<e>rque quingenos 

aeris ad pont<ifi>em deponebant, de aliis rebus item certo alio legitimo 

numero actum; qui iudicio vicerat, suum sacramentum e sacro auferebat, 

victim ad aerarium redibat. (Varro, De Lingua Latina, 5.180)

 

  Several sources link the legis actiones to the pontiffs. The first one is a 

passage on the oldest legis actio, the legis actio sacramento. 

 

192

                                        
188 Wissowa (1912), p. 362; Frier (1943), p. 131; Schulz (1946), p. 20; p. 50; Düll (1973), pp. 287- 
288; Mitchell (1990), p. 171; Forsythe (2005), pp. 212. 
189 Wieacker (1988), pp. 255-257; p. 296, pp. 435-437. 
190 Gaius, Institutes 4.10-30. The legis actio procedure was rather formalistic. In Institutes 4.11, 
Gaius tells the story of a man who lost his case because in a legis actio procedure he used the word 
‘vines’ instead of the prescribed word ‘trees’.  
191 Kaser - Hackl (1997), p. 40. 
192 Text and translation by R.G. Kent, On the Latin Language (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 1999. 
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sacra privata and refers to Publius Mucius Scaevola,181 who was pontifex from 

130-115 BC, and his father.182 According to the latter, knowledge of the civil law 

is indispensable to any pontiff worth their salt.183 Cicero, however, disagrees 

and wonders what use any part of the civil law is to a pontiff unless it has a 

bearing on religion?184 Cicero’s remark certainly stands, yet one could argue 

that the situation at the time of Cicero’s De Legibus (43 BC) was different from 

when Publius Mucius Scaevola’s father held office, the beginning of the second 

century BC. Indeed, at that time, the pontiffs still needed a thorough knowledge 

of the civil law.185 In my view, the Cicero passage makes it plausible that in the 

early Roman Republic and probably until the time of Publius Mucius Scaevola’s 

father the pontiffs were involved in the civil law.186

Given all this – in the early Roman Republic law and religion were 

interwoven, the pontiffs had been made responsible for the flourishing of the 

state, they were legal experts and iudices in divine and human affairs, and a 

good pontiff was versed in the civil law – it is more than likely that the pontiffs 

had jurisdiction in the fifth century BC.

  

187

                                        
181 Publius Mucius Scaevola (RE 17) was tribunis plebis in 141 BC, praetor in 136 BC, consul in 133 
BC, and pontifex maximus in 130-115 BC, in which latter capacity he published the annales maximi. 
See further. M. Fluss, RE 31 (1933), col. 425-427. 
182 Publius Mucius Scaevola (RE 16) was praetor in 179 BC and, consul in 175 BC. He was famous 
for his knowledge of civil law (Cicero, Brutus, 98: cum esset P. Muci filius fratremque haberet P. 
Scaevolam, domi ius civile cognoverat). He was also pontifex maximus, although the exact year is 
unknown M. Fluss, RE 31 (1933), col. 424-425. Badian, Publius Mucius Scaevola, in OCD (2003), p. 
999. 
183 In De Oratore, 2.52, Cicero argues that Quintus Mucius Scaevola published the annales maximi 
during his pontificate.  
184 See Johnson (2007), pp. 30-36. Johnson uses this Cicero passage to make another point, namely 
that pontifical law hardly influenced civil law.  
185 In the same vein, Schulz (1936), p. 26; Dyck (2004), p. 380: The elder Scaevola’s view, though 
traditional, no longer prevailed in Cicero’s day. 
186 In the same vein, A. Berger, ius pontificum, in Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law, 
Philadelphia, 1953, p. 531. 
187 Gjerstad (1973), p. 250; Humbert (1993), p. 198, p. 194: “pourtant, durant les siècles de genèse 
du droit privé, pendant les cinq siècles de la République, la connaissance du droit et la science des 
rites religieux, ont relevé d’une autorité unique, celle des Pontifes.” 
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188 Wissowa (1912), p. 362; Frier (1943), p. 131; Schulz (1946), p. 20; p. 50; Düll (1973), pp. 287- 
288; Mitchell (1990), p. 171; Forsythe (2005), pp. 212. 
189 Wieacker (1988), pp. 255-257; p. 296, pp. 435-437. 
190 Gaius, Institutes 4.10-30. The legis actio procedure was rather formalistic. In Institutes 4.11, 
Gaius tells the story of a man who lost his case because in a legis actio procedure he used the word 
‘vines’ instead of the prescribed word ‘trees’.  
191 Kaser - Hackl (1997), p. 40. 
192 Text and translation by R.G. Kent, On the Latin Language (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 1999. 
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The second source is a well-known passage from the jurist Gaius on the legis 

actiones. 

 

Actiones quas in usu ueteres habuerunt legis actiones appellabantur vel 

ideo,quod legibus proditae erant, quippe tunc edicta praetoris, quibus 

conplures actiones introductae sunt, nondum in usu habebantur, vel ideo, 

quia ipsarum legum verbis accommodatae erant et ideo inmutabiles 

proinde atque leges observabantur. (Gaius, Institutes, 4.11)197

The actions commonly used by the veteres

  

 
198

Although Gaius does not explicitly mention the pontiffs, he must have had them 

in mind when he wrote that in the old days the veteres used the legis actiones: 

actiones quas in usu veteres habuerunt. The word veteres is usually translated as 

forefathers.

 were described as actions 

in the law, either because they were set out in statutes, since at the 

time the praetor’s edicts, which introduced numerous actions, were not 

yet in use – or because they were precisely adjusted to the words of 

statutes, and were accordingly observed as immutably as if they had 

been statutes.  

 

199

                                        
197 Text by W.M Gordon - O.F. Robinson, The Institutes of Gaius, New York, 1988. 
198 E. Poste, Institutiones of Roman Law by Gaius, Oxford, 1904: our old jurisprudence; S.P. Scott, The 
Civil Law, Including The Twelve Tables, The Institutes of Gaius, The Rules of Ulpian,The Opinions of 
Paulus, The Enactments of Justinian, and the Constitutions of Leo, Cincinnati, 1932: the ancients; F. 
De Zulueta, The Institutes of Gaius, Oxford, 1946: the practice of older times; W.M. Gordon, The 
Institutes of Gaius, London, 1988: old lawyers; U. Manthe, Gaius, Institutiones, Darmstadt, 2004: die 
Alten.  
199 C.T. Lewis - C. Short, A Latin Dictionary, Oxford, 1879, reprint 1975, p. 1983: veteres, the ancients, 
men of a former time, the fathers, ancestors, forefathers. 

 

  This interpretation is confirmed by two sources – a passage from the 

historian Livy and a passage from the jurist Pomponian – which I will analyze in 

detail in the next chapter. Here, I will only address their linking the pontiffs to 

the legis actiones.  

  In his description of the year 304 BC, Livy connects the pontiffs to the 

legis actiones.  

42

If it is that money which comes into court in lawsuits, it is called 

sacramentum, from sacrum: the plaintiff and the defendant each 

deposited with the pontifex, five hundred copper asses for some kinds 

of cases, and for other kinds the trial was conducted likewise under a 

deposit of some other fixed amount specified by law; he who won the 

decision got back his deposit from the temple, but the loser’s deposit 

passed into the state treasury. 

 

This text derives from Varro’s De Lingua Latina, which can best be described as 

an encyclopedic Latin lexicon. In the fifth book, Varro elaborates on the word 

sacramentum, stating that in the case of a legis actio sacramento both parties 

had to make a deposit.    

  In this passage, the crucial words are ad ponti<fi>cem. It is unclear, yet 

at the same time immaterial, whether the manuscript reads ad pontem or ad 

pontificem.193 If the latter, Varro states that the parties had to make a deposit to 

the pontiffs.194 If the former, the end result is the same, because ad pontem 

refers to the Pons Sublicius, the bridge which is closely associated with the 

pontiffs.195 In either reading, legal action was very much like a religious 

procedure in which the pontiff received a sacred deposit in order to keep it 

untill the end of the trial.196

                                        
193 Wolf (1985), pp. 1-39. Forsyth (2005), p. 213. 
194 Gaius, Institutes 4.13 mentions the praetor in connection with the legis actio sacramento, but he 
describes it as it was known in his own time and he therefore refers to the praetor rather than to 
the pontiff. However, in the early Roman Republic – when the legis actio sacramento was used – the 
postion of praetor (which was only created in 367 BC) did not exist. For this reason, this Gaius 
passage cannot support the argument that the praetor was responsible for the legis actio 
sacramento in the fifth century BC. 
195 Varro, De Lingua Latina, 5.83, Plutarch, Numa, 9.2; Gjerstad (1973), p. 251. The controversy has 
everything to do with the etymology of the word pontiff and the question whether the word pontiff 
originates from pons-facere or from posse-facere. See Van Haeperen (2002), pp. 11-43, for the 
etymology of pons-facere and posse-facere. 
196 See also Rüpke (2012), p. 111. 
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The second source is a well-known passage from the jurist Gaius on the legis 

actiones. 

 

Actiones quas in usu ueteres habuerunt legis actiones appellabantur vel 

ideo,quod legibus proditae erant, quippe tunc edicta praetoris, quibus 

conplures actiones introductae sunt, nondum in usu habebantur, vel ideo, 

quia ipsarum legum verbis accommodatae erant et ideo inmutabiles 

proinde atque leges observabantur. (Gaius, Institutes, 4.11)197

The actions commonly used by the veteres

  

 
198

Although Gaius does not explicitly mention the pontiffs, he must have had them 

in mind when he wrote that in the old days the veteres used the legis actiones: 

actiones quas in usu veteres habuerunt. The word veteres is usually translated as 

forefathers.

 were described as actions 

in the law, either because they were set out in statutes, since at the 

time the praetor’s edicts, which introduced numerous actions, were not 

yet in use – or because they were precisely adjusted to the words of 

statutes, and were accordingly observed as immutably as if they had 

been statutes.  

 

199

                                        
197 Text by W.M Gordon - O.F. Robinson, The Institutes of Gaius, New York, 1988. 
198 E. Poste, Institutiones of Roman Law by Gaius, Oxford, 1904: our old jurisprudence; S.P. Scott, The 
Civil Law, Including The Twelve Tables, The Institutes of Gaius, The Rules of Ulpian,The Opinions of 
Paulus, The Enactments of Justinian, and the Constitutions of Leo, Cincinnati, 1932: the ancients; F. 
De Zulueta, The Institutes of Gaius, Oxford, 1946: the practice of older times; W.M. Gordon, The 
Institutes of Gaius, London, 1988: old lawyers; U. Manthe, Gaius, Institutiones, Darmstadt, 2004: die 
Alten.  
199 C.T. Lewis - C. Short, A Latin Dictionary, Oxford, 1879, reprint 1975, p. 1983: veteres, the ancients, 
men of a former time, the fathers, ancestors, forefathers. 

 

  This interpretation is confirmed by two sources – a passage from the 

historian Livy and a passage from the jurist Pomponian – which I will analyze in 

detail in the next chapter. Here, I will only address their linking the pontiffs to 

the legis actiones.  

  In his description of the year 304 BC, Livy connects the pontiffs to the 

legis actiones.  
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Pomponius here confirms that the knowledge and interpretation of the legis 

actiones fell within the competence of the pontiffs, which he refers to as the 

college of priests (collegium). Although he does not mention the word 

iurisdictio, his statement clearly shows that the pontiffs had supervision of the 

legis actio procedure and therefore implies that they were responsible for 

jurisdiction in the early Roman Republic. 

 

2.3. The Pontiffs’ Supervision of the Dies Fasti and the Roman Calendar 

The third argument in favor of the pontiffs’ jurisdiction in the early Roman 

Republic is their supervision of the Roman calendar:202 it were the pontiffs who 

decided which days were dies fasti (days set for court hearings)203 and which 

were dies nefasti (days when court sessions were prohibited).204

  According to Roman tradition, the calendar was first published by 

Gnaeus Flavius in 304 BC.

 

205 As Rüpke has recently explained, this is no 

coincidence. He argues that around 300 BC, the Roman calendar changed from 

a lunisolar to a solar system.206 Before 300 BC, the pontiffs drew up the 

calendar by observing the moon,207 occasionally adding a thirteenth month to 

ensure that the calendar coincided with the solar year.208 But although the 

lunar phases were the same throughout the Roman world, the names of the 

months as well as the timing and frequency of leap years or months varied from 

place to place.209

In the course of the fourth century BC, the lunisolar calendar became 

increasingly cumbersome and reform became urgent. As Rüpke argues, this 

reform took place in 304 BC in the context of Flavius’ publication, when the 

Romans switched from a lunisolar calendar to a solar one.

  

210

                                        
202 Michels (1967), pp. 48-51. 
203 Gaius, Institutes 4.29: praeterea quod nefasto quoque die, id est quo non licebat lege agere. 
204 Price - McDonald, Fasti, in OCD (2003), p. 588; Rinolfi (2005), pp. 4-5. 
205 See the next chapter, Section 3. 
206 Rüpke (2012), pp. 102-105. 
207 Rüpke (2012), p. 99. 
208 Rüpke (2012), p. 103. 
209 Rüpke (2012), p. 104. 
210 Rüpke (2012), pp. 104-105. 
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Civile ius, repositum in penetralibus pontificum, evolgavit fastosque circa 

forum in albo proposuit, ut quando lege agi posset sciretur. (Livy, Ab 

Urbe Condita, 9.46.6)200

Lege duodecim tabularum ex his fluere coepit ius civile, ex isdem legis 

actiones compositae sunt. Omnium tamen harum et interpretandi 

scientia et actiones apud collegium erant. (Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.6)

 

 

He published the civil law, which had been filed away in the archives of 

the pontiffs, and posted up the fasti on a white notice-board about the 

Forum, that men might know when they could bring an action. 

 

In this passage, Livy elaborates on the publication of the dies fasti and the legis 

actiones by Gnaeus Flavius, and from Livy’s words it appears that before 304 BC 

the pontiffs had privileged, if not exclusive, access to the ius civile (i.e., the legis 

actiones).  

  That the pontiffs were versed in the legis actiones is also argued by 

Pomponius. In his overview of the origins of law, he first discusses early 

legislation (D. 1.2.2.4, D. 1.2.2.5) and then moves on to legal procedure. It is in 

the latter context that he mentions the legis actiones.  

 

201

                                        
200 Text and translation by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books VIII-IX (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1988. 
201 Text and translation by D.N. MacCormick in the Digest of Justinian, Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. 
Watson (eds.), Vol 1, Philadelphia, 1985. 

 

 

Once the statute law of the Twelve Tables was passed, the ius civile 

started to emerge from them, and legis actiones were composed from 

the same source. In relation to all these statutes, however, knowledge 

of interpretation and the conduct of the actions belonged to the College 

of Priests.  
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but in my view such a sharp distinction between criminal and private law in the 

early Roman Republic is off the mark. It is only in classical Rome that, someone 

like Ulpian speaks of two separate branches of law with their own 

characteristics.217

The first provision that suggests the pontiffs’ involvement in jurisdiction can be 

found on Table VIII, paragraph 10.

  

218

This clause

 

 

Si patronus clienti fraudem fecerit, sacer esto. 

 

 If a patron shall have done harm to a client, he is to be sacer. 

 
219 does not specify the rights and duties of patron and client, nor 

does it mention the pontiffs, but it does refer to a religious penalty:220 The party 

who was qualified as sacer, the patron, would be at the mercy of a deity. In 

other words, anyone passing by could kill the sacer party with impunity.221 By 

the action of the state, the patron was taken out of the realm of the profanum 

and passed on into that of the sacrum.222 In this connection, a passage from 

Justinian’s Institutes is particularly interesting because it mentions the pontiffs 

in the context of res sacrae.223

 

  

                                        
217 D. 1.1.2. 
218 Text and translation by Crawford (1996), pp. 689-690. Bruns (1909), Table VIII, §21. 
219 Mainly reconstructed on the basis of Servius Auctus, In Vergilli Aeneidem, 6.609, and to a lesser 
extent also on the basis of Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae, 20.1.40. 
220 Watson (1975), p. 101. Watson argues, p. 111: “Since for the Republic (and later) there is no 
evidence for precise legal rights and duties between patron and client it is plausible to claim that 
the XII Tables contained no other clause on the subject.” 
221 Magdelain (1990a), pp. 278-279. 
222 Recently, several works have been published on sacer. R. Fiori, Homo sacer: dinamica politico-
costituzionale di una sanzione giuridico-religiosa, Naples, 1996; G. Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign 
Power and Bare Life, Stanford, 1998, pp. 47-49; C. Lovisi, Contribution à l’étude de la peine de mort 
sous la république romaine (509-149 av. J.-C.), Paris, 2000, pp. 13-64; R. Jacob, La question romaine 
du sacer. Ambivalence du sacré ou construction symbolique de la sortie du droit, in Revue Historique, 
2006, pp. 523- 588; C.M.A. Rinolfi (2005), Livio 1.20.5-7: pontifici, sacra, ius sacrum, in Diritto @ 
Storia 4, pp. 1-74; Rives (2012), pp. 165-180; The two main sources on sacer are Gaius, Institutes 
2.3-9, and Festus, 348-350L. Other important passages are from Macrobius, Saturnalia, 3.3.1-2; 
3.7.3; D. 1.8.6.3; D. 1.8.9.2; D. 11.7.2.4; D. 24.1.5.12; D. 45.1.91.1.; D. 45.1.83.5; and D. 50.16.17.pr. 
223 Another passage is Macrobius, Saturnalia 3.3.1: ‘inter decreta pontificum hoc maxime quaeritur: 
quid sacrum, quid profanum, quid sanctum, quid religiosum’. In pontifical decrees this is a particular 
point of inquiry: what is sacer, what profanus, what sanctus, and what religiosum. 
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People who wished to bring a lawsuit had to consult the pontiffs on when they 

could do so. Several sources,211

  The Law of the XII Tables was published around 450 BC. Current 

knowledge of this early law is mainly based on indirect references of various 

kinds in the works of ancient authors.

 such as the Livy passage mentioned above, 

evidence the pontiffs’ task of determining the dies fasti and nefasti, both before 

and after 304 BC, and it is therefore more than likely that in the fifth century BC 

the pontiffs were in charge of jurisdiction. 

 

2.4. The Pontiff’s Jurisdiction in the Law of the XII Tables 

My final argument in favor of the pontiffs’ jurisdiction in the early Roman 

Republic concerns two provisions of the Law of the XII Tables. 

212 In modern times, scholars have 

debated the origins of the law, its substance, and the order of its provisions.213  

 It is now generally accepted that the Law of the XII Tables contained 

customary law, and that it led to more legal certainty. It was not an all-

embracing code of Roman law, as some have suggested.214 After all, no 

systematic attempt was made to set out the whole of the law in the XII Tables, 

and the areas which were covered were not dealt with comprehensively.215 To 

all intents and purposes, the Law of the XII Tables must be considered a 

compilation of some legal aspects of daily custom.216

                                        
211 Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1.15.9; Cicero, Pro Murena, 25; Valerius Maximus, Factorum et Dictorum 
Memorabilium, 2.5.2. 
212 Dionysius of  Halicarnassus, Roman Antiquities, 10.57.7; Diodorus, Bibliotheca Historia, 12.26.1; 
Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 3.57.10 and Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.4.  
213 H.E. Dirksen, Übersicht der bisherigen Versuche zur Kritik und Herstellung des Textes der Zwölf-
Tafel Fragmente, Leipzig, 1824; A. Watson, Rome of the XIII Tables, Princeton - London, 1975; 
Watson (1992), pp. 14-21; Cornell (1995), pp. 278-280; Crawford (1996), pp. 555-691; Forsythe 
(2005), pp. 201-230. For an extended bibliography, see Crawford (1996), p. 555. 
214 The view that the Law of the XII Tables was a code can be found in Niebuhr, who speaks of a 
national code (Niebuhr (1846-1848), p. 315) and in De Sanctis who speaks of un codice di legge (De 
Sanctis (1956-1960), p. 42). See also Pais (1915), p. 293, and Cary-Scullard (1975), p. 67; Contra: 
Mitchell (1984), p. 551. 
215 The following areas are covered: the family, marriage and divorce, inheritance, ownership and 
transfer of property; assaults and injuries against persons and property, debt, slavery and nexum; 
procedures and regulations of a religious character. 
216 So Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 3.34.6, was wrong when he states that the Law of the XII Tables was the 
fountain of both public and private law (fons omnis publici privatique). Mitchell (1984), p. 553. In 
the same vein, Lesaffer (2009), p. 68.  

 Some of these provisions 

could of course be labeled as pertaining to criminal law and others to civil law, 
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could of course be labeled as pertaining to criminal law and others to civil law, 
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At homo sacer is est, quem populus judicavit ob maleficium, neque fas est 

eum immolari, sed qui occidit parricidii non damnatur. (Festus, De 

Verborum Significatu quae Supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 424L)231

 

But a homo sacer is he whom the people have convicted for a 

wrongdoing; none are allowed to kill him, but his killer will not be 

condemned for patricide.

 

232

In Festus’ view, a homo sacer was a man whom the people had convicted; he 

could not be lawfully sacrificed, but whoever killed him would not be held 

guilty of murder. A homo sacer was someone who was too sinister and polluted 

to keep in the world; he was a man disgraced, outlawed, and deprived of his 

goods.

 

 

233

 It therefore seems probable that just as the pontiffs were responsible 

for declaring an object sacer, they were also responsible for declaring a person 

sacer.

  

234

Another provision in the same table (Table VIII, § 11)

 On this view, the passage from the Law of the XII Tables is a 

formalization in writing of the custom of declaring someone sacer.    

 
235

                                        
231 Text by W.M. Lindsay, De Verborum Significatu quae supersunt cum Pauli Epitome (Bibliotheca 
scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana), Hildesheim, 1978. My translation.  
232 Par(r)idicum can be translated as treason or high treason and in a figurative sense as patricide.  
233 Fowler (1911), p. 58; Wissowa (1912), pp. 388-389, Latte (1950), pp. 47-61; Warmington 
(1967), p. 490; Gaugham (2010), p. 54; Rives (2010): p. 181: “The general understanding of this 
penalty is that it removed the malefactor from the protection of human society and instead 
consigned him or her to the gods; as such, the guilty person no longer enjoyed the protections 
afforded by membership in the community and could for example be killed with impunity.” C.T. 
Lewis - C. Short, A Latin Dictionary, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1879, reprint 1975, p. 1610. 
234 Rives (2010), p. 175 agrees: “But even more important was the control that the elite, in their 
capacity as religious and legal authorities, exercised over the very terminology used for the sacred.” 
235 Text and translation by Crawford (1996), pp. 690-691; Bruns (1909), Table VIII, §22. 

 seems to confirm the 

jurisdiction of the pontiffs.  

 

Qui se sierit testarier libripensue fuerit, ni testimonium fariatur,  

improbus intestabilisque esto. 

48

Sacra sunt, quae rite et per pontifices deo consecrata sunt, veluti aedes 

sacrae et dona, quae rite ad ministerium dei dedicate sunt, quae etiam 

per nostrum constitutionem alienari et obligari prohibuimus, excepta 

causa redemptionis captivorum. (Justinian, Institutiones, 2.1.8)224

Because of its general character, this passage can be said to refer not only to the 

Christian sixth century AD but also to the early pagan days of the Roman 

state.

 

 

Sacred objects are those which have been formally consecrated to God 

by the pontiffs, for instance sacred edifices, and donations regularly 

dedicated to the service of God, which we have also by one of our 

constitutions prohibited from being alienated or encumbered except 

for the purpose of redeeming captives.  

 

225

Moreover, it is only from the eighth century AD onwards that the word 

pontiff is commonly used in a distinctly Christian sense.

 This conclusion is supported by the striking resemblance between this 

passage and Gaius’ Institutes, 2.4: Sacrae sunt quae diis superis consecratae sunt. 

226 The word 

combination sacer esto or sacer homo also occurs in other sources.227 The oldest 

one is the famous inscription on the Lapis Niger,228 which demonstrates that 

the earliest penalty in Roman law was that of pronouncing a man sacer.229 

Another text, often referred to by many scholars, 230

                                        
224 Text by P. Birks - G. Macleod, Justinian’s Institutes, New York, 1993. My translation. 
225 See also T.C. Sanders, The Institutes of Justinian, English introduction, translation and notes, 
London, 7th edition, 1922, p. 93: “In order that a thing should be sacra, it was necessary that it 
should be dedicated by a pontiff and with the authority of the people, afterwards of the senate, 
finally of the emperor.” Thomas (1975), in his commentary on Justinian’s Institutes, also states (p. 
75) that “res sacrae were, in pagan times, those things dedicated to the gods above.” He agrees that 
dedication was performed by priests, but surprisingly translates (p. 65) “per pontifices” as by “the 
bishops”.  
226 It was pope Gregory VII (1020-1085) who finally prescribed that the title should be used by the 
successors of Peter. G. Joyce, The Pope, in Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol 12, New York, 1911, pp. 270-
271. 
227 Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Roman Antiquities, 2.10.3; Plutarch, Romulus, 13.4-9; Festus, De 
Verborum Significatu que supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 505L, 5L, 260L; 423L; Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 
2.8.2; Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 3.55.7. 
228 Quoi hon[ke stloqom violased manibos s]akros essed. CIL 1².1; Warren (1907), p. 375; Bruns 
(1958), pp. 14-15; Ter Beek (2012), pp. 17-26. 
229 Bennett (1930), p. 5.  
230 Bennett (1930), pp. 9-16; Fiori (1996), pp. 16-22, pp. 187-229, with literature. 

 is a Festus passage.   
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3. The Presumed Loss of Jurisdiction  

As I stated in the introduction, several scholars have suggested that the pontiffs 

lost jurisdiction because the legis actiones and dies fasti were published in the 

annales maximi,242

There is no doubt that the annales maximi – a term that seems to date from the 

time of Publius Mucius Scaevola (pontiff in 130-115 BC)

 the tabula dealbata, and/or the Law of the XII Tables. The 

question I will now turn to is whether the nature of these records justifies this 

view.  

 

3.1. The Annales Maximi 

243 – are among the 

most discussed topics in modern literature on the early Roman Republic.244 

However, we now know that they were essentially annual reports in which 

ritual procedures, celebrations, and decisions were registered.245 Did the 

annales maximi also contain the legis actiones and the dies fasti? The two main 

sources to offer an answer to this question are a passage from Cicero and one 

from Servius Auctus.246

                                        
242 As Humm correctly observed, the publication of the dies fasti was linked to that of the legis 
actiones. Humm (2000), p. 99. 
243 Crake (1940), p. 376. 
244 Frier (1979), pp. 10-20; Bauman (1983), pp. 290-298; Muth (1988), p. 294; Bucher (1995), pp. 2-
61; Cornell (1995), pp. 14-17; Forsythe (2005), p. 70. Not to be confused with the libri pontificum, 
which are the stuff of legend. Although demonstrated to be mythical by Linderski (1985), pp. 207-
234; Van Haeperen (2002), p. 8; Rüpke (2005), pp. 1547-1566, the myth turns up now and then: 
Magdelain (1986), p. 298; Scheid (2003), p. 131; Forsythe (2005), p. 71.   
245 The annales maximi are often mentioned in the context of the raid of the Gauls in 390 BC. The 
standard theory is that buildings, monuments, and archives were destroyed (Mommsen (1857), pp. 
453-454; Versteeg (2002), p. 272). However, it seems that the most important buildings in which 
documents are known to have been kept survived the attack (Crake (1940), p. 380; Fraccaro 
(1957), p. 65; Scullard (1980), p. 104). Archeology confirms this. No traces of the Gallic disaster 
have yet been found. Probably, the Gauls were only interested in movable property and made off 
with whatever they could carry. Cornell (1995), pp. 313-318; Von Ungern-Sternberg (2000), pp. 
207-223; Oakley (2004), p. 23.  
246 Another source is Macrobius, Saturnalia, 3.2.17: “Pontificibus enim permissa est potestas 
memoriam rerum gestarum in tabulas conferendi et hos annales appellant equidem maximos quasi 
a pontificibus maximis factos.” For the pontiffs was given the authority to record events on tables 
and these records, as compiled by the chief pontiffs are known as the annales maximi. Text by J. 
Willis, Ambrossi Theodossi Macrobii Saturnalia (Bibliotheca Scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum 
Teubneriana), Stuttgart, 1994; Translation by P.V. Davies, Macrobius, the Saturnalia, New York - 
London, 1969. 
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Whoever shall have allowed himself to bear witness or shall have been 

balance-holder, unless he stand by (his) evidence, he is to be 

unacceptable and unable to bear witness. 

  

In this passage, which has been reconstructed on the basis of the works of 

various authors,236 the central words are improbus237 and intestabilis. While the 

word fariari is not otherwise attested, which makes it difficult to translate the 

passage correctly, the gist is clear: a person who has agreed to act as a witness 

or as balance-holder will be unacceptable (improbus) and unable to bear 

witness (intestabilis) if he fails to honor his commitment.238

  A passage from Livy on the Lex Valeria de Provocatione of 300 BC may 

clarify the meaning of the word improbus.

  

239 In this law, which I will discuss in 

more detail in the next chapter, a wrongful act is defined as a wicked act 

(improbe factum). Although Livy does not mention any legal effects, modern 

scholars hold that declaring someone improbus was a legal principle very 

similar to declaring him an outlaw, making him sacer.240

Moreover, the close connection between improbus and sacer is 

illustrated by a passage from Festus.

  

241

                                        
236 Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae, 15.13.11 and 7.7.2-3; Justinian, Institutes, 2.10.6; Gaius, D. 28.1.26. 
237 For an etymological explanation: Greenough (1890), p. 95. C.T. Lewis - C. Short, A Latin 
Dictionary, Oxford, 1879, reprint 1975, p. 908. 
238 Westrup (1939), p. 171; Flach - Von der Lahr (1994), p. 133. 
239 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 10.9.3-10.9.6; Mitchell (1992), p. 174; Crawford, leges Valeriae, in OCD 
(2003), p. 852; Another interesting passage, although it does not explain the religious character of 
improbus, is D. 50.17.99: “Non potest improbus videri, qui ignorat, quantum solvere debeat.” No one 
can be considered dishonest who does not know how much he ought to pay. My translation. 
240 Westrup (1939), pp. 171-172. 
241 Festus, De Verborum Significatu quae supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 424L: “Ex quo quivis homo 
malus atque improbus sacer appellari solet.” This is why it is customary for a bad or impure man to 
be called sacred. My translation. 

 As in the case of declaring someone 

sacer, the person best placed to enforce this sanction of declaring someone 

unacceptable (improbus) and unable to bear witness (intestabilis) was 

undoubtedly the pontiff. It is for this reason that I believe that the second 

passage from the Law of the XII Tables also confirms the jurisdiction of the 

pontiffs. 
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Possibly significantly, his enumeration does not feature the legis actiones or the 

dies fasti.  

  

The second source for the annales maximi is a passage from Servius Auctus.  

 

Tabulam dealbatam quotannis pontifex maximus habuit, in qua 

praescriptis consulum nominibus et aliorum magistratuum digna 

memoratu notare consueverat domi militiaeque terra marique gesta per 

singulos dies. Cuius diligentiae annuos commentarios in octoginta libros 

veteres retulerunt, eosque a pontificibus maximis a quibus fiebant 

annales maximos appellarunt. (Servius Auctus, In Vergilli Aeneidem, 

1.373)249

Every year the pontifex maximus had a tabula dealbata upon which he 

first wrote the names of the consuls and of other magistrates. He then 

used to jot down day by day the events at home and abroad,

 

 

250

Servius Auctus was a 4th century AD grammarian and commentator. In 

manuscripts dating from the 9th century AD onwards, he is called Maurus 

Servius Honoratus. He is the author of a commentary on the works of Virgil, 

which he wrote on the basis of an earlier work (now lost) of his tutor Aelius 

Donatus (4th century AD).

 both on 

land and sea, worthy to record. The ancients filled eighty books with 

these yearly commentaries of the pontiff’s diligence, and they called 

them the annales maximi from the chief pontiffs by whom they were 

composed. 

 

251

                                        
249 Text by G. Thilo - H. Hagen, Servius Grammaticus, Qui Feruntur in Vergilli carmina commentarii, 
Hildesheim, 1961. Translation based on Forsythe (2005), p. 69.  
250 The expression domi militiaeque is a standard clause which is normally translated as “at home 
and abroad” or “at home and with the army”. C.T. Lewis - C. Short, A Latin Dictionary, Oxford, 1879, 
reprint 1975, p. 1144. 
251 Dietz (1995), pp. 61-97; D. Fowler, The Virgil Commentary of Servius, in C. Martindale (ed.) The 
Cambridge Virgil Companion, Cambridge, 1997, pp. 73-87; P.K. Marshall, Servius and Commentary on 
Virgil (Center for Medieval & Renaissance Studies, Occasional Papers 5), New York, 1997; 
Mountford - Fowler - Fowler, Servius, in OCD (2003), pp. 1395-1396. 

  

52

(52) Erat enim historia nihil aliud nisi annalium confectio, cuius rei, 

memoriaeque publicae retinendae causa, ab initio rerum Romanorum 

usque ad P. Mucium pontificem maximum, res omnes singulorum 

annorum mandabat litteris pontifex maximus, referebatque in album, et 

proponebat tabulam domi, potestas ut esset populo cognoscendi, hique 

etiam nunc annales maxi nominantur. (53) Hanc similitudinem scribendi 

multi secuti sunt, qui sine ullis ornamentis monumenta solum temporum, 

hominum, locorum gestarumque rerum reliquerunt. (Cicero, De Oratore, 

2.52-53)247

This passage is from Cicero’s De Oratore, a work composed in 55 BC.

  

 

(52) For history began as a mere compilation of annals, and for the 

purpose of this matter and the preservation of the memory of public 

events, the chief priest, from the beginnings of Roman history down to 

the time when Publius Mucius Scaevola was chief priest, committed to 

writing all the events of each year, and displayed them on an album and 

exhibited the tablet at his house, in order that the people might have 

the opportunity to learn about them. These are the records that even 

today are called the annales maximi. (53) A similar type of writing was 

adopted by many, and they have left only memorials of dates, people, 

places, and events devoid of any distinction.  

 
248

                                        
247 Text by H. Rackham - E.W. Sutton, Cicero, De Oratore (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 1988. Translation based on J.M. May - J.Wisse, On the Ideal Orator, Oxford, 2001. 
248 Two less important passages where Cicero also mentions the annales maximi are De Legibus 1.6 
and De Re Publica 1.25. 

 In the 

second book, Cicero has M. Antonius, the orator and consul of 99 BC explain 

why he will only elaborate on judicial and political oratory and not other genres 

like historiography: for them no special rules are needed. According to 

Antonius, Roman historians like Cato, Plictus and Piso just copied the annales 

maximi. The reader is also informed that the annales maximi contained all the 

events of each year and included memorials of dates, people, and places. 
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which he wrote on the basis of an earlier work (now lost) of his tutor Aelius 

Donatus (4th century AD).

 both on 

land and sea, worthy to record. The ancients filled eighty books with 

these yearly commentaries of the pontiff’s diligence, and they called 

them the annales maximi from the chief pontiffs by whom they were 

composed. 

 

251

                                        
249 Text by G. Thilo - H. Hagen, Servius Grammaticus, Qui Feruntur in Vergilli carmina commentarii, 
Hildesheim, 1961. Translation based on Forsythe (2005), p. 69.  
250 The expression domi militiaeque is a standard clause which is normally translated as “at home 
and abroad” or “at home and with the army”. C.T. Lewis - C. Short, A Latin Dictionary, Oxford, 1879, 
reprint 1975, p. 1144. 
251 Dietz (1995), pp. 61-97; D. Fowler, The Virgil Commentary of Servius, in C. Martindale (ed.) The 
Cambridge Virgil Companion, Cambridge, 1997, pp. 73-87; P.K. Marshall, Servius and Commentary on 
Virgil (Center for Medieval & Renaissance Studies, Occasional Papers 5), New York, 1997; 
Mountford - Fowler - Fowler, Servius, in OCD (2003), pp. 1395-1396. 
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(52) Erat enim historia nihil aliud nisi annalium confectio, cuius rei, 

memoriaeque publicae retinendae causa, ab initio rerum Romanorum 

usque ad P. Mucium pontificem maximum, res omnes singulorum 

annorum mandabat litteris pontifex maximus, referebatque in album, et 

proponebat tabulam domi, potestas ut esset populo cognoscendi, hique 

etiam nunc annales maxi nominantur. (53) Hanc similitudinem scribendi 

multi secuti sunt, qui sine ullis ornamentis monumenta solum temporum, 

hominum, locorum gestarumque rerum reliquerunt. (Cicero, De Oratore, 

2.52-53)247

This passage is from Cicero’s De Oratore, a work composed in 55 BC.

  

 

(52) For history began as a mere compilation of annals, and for the 

purpose of this matter and the preservation of the memory of public 

events, the chief priest, from the beginnings of Roman history down to 

the time when Publius Mucius Scaevola was chief priest, committed to 

writing all the events of each year, and displayed them on an album and 

exhibited the tablet at his house, in order that the people might have 

the opportunity to learn about them. These are the records that even 

today are called the annales maximi. (53) A similar type of writing was 

adopted by many, and they have left only memorials of dates, people, 

places, and events devoid of any distinction.  

 
248

                                        
247 Text by H. Rackham - E.W. Sutton, Cicero, De Oratore (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 1988. Translation based on J.M. May - J.Wisse, On the Ideal Orator, Oxford, 2001. 
248 Two less important passages where Cicero also mentions the annales maximi are De Legibus 1.6 
and De Re Publica 1.25. 

 In the 

second book, Cicero has M. Antonius, the orator and consul of 99 BC explain 

why he will only elaborate on judicial and political oratory and not other genres 

like historiography: for them no special rules are needed. According to 

Antonius, Roman historians like Cato, Plictus and Piso just copied the annales 

maximi. The reader is also informed that the annales maximi contained all the 

events of each year and included memorials of dates, people, and places. 
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connection, it is interesting to look at a third source (in addition to the passages 

from Cicero and Servius Auctus).257

Quippe M. Cato, vir in cognoscendis rebus multi studii, in certa tamen et 

incuriose super ea re opinatus est. Verba Catonis ex Originum quarto 

haec sunt: “Non lubet scriber, quod in tabula apud pontifcem maximum 

est, quotiens annona cara, quotiens lunae aut solis lumine caligo aut quid 

obstiterit.” Usque adeo parvi fecit rationes veras solis et lunae 

deficientium vel scire vel dicere. (Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae, 2.28.5-

6)

  

    

258

Aulus Gellius (ca. 125-180 AD) was a Latin author and grammarian, possibly of 

African origin, who was brought up in Rome. He wrote his Noctes Atticae during 

the long nights of a winter he spent in Attica. Writing down everything of 

unusual interest, his work is a veritable potpourri of information.

 

 

However, Marcus Cato, although a man with a great interest in 

investigation, nevertheless, on this point expressed himself 

indecisively and superficially. His words in the fourth book of his 

Origines are as follows: “I do not care to write what appears on the 

tabula of the high priest: how often grain was dear, how often 

darkness, or something else, obscured the light of sun or moon.” Of so 

little importance did he consider it either to know or to tell the true 

causes of eclipses of the sun and moon. 

 

 

259

                                        
257 Another source is Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ Roman Antiquities: 1.74.3. Bucher (1995), p. 35; 
Russel, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in OCD (2003), p. 478. 
258 Text and translation by J.C. Rolfe, The Attic Nights of Aulus Gellius (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1984. 
259 Holford-Strevens, Gellius, Aulus, in OCD (2003), pp. 627-628; L. Holford-Strevens, Aulus Gellius: 
an Antonine Scholar and his Achievement, Oxford, 2003; L.A. Holford-Strevens - A. Vardi, The Worlds 
of Aulus Gellius, Oxford, 2005. 
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In his commentary, Servius Auctus provides important information about 

Latinity, Roman customs, and institutions, especially in relation to religion. In 

the quoted passage, Servius Auctus mentions the annales maximi and explains 

how they were composed each year by the pontifex maximus. In his 

commentary, he also mentions the names of the consuls and of other 

magistrates and all domestic and foreign events that worthy to be recorded. 

However, the legis actiones and dies fasti he does not mention. I 

therefore believe that it is fair to assume that the annales maximi did not 

contain the legis actiones and the dies fasti and that, consequently, they cannot 

be used to prove that the pontiffs did no longer have jurisdiction.  

 

3.2. The Tabula Dealbata 

In the two passages mentioned above, both Cicero and Servius use the words 

tabula dealbata (Servius) and tabula and album (Cicero) in connection with the 

annales maximi. This tabula must have been a whitened notice board, because 

dealbata is an adjective which originates from dealbare, to make white, to 

whiten, to whitewash.252 On the basis of these passages, some scholars have 

assumed that the tabula dealbata contained the dies fasti.253

Very little is known about the tabula dealbata and its relationship to 

the annales maximi. 

  

254 Nowadays, most scholars assume that at the end of the 

year only data that were deemed relevant were copied from the tabula into the 

annales maximi and that the notice board was whitened and used again for the 

next year.255 The copied data will have consisted of the names of magistrates, 

deaths of priests and their successors.256

                                        
252 C.T. Lewis - C. Short, A Latin Dictinary, Oxford, 1879, reprint 1975, p. 514.  
253 Seeck (1885), pp. 61-63; Cichorius, Annales, in RE 1 (1894), col. 2248-2255; Jacoby (1949), pp. 
63-64; Forsythe (2005), p. 70. Their argument is based on the assumed association of the fasti with 
the tabula. 
254 See also Frier (1979), p. 161: “because ancient sources are so vague, it may never be possible to 
delineate the relationship of the tabula to chronicle with any exactitude. For this same reason, 
speculation has been especially common among scholars.” 
255 Szemler (1972), p. 11; Drews (1988), p. 296; Bucher (1995), p. 31; Forsythe (2005), p. 70. For an 
overview of older literature, see Frier (1979), pp. 161-179.  
256 Crake (1940), p. 378; Drews (1988), p. 296. 

 The question here is, of course, did the 

tabula dealbata also contain the legis actiones and the dies fasti? In this 
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257 Another source is Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ Roman Antiquities: 1.74.3. Bucher (1995), p. 35; 
Russel, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in OCD (2003), p. 478. 
258 Text and translation by J.C. Rolfe, The Attic Nights of Aulus Gellius (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1984. 
259 Holford-Strevens, Gellius, Aulus, in OCD (2003), pp. 627-628; L. Holford-Strevens, Aulus Gellius: 
an Antonine Scholar and his Achievement, Oxford, 2003; L.A. Holford-Strevens - A. Vardi, The Worlds 
of Aulus Gellius, Oxford, 2005. 
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 The question here is, of course, did the 

tabula dealbata also contain the legis actiones and the dies fasti? In this 
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3.3. The Law of the XII Tables 

It has been argued that the Law of the XII Tables resulted in the pontiffs losing 

their jurisdiction because it contained the dies fasti and legis actiones.262

E quibus unum ιστορικον requiris de Cn. Flavio, Anni filio. Ille vero ante 

decemviros non fuit, quippe qui aedilis curulis fuerit, qui magistratus 

multis annis post decemviros institutus est. Quid ergo profecit, quod 

protulit fastos? Occultatam putant quodam tempore istam tabulam, ut 

dies agendi peterentur a paucis; nec vero pauci sunt auctores Cn. Flavium 

scribam fastos protulisse actionesque composuisse, ne me hoc vel potius 

Africanum (is enim loquitur) commentum putes. (Cicero, Ad Atticum, 

6.1.8)

  

  In my view, neither assumption is backed by the available sources. In 

fact, both are mainly based on one text, a letter from Cicero to his friend Atticus. 

In this letter, dated 22 February 50 BC, Cicero refers to a question Atticus had 

asked in one of his previous letters, insinuating that Atticus believed that 

Flavius lived in the fifth century BC. Cicero’s answer runs as follows:  

 

263

You raise a historical query in one of them concerning Cn. Flavius, son 

of Annus. He did not live before the decemvirs, for he became Curule 

Aedile, an office created long after their time. So what did he achieve by 

publishing the fasti? Some people believe that at one time that tabula is 

supposed to have been kept a secret so that business days could only 

be known by application to a few persons. There are plenty of 

authorities for the statement that Cn. Flavius the secretary published 

the fasti and drew up a list of the formulae of judicial procedure, so you 

 

 

                                        
262 Forsythe (2005), p. 213: “The law of the Twelve Tables can be judged to have been crucial in 
facilitating the movement of jurisdiction from priestly to magisterial control.” Humm (2005), p. 
452: “L’affirmation implicite selon laquelle le calendrier romain avait été publié par les décemvirs a 
en general été acceptée par la plupart des Modernes.” Humm is more skeptical: Humm (2000), pp. 
99-103. 
263 Text by D.R. Shackleton Bailey, Cicero, Letters to Atticus (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 1999. 
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In 2.28, Gellius discusses the question to which deity sacrifices ought to be 

offered when there was an earthquake.260 In 2.28,1-4 he writes that, of old, the 

Romans had been very keen to discover the cause of an earthquake, particularly 

if at the same time the sun or the moon was eclipsed (2.28,4-6). He then refers 

to Marcus Cato261

                                        
260 Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae, book 2, 28: “Non esse compertum, cui deo rem divinam fieri 
oporteat, cum terra movet.” That it is uncertain to which deity sacrifices ought to be offered when 
there is an earthquake. My translation. 
261 Marcus Porcius Cato Censorius Maior (234 - 149 BC), better known as Cato the Elder. His book 
Origines no longer survives as a complete text, but substantial fragments are known because later 
Latin authors quoted them (as this passage by Aulus Gellius). The Origines consisted of seven books 
and the first three books dealt with the early history of Rome, which explains the book title 
Origines. The fourth book dealt with the wars Rome fought and with the way the city developed.  
 

 because Cato, to his surprise, did not show the slightest 

interest in the true causes of solar and lunar eclipses.  

What makes this text interesting is Cato’s reference to the tabula apud 

pontificem maximum, in other words to the tabula dealbata. According to Cato, 

the tabula contained information on the price of grain, and on the eclipses of 

the sun or the moon. As I argued in Section 2.3, there is a connection between 

the moon and the dies fasti: the phases of the moon were used to determine 

which days would be fasti or nefasti. This was done until 304 BC, when the 

Romans switched from a lunisolar calendar to a solar one.  

  However, in the fifth century BC, the Romans were still using the lunar 

calendar and were unable to determine the dies fasti long in advance with any 

degree of certainty. Moreover, there was no point in recording which days in 

the past year had been fasti and which ones nefasti: they fell on different days 

every year. It is therefore unlikely that the tabula dealbata included the dies 

fasti or, for that matter, the legis actiones, nor that its publication would have 

affected the pontiffs’ jurisdiction.  
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You raise a historical query in one of them concerning Cn. Flavius, son 
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262 Forsythe (2005), p. 213: “The law of the Twelve Tables can be judged to have been crucial in 
facilitating the movement of jurisdiction from priestly to magisterial control.” Humm (2005), p. 
452: “L’affirmation implicite selon laquelle le calendrier romain avait été publié par les décemvirs a 
en general été acceptée par la plupart des Modernes.” Humm is more skeptical: Humm (2000), pp. 
99-103. 
263 Text by D.R. Shackleton Bailey, Cicero, Letters to Atticus (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 1999. 
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anywhere in the Law of the XII Tables.272

 

 I think they are right, and I do so for 

two reasons. 

  Firstly, Cicero uses the words putant ... nec vero pauci sunt auctores. 

This statement can be taken to indicate that a minority believed that a tabula 

and by extension the Law of the XII Tables contained the dies fasti, while a 

majority (nec vero pauci sunt, not a few) believed that Flavius was the first to 

publish the dies fasti and the legis actiones. Cicero agrees with the majority.   

  Secondly, tabula – the key word in Cicero’s letter to Atticus – does not 

necessarily refer to the XII Tables. The only link would be the decemviri 

mentioned at the start of the quoted passage: they were the designated group 

of magistrates who drew up the Law of the XII Tables. We do not know exactly 

what Atticus had asked, nor what the passage of De Republica was about. The 

word tabula may refer to a board containing information on the dies fasti. 

Moreover, the idea that the Law of the XII Tables contained the dies 

fasti does not fit in with what we know about the contents of the Law of the XII 

Tables: they contained the grounds on which a person could be sued – not a 

single word can be found in the XII Tables on the forms of the actions or the 

words which had to be used to formulate a claim, nor on the days (dies fasti, 

dies nefasti) on which cases could or could not be brought to court.  

  As it seems highly improbable that the legis actiones and the dies fasti 

were published in either the annales maximi, the tabula dealbata or the Law of 

the XII Tables, there appears to be no reason to assume that the pontiffs lost 

jurisdiction in the fifth century BC. 

                                        
272 Crawford (1996), pp. 713-714: “Atticus drew attention to a tradition that the calendar was 
published by the Xviri. We have no way of assessing the quality of this tradition, which finds no 
echo elsewhere in our sources; it is best rejected.”  

58

need not think that I, or rather Africanus264

Can this text be used to prove that the XII Tables contained the dies fasti? 

According to some theories, it can.

 since he is talking, made 

this up. 

 

265 Warmington unduly complicates matters 

by commenting as follows:266

“This statement of Cicero implies that in some fashion at least the 

Twelve Tables published dies fasti which had been until their time in 

the hands of the pontiffs but tradition maintains also that it was 

Flavius, about the year 304 BC, much later than the Twelve Tables, who 

published the fasti [...] all we can say is that the Twelve Tables seem to 

have contained, possibly in connexion with intercalation as indicated 

above, a statute concerning dies fasti, whatever may have been the fate 

of this statute afterwards.”

  

 

267

In a footnote, Warmington refers to Schöll, who, in the 19th century, argued that 

it was Table XI, its third paragraph to be precise, which must have contained 

the calendar including the character of the days as dies fasti and dies nefasti.

    

 

268

  However, scholars such as Elmore,

 
269 Michels270 and Frier,271

                                        
264 Publius Cornelius Aemilianus Scipio Africanus. Cicero corresponded with Atticus about his new 
book De Republica, which was a dialogue between several famous persons, such as Rutilius Rufus, 
Tubero, Mucius Scaevola and Scipio Africanus. A large part of the sixth book consists of Scipio’s 
dream. Unfortunately, the passage of De Republica in which Flavius is mentioned has been lost (P.G. 
Walsh, Cicero, Selected letters, Oxford, 2008, p. 313). 
265 Ideler (1825-1826), 2.66; Mommsen (1887b), pp. 30-33; De Sanctis (1956), p. 258. 
266 The English Loeb translation of the Law of the XII Tables. E.H. Warmington, Remains of Old Latin, 
Vol 3 (Loeb Classical Library), London-Cambridge (Mass.), 2nd edition, 1967, pp. 505-506 
267 Warmington (1967), p. 505. 
268 Schöll (1866), pp. 156-159. 
269 Elmore (1922), p. 130. 
270 Michels (1967), pp. 110-111. Michels has argued that the Romans had a calendar before Flavius, 
but that this calendar did not include the characters of the days. The calendar was not like the fasti 
with which later Romans were familiar. 
271 Frier (1979), p. 131. 

 and, most 

recently, Crawford disagree; they assert that the dies fasti were not specified 
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  As it seems highly improbable that the legis actiones and the dies fasti 

were published in either the annales maximi, the tabula dealbata or the Law of 

the XII Tables, there appears to be no reason to assume that the pontiffs lost 

jurisdiction in the fifth century BC. 

                                        
272 Crawford (1996), pp. 713-714: “Atticus drew attention to a tradition that the calendar was 
published by the Xviri. We have no way of assessing the quality of this tradition, which finds no 
echo elsewhere in our sources; it is best rejected.”  
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need not think that I, or rather Africanus264

Can this text be used to prove that the XII Tables contained the dies fasti? 

According to some theories, it can.

 since he is talking, made 

this up. 

 

265 Warmington unduly complicates matters 

by commenting as follows:266

“This statement of Cicero implies that in some fashion at least the 

Twelve Tables published dies fasti which had been until their time in 

the hands of the pontiffs but tradition maintains also that it was 

Flavius, about the year 304 BC, much later than the Twelve Tables, who 

published the fasti [...] all we can say is that the Twelve Tables seem to 

have contained, possibly in connexion with intercalation as indicated 

above, a statute concerning dies fasti, whatever may have been the fate 

of this statute afterwards.”

  

 

267

In a footnote, Warmington refers to Schöll, who, in the 19th century, argued that 

it was Table XI, its third paragraph to be precise, which must have contained 

the calendar including the character of the days as dies fasti and dies nefasti.

    

 

268

  However, scholars such as Elmore,

 
269 Michels270 and Frier,271

                                        
264 Publius Cornelius Aemilianus Scipio Africanus. Cicero corresponded with Atticus about his new 
book De Republica, which was a dialogue between several famous persons, such as Rutilius Rufus, 
Tubero, Mucius Scaevola and Scipio Africanus. A large part of the sixth book consists of Scipio’s 
dream. Unfortunately, the passage of De Republica in which Flavius is mentioned has been lost (P.G. 
Walsh, Cicero, Selected letters, Oxford, 2008, p. 313). 
265 Ideler (1825-1826), 2.66; Mommsen (1887b), pp. 30-33; De Sanctis (1956), p. 258. 
266 The English Loeb translation of the Law of the XII Tables. E.H. Warmington, Remains of Old Latin, 
Vol 3 (Loeb Classical Library), London-Cambridge (Mass.), 2nd edition, 1967, pp. 505-506 
267 Warmington (1967), p. 505. 
268 Schöll (1866), pp. 156-159. 
269 Elmore (1922), p. 130. 
270 Michels (1967), pp. 110-111. Michels has argued that the Romans had a calendar before Flavius, 
but that this calendar did not include the characters of the days. The calendar was not like the fasti 
with which later Romans were familiar. 
271 Frier (1979), p. 131. 

 and, most 

recently, Crawford disagree; they assert that the dies fasti were not specified 
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Fourth century BC Rome appears to have been in a state of almost constant 

warfare.

CHAPTER 3: THE JURISDICTION OF THE PONTIFFS IN FOURTH-CENTURY 

BC ROME 

 

In modern literature, it is generally assumed that the pontiffs lost jurisdiction in 

the fourth century BC. There is, however, a striking difference of opinion 

between Romanists and Historians as to when and why they did.  

 Romanists assume that the pontiffs lost the supervision of litigation in 

367 BC, when the praetorship was created. In their view, it was the praetor who 

from that moment onwards was responsible for jurisdiction. In Chapter 1, I 

showed that this view is based at least in part on Theodor Mommsen’s theory 

and that it is questionable because the praetorship was most likely created for 

military rather than legal reasons. 

 According to Historians, the pontiffs lost jurisdiction at the close of the 

fourth century BC as a direct result of the publication of the legis actiones and 

the dies fasti by Gnaeus Flavius. However, as I argued in the previous chapter, 

publication of the legis actiones and the dies fasti does not automatically, 

inevitably or necessarily imply loss of jurisdiction.  

  I will begin this chapter by providing a brief historical background of 

the period. Then I will discuss a passage from Pomponius to argue that the 

pontiffs did not lose jurisdiction in 367 BC. Next, I will discuss Flavius’ 

publication of 304 BC and the pontiffs’ presumed loss of jurisdiction. Finally, I 

will analyze two laws of 300 BC – the Lex Ogulnia and the Lex Valeria de 

Provocatione – to support my view that the pontiffs retained jurisdiction after 

304 BC.  

 

1. Historical background  

 

273

                                        
273 Scullard (1980), pp. 132-136; Cornell (1995), pp. 352-355; Forsythe (2005), pp. 292-311.  

 First, the Romans waged a war against the Etruscans, which ended 
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2. The Presumed Loss of Jurisdiction in 367 BC 

 

For Romanists, the main source of information on the history of Roman law in 

general and on jurisdiction in particular is Pomponius’ Enchiridion, part of 

which has been included in the Digest.281 Two passages from this work deal 

with jurisdiction: D. 1.2.2.6. and D. 1.2.2.27. The latter, in which Pomponius 

explains that the praetorship was introduced for legal reasons, was discussed in 

Chapter 1,282 where I argued that Pomponius’ explanation is inaccurate. The 

first passage, however, which was briefly mentioned in Chapter 2283

Deinde ex his legibus eodem tempore fere actiones compositae sunt, 

quibus inter se homines disceptarent: quas actiones ne populus prout 

vellet institueret, certas sollemnesque voluerunt: et appellatur haec pars 

iuris legis actiones, id est legitimae actiones. Et ita eodem paene tempore 

tria haec iura nata sunt: lege duodecim tabularum ex his fluere coepit ius 

civile, ex isdem legis actiones compositae sunt. Omnium tamen harum et 

interpretandi scientia et actiones apud collegium erant, ex quibus 

constituebatur quis quoquo anno praeesset privatis. Et fere populus annis 

propre centum hac consuetudine usus est. (Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.6)

 and which 

contains information on civil litigation in the early fourth century BC, does 

seem to be accurate.  

 

284

Then, about the same time, actions-at-law whereby people could 

litigate among themselves were composed out of these statutes. To 

prevent the citizenry from instituting the actions in an arbitrary way, 

they wanted them to be in fixed and solemn terms. And this branch of 

 

 

                                                                                                              
annual instalments. Cornell (1995), pp. 333-340; Drummond, Licinius Stolo Gaius and Sextius 
Sextinus Lateranus Lucius, in OCD (2003), pp. 859-860. 
281 Kunkel (1967), pp. 170-171; D. Nörr, Pomponius, in Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt, 
2.15 (1976), pp. 518-533. 
282 See Chapter 1, Section 2.1. 
283 See Chapter 2, Section 2.2. 
284 Text and translation by D.N. MacCormick in the Digest of Justinian, Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. 
Watson (eds.), Vol 1, Philadelphia, 1985. 
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with the defeat of the Etruscan city of Veii in 396 BC.274

  This martial context is also reflected in the constitutional changes of 

the time. During the fourth century BC, the Roman state was led by two consuls 

or board of military tribunes with consular power (tribuni militum consulari 

potestate, consular tribunes for short). In 444 BC, the office of consular tribune 

was created for military reasons,

 Then came the war 

against the Gauls (ca. 392-330 BC), the first Samnite war (343-341 BC), the 

Latin war (340-338 BC), and the second Samnite war (326-304 BC). One of the 

effects of these prolonged violent conflicts was that in the course of the fourth 

century BC Rome was transformed from a small community of farmers into the 

leading city of the Italian peninsula.  

275 as was that of the quaestor276 in 446 BC 

and the censor277 in 443 BC. At first, there were three consular tribunes, but 

later their number increased to four and finally to six.278 Consular tribunes 

were not elected every year and in such an event the Roman state was 

governed by two consuls.279 This situation changed in 367 BC, when the office 

of consular tribune was abolished in the context of the Roman constitutional 

reforms carried through under the Licinian Sextian laws. These laws introduced 

the position of praetor urbanus, restored the consulship, and stipulated that one 

of two consuls had to be a plebeian.280

                                        
274 In 425 BC, a twenty-year truce was granted to this town, but in 406 BC another war broke out 
which ended with the defeat of Veii in 396 BC. Scullard (1980), p. 99; Cornell (1995), pp. 309-313. 
275 The main sources are Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 4.1-7; Dion Hall., Roman Antiquities, 11.53-61; 
Pomponius D. 1.2.2.25. They, and Livy in particular, present this essential constitutional change in 
the context of the so-called Struggle of the Orders. However, the standard view (Adcock (1957), p. 
9; Ogilvie (1970), p. 546; Brennan (2000), pp. 49-53; Forsythe (2005), p. 235) is that the office was 
created out of military necessity. This view is based on a different explanation by Livy, Ab Urbe 
Condita, 4.7.2. 
276 Tacitus, Annales, 11.22. Originally, the quaestor must have been responsible for the disposition 
of booty, supplies for the army, and other basic needs in war. Forsythe (2005), p. 236. 
277 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 4.8.1; the censors were elected in order to conduct a census, which 
determined the people’s voting rights and their military and financial obligations to the state. 
278 Forsythe (2005), p. 234; Campbell, Tribuni Militum, in OCD (2003), p. 1549. 
279 Of the eighteen years between 444 and 427 BC, the system of consular tribunes was only used in 
five. In 426 BC, the number of military tribunes was increased from three to four. Between 426 and 
406 BC, there were fourteen years with military tribunes and seven years with consuls. In 405 BC, 
the number of military tribunes was again increased, this time to six, and from then onwards, the 
Roman State was headed by six military tribunes for almost every year until 367 BC. For a detailed 
overview, see Forsythe (2005), pp. 238-239. 

  

280 The Licinian Sextian laws also introduced other innovations. For instance, they limited the 
individual holding of public land to 500 iugera and protected debtors from greedy creditors by 
allowing them to deduct the interest from the principal sum and to repay the balance in three 
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A different interpretation is offered by Tellegen-Couperus. She hypothesizes 

that the pontiffs’ supervision of litigation lasted certainly until 367 BC, because, 

according to Pomponius, “the people followed this practice for nearly a 

hundred years”.289 In a note,290

  Tellegen-Couperus acknowledges that two objections can be raised 

against her hypothesis. The first one is that, according to Gaius in his 

Institutiones, the praetor conducted the first phase of the legis actio 

procedure.

 Tellegen-Couperus draws attention to an 

interesting parallel: each year, another pontiff presided over civil cases, just as, 

in later times, the praetor did. 

291 However, this is not necessarily a prohibitive objection, because 

Gaius describes the procedure as it was followed in his own days, that is, in the 

second century AD.292 At that time, the legis actio procedure was used in a few 

very specific cases only and it was the praetor who was in charge of supervising 

the legis actiones and the first phase in general. The fact that Gaius does not 

refer to the fourth century BC leaves open the possibility that it may well have 

been one of the pontiffs who was in charge of the first phase of the procedure. 

In other words, Gaius’ text does not inexorably negate Pomponius’ text.  

  The second objection is that Pomponius does not use the word 

iurisdictio.293 But, as Tellegen-Couperus argues, Gaius’ description of what the 

praetor did in the legis actio procedure294 shows that these activities are exactly 

the same as the ones which are covered by the words praeesset privatis 

mentioned by Pomponius.295 Moreover, in at least three texts in the Digest, 

praeesse is used in combination with jurisdiction and with a tribunal.296

                                        
289 Tellegen-Couperus (2006), pp. 31-44. As early as the start of the previous century, Greenidge 
(1901, p. 130) wrote that “for two centuries, the knowledge of the legis actiones or forms of 
procedure was open to the patrician pontiffs alone.”  
290 Note 39. 
291 Gaius, Institutiones, 4.16 and 4.17. 
292 In the previous chapter, Section 2.2, I used the same argument in the context of the legis actio 
sacramentum. 
293 The word iurisdictio has been analyzed in the introduction.  
294 Gaius, Institutiones, 4.16. 
295 Tellegen-Couperus (2006), p. 41. 
296 Ulp. D. 2.1.10; Scaev. D. 39.3.26; Ulp. D. 5.1.1. To these texts I wish to add D. 3.1.1.2. 

 I find 

the interpretation by Tellegen-Couperus convincing and with her I think that 

this Pomponius passage can be taken to confirm that the pontiffs were legal 

64

law is called legis actiones, that is, statutory actions. And so these three 

branches of law came into being at almost the same time. Once the 

statute law of the Twelve Tables was passed, the ius civile started to 

emerge from them, and the legis actiones were composed from the 

same source. In relation to all these statutes, however, knowledge of 

interpretation and the conduct of the actions belonged to the College of 

Priests, one of whom was appointed each year to preside over the 

private citizens. The people followed this practice for nearly a hundred 

years.  

 

After having described the creation of the Law of the XII Tables (D.1.2.2.4) and 

the ius civile (D.1.2.2.5), Pomponius turns to legal practice. In D.1.2.2.6 he 

describes how the legis actiones came into being and how the pontiffs were 

responsible for their application. According to Pomponius, the pontiffs took 

turns annually to supervise civil litigation. D. 1.2.2.6 has attracted a great deal 

of scholarly attention.  

Most modern scholars bend their minds to the legis actiones and their 

relation to the ius civile,285 with some concluding that the pontiffs had the 

monopoly on the legis actiones.286 One of them, Forsythe, analyzes the passage 

without mentioning the last sentence,287 and such an omission stands to reason 

if he felt that pontifical jurisdiction had already been supplanted in 405 BC by 

curule jurisdiction.288

                                        
285 For instance, Puntschart (1872), pp. 41-42; Greenidge (1901), p. 87; Cornioley (1989), pp. 33-34. 
286 Watson (1973), p. 27; D’Ippolito (1985), pp. 97-98; Capogrossi-Colognesi (2007), p. 162. In 
1896, D’Ippolito published his Giuristi e Sapienti in Roma Arcaica, in which he works out the 
argumentation of his article of 1985.  
287 Forsythe (2005), p. 212. 
288 Forsythe (2005), pp. 212-213. Forsythe’s argumentation is rather obscure. He believes that the 
six consular tribunes of the period 405-367 BC had been performing the duties of the five officices 
(two consuls, one praetor, and two curule aediles) that were created in 366 BC. According to 
Forsythe, one of these duties was supervising civil litigation (Forsythe, p. 211). In this line of 
reasoning, 405 BC was the moment when the pontiffs lost their supervision of litigation. An 
addition argument, in Forsythe’s opinion, is that, as a result of the Law of the XII Tables, the pontiffs 
no longer had exclusive knowledge of legal matters and annually elected curule magistrates could 
be expected to exercise civil jurisdiction competently.  
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publication, and finally I will consider the consequences of the publication: did 

it really mean the end of the pontiffs’ jurisdiction? 

 

3.1. Flavius’ Publication in the Roman Sources 

Nine sources refer to Flavius’ publication, but they differ as to what Flavius 

actually published. Some relate that Flavius published the legis actiones,300 

others that he published the dies fasti,301 yet others that he published both the 

legis actiones and the dies fasti.302 Two sources belonging to the latter category, 

are particularly relevant because of their contex: one is the letter written by 

Cicero to his friend T. Pomponius Atticus, which I analyzed in the previous 

chapter.303 Another source that may be regarded as reliable is a Livy passage 

which I mentioned in passing in the previous chapter.304

 

Eodem anno Cn. Flavius Cn. Filius scriba, patre libertino humili fortuna 

ortus, ceterum callidus vir et facundus, aedilis curulis fuit. Invenio in 

quibusdam annalibus, cum appareret aedilibus fierique se pro tribu 

aedilem videret neque accipi nomen quia scriptum faceret, tabulam 

posuisse et iurasse se scriptum non facturum; quem aliquanto ante 

desisse scriptum facere arguit Macer Licinius tribunatu ante gesto 

triumviratibusque, nocturne altero, altero coloniae deducendae. […] 

Civile ius, repositum in penetralibus pontificum, evolgavit fastosque circa 

forum in albo proposuit, ut quando lege agi posset sciretur. (Livy, Ab 

Urbe Condita, 9.46.1-6)

 

305

                                        
300 Cicero, De Oratore, 1.186; Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.7. 
301 Cicero, Pro Murena, 25; Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia, 33.17-18; Macrobius, Saturnalia, 
1.15.9. 
302 Cicero, Ad Atticum, 6.1.8; Valerius Maximus, Factorum et Dictorum Memorabilium, 2.5.2; Livy, Ab 
Urbe Condita, 9.46.1-6. 
303 See Chapter 2, Section 3.3. Cicero wrote that Flavius published the legis actiones as well as the 
dies fasti. Cicero, Ad Atticum, 6.1.8. 
304 See Chapter 2, Section 2.2. 
305 Text and translation by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books VIII-IX (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1988. 
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experts who were in charge of jurisdiction certainly until 367 BC and possibly 

also after 367 BC as Pomponius speaks of nearly a hundred years. 

Finally, I believe Pomponius’ words at the end of the quoted passage 

merit closer attention: ex quibus constituebatur quis (quoquo anno praeesset 

privatis) (one of whom [the pontiffs, JHV] was appointed (each year to preside 

over the private citizens)). At the time, there were four pontiffs and it is 

generally assumed that they were all responsible for sacral duties.297 According 

to Pomponius, however, one of them was in charge of jurisdiction. Does this 

mean that, normally, only three pontiffs298

Historians refer to the publication in 304 BC of the legis actiones and the dies 

fasti by Gnaeus Flavius in order to demonstrate that the pontiffs lost their 

exclusive control of civil ligitation at the end of the fourth century BC.

 were responsible for sacral duties 

and did they take turns or was only one pontiff in charge of jurisdiction? Given 

the lack of conclusive answers to these questions, it cannot be ruled out that 

D.1.2.2.6 indicates that the pontiffs continued to be entrusted with jurisdiction 

after 367 BC. This possibility would certainly be consistent with the idea that in 

fourth century BC Rome law and religion were tied in with each other. 

 

3. The Presumed Loss of Jurisdiction in 304 BC 

 

299

  In what follows, I will first examine the most relevant sources in order 

to try and ascertain whether Flavius’ publication did in fact comprise the legis 

actiones and the dies fasti. Then, I will address the purpose served with the 

 Until 

then, the pontiffs as supervisors of civil litigation had jealously guarded their 

specialist knowledge of the legis actiones and the dies fasti. According to some 

authors, Flavius’ publication marked the beginning of the secularization of 

Roman law; others explain it in the context of the factional politics that divided 

Rome at the end of the fourth century BC.  

                                        
297 Van Haeperen (2002), p. 50. 
298 So before the Lex Ogulnia (300 BC), which increased the number of pontiffs from four to eight. 
299 See, for instance, Forsythe (2005), p. 320. 
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fieret et senator et aedilis curulis. Hic liber, qui actiones continet, 

appellatur ius civile Flavianum, sicut ille ius civile Papirianum: nam nec 

Gnaeus Flavius de suo quicquam adiecit libro. (Pomponius,  

D. 1.2.2.7)307

Having discussed the interpretation of the legis actiones by the pontiffs in the 

preceding account (D. 1.2.2.6), Pomponius moves on to the publication of the 

legis actiones. In the first sentence he writes that Flavius passed over the 

actions-in law (actiones) to the people and in the second sentence he refers to 

these actiones as the ius civile Flavianum.

 

 

Thereafter, when Appius Claudius had written out these actions-at-law 

and brought them back into a common form, his clerk Gnaeus Flavius, 

the son of a freedman, pirated the book and passed it over to the 

people at large. This service so ingratiated him with the citizenry that 

he became a tribune of the plebs, a senator and a curule aedile. This 

book which contains the actions-at-law is called the Flavian Civil Law 

on the same basis as the above-mentioned Papirian Civil Law, for 

neither did Gnaeus Flavius put a word of his own into the book.  

 

308

In light of the passages from Cicero, Livy, and Pomponius it would 

appear to be a defensible conclusion that Flavius did indeed have both the dies 

fasti and the legis actiones published.

 This suggests that the words ius 

civile and legis actiones are more or less synonymous.  

309

                                        
307 Text and translation by Th. Mommsen - P. Krueger - A. Watson (eds.), The Digest of Justinian, Vol 
1, Philadelphia, 1985. 
308 Pomponius is the only author who refers to Flavius’ publication as the Ius Civile Flavianum. 
309 Thus, for instance, Mitchell (1984), p. 553; Watson (1992), p. 83; Humm (2005), p. 45; Alexander 
(2006), p. 240.  

 In the next section, I will pursue my 

inquiry into Flavius’ publication by addressing two additional questions that 

have been raised in modern literature and that are relevant to the issue of the 

pontiffs losing jurisdiction: in what capacity did Flavius compile and publish the 

dies fasti and the legis actiones and why did he do so?  

 

68

In the same year a government clerk, Gnaeus Flavius, the son of 

Gnaeus, was curule aedile. Born in humble circumstances – his father 

being a freedman – he was, for the rest, a man of shrewdness and 

eloquence. I find in certain annals that being in attendance upon the 

aediles, and perceiving that the tribes were supporting him for aedile, 

but that his name was thrown out because he was acting as a recorder, 

he put away his tablet and took an oath that he would keep no record. 

Licinius Macer alleges that he had ceased some time before to act as 

secretary, having been already a tribune, and on two occasions a 

triumvir, once on the commission which had charge of the night-watch, 

and again on one appointed to found a colony. He published the civil 

law, which had been filed away in the secret archives of the pontiffs, 

and posted up the fasti on white notice-boards about the Forum, that 

men might know when they could bring an action. 

 

Livy first expands on Flavius’ origins and especially on his tenure as aedile, 

because to later Romans it would probably have been unclear whether Flavius 

published the legis actiones as curule aedile or whether he acquired that 

position afterwards.It is in the final sentence of the quoted passage that Livy 

describes the publication of the dies fasti and the legis actiones.306

Postea cum Appius Claudius proposuisset et ad formam redegisset has 

actiones, Gnaeus Flavius scriba eius libertini filius subreptum librum 

populo tradidit, et adeo gratum fuit id munus populo, ut tribunus plebis 

  

Livy states that Flavius published the civile ius, which the pontiffs had 

so far kept under lock and key, as well as the fastos (the dies fasti). Although it is 

not quite clear what Livy meant by the words civile ius, Pomponius’ information 

on the publication (see below) supports the view that Livy had the legis 

actiones in mind. 

  

                                        
306 According to the Elder Pliny and Pomponius, he was, but Valerius Maximus and Livy assumed 
that he was made curule aedile because he published the legis actiones. I follow Alexander (2006), p. 
240: it is impossible to establish the correct sequence of events, because the sources contradict 
each other. 
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belonged – were seeking to further their commercial interests and to that end 

wanted to revise the archaic ius civile.316 It seems that the pontiffs were 

involved in this process and that they wanted to safeguard their position as 

guardians of the ius civile.317

 Two years after Bauman’s analysis D’Ippolito also approached the issue 

from a socio-political and cultural angle, but he arrived at a different 

conclusion. He argued that Appius’ political group wanted to abolish the 

monopolistic jurisdiction of the pontiffs and introduce a secular legal science, 

together with other cultural changes.

 Bauman surmised that although Flavius’ 

publication was not meant to break the pontifical monopoly, that was precisely, 

if accidentally, its effect. 

318 In D’Ippolito’s view, Appius was the 

driving force behind Flavius’ publication and he must have known that the 

publication would weaken the pontiffs’ position. D’Ippolito concluded that 

Appius deliberately provoked the pontiffs with his antipontifical political 

program.319

More recently, a third explanation has been worked out by Alexander. 

In his view, Flavius’ publication originated in the new economic situation after 

the end of the second Samnite war (326-304 BC), when Rome had more than 

doubled its territory. Roman citizens who lived far away and had to travel to 

Rome to attend to legal business would not want their trip rendered useless by 

a series of dies nefasti.

 

320

Yet another explanation has recently been offered by Rüpke and 

Humm.

 This is why Flavius published the dies fasti and, 

although of lesser consequence, the legis actiones. 

321

                                        
316 Bauman (1983), pp. 32-44. 
317 Bauman (1983) , p. 28, p. 40, p. 43. 
318 D’Ippolito (1985), p. 109, p. 111; D’Ippolito (1986), pp. 27-29.   
319 D’Ippolito (1985), p. 110. 
320 Alexander (2006), p. 240. In the same vein, David (1995), p. 371; Humm (2000), p. 118.   
321 Humm (2005), pp. 465-480; Rüpke (2005) p. 6 and p. 8. 

 After the Romans had introduced the solar calendar they realized it 

was incompatible with the lunar calendars of the surrounding peoples. The 

Romans subsequently introduced their new calendar to their Latin allies with 

the purpose of obliging them “to march to the beat of a new drummer” and 

70

3.2. Modern Interpretation of the Sources 

The first question discussed in modern literature is how Flavius gathered the 

information necessary to compile and publish the legis actiones and the dies 

fasti in the first place.310 Perhaps he was scriba to Appius Claudius, who may 

have been a pontiff,311 or possibly Flavius was a scriba pontificus (a low-ranking 

priest).312 In either scenarios Flavius would have had direct access to the legis 

actiones and the dies fasti. However, as the sources do not confirm that either 

Appius or Flavius held office as pontiff,313

Draper has suggested that the legis actiones and dies fasti could only 

have been published with the help of the pontiffs.

 an alternative explanation for Flavius’ 

ability to publish the legis actiones and the dies fasti appears to be called for.  

314

Although the primary sources are silent on the reason (or reasons) for 

Flavius’ publication, explanations have been put forward in secondary 

literature, four of which I will briefly present here. Almost thirty years ago, two 

scholars independently looked at this question from a political and socio-

economic perspective. Bauman described Appius Claudius as “a patrician at 

odds with his peers but no friend of the plebeian nobility”.

 His argument e silentio is 

that the sources do not reveal any attempt on the part of the pontiffs to keep 

Flavius from publishing. Could it be that the publication of the legis actiones and 

the dies fasti was deliberately planned by the pontiffs? This alleged scheme 

raises the second question regarding Flavius’ publication: why did he publish 

the legis actiones and the dies fasti? 

315

                                        
310 Less important questions are whether Flavius published the legis actiones and dies fasti before or 
after he became curule aedile and whether Flavius was a clerk of Appius Claudius or not. As the 
sources are conflict, these questions cannot be unequivocally resolved. 
311 D’Ippolito (1985) pp. 97-100; Rüpke (2005), p. 50. 
312 Pais (1913), pp. 221-222; Kunkel (1967), p. 46; Mitchell (1990), p. 233; Rüpke (2005) p. 50. 
313 Regarding Flavius, I follow Schulz and Humm. Schulz (1946), p. 10; Humm (2005), p. 445. 
Regarding Appius, I follow Schulz (1946), p. 10; Bauman (1983), pp. 48-49 and 72; Draper (1998), 
p. 201; Humm (2005), p. 445. Appius Claudius was the first person in Roman history about whom a 
great deal is known and if he really had been a pontiff, the sources would probably have mentioned 
it. Even the most relevant source for the life of Appius Claudius, his Elogium (CIL I.1², p. 192; A. 
Degrassi, Inscriptiones Italiae, Rome 1963, 13.3 nr. 12 and 79; H. Dessau, Inscriptiones Latinae 
Selectae, Berlin 1964, nr. 54), which lists all his positions, does not mention the office of pontiff. 
314 Draper (1998), p. 203. 
315 Bauman (1983), p. 21. 

 At the end of the 

fourth century BC, Appius Claudius’ political group – his factio, to which Flavius 
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Regarding Appius, I follow Schulz (1946), p. 10; Bauman (1983), pp. 48-49 and 72; Draper (1998), 
p. 201; Humm (2005), p. 445. Appius Claudius was the first person in Roman history about whom a 
great deal is known and if he really had been a pontiff, the sources would probably have mentioned 
it. Even the most relevant source for the life of Appius Claudius, his Elogium (CIL I.1², p. 192; A. 
Degrassi, Inscriptiones Italiae, Rome 1963, 13.3 nr. 12 and 79; H. Dessau, Inscriptiones Latinae 
Selectae, Berlin 1964, nr. 54), which lists all his positions, does not mention the office of pontiff. 
314 Draper (1998), p. 203. 
315 Bauman (1983), p. 21. 

 At the end of the 

fourth century BC, Appius Claudius’ political group – his factio, to which Flavius 
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had never been a secret to begin with:325 the actual wordings could be learned 

and even written down by any Roman citizen attending court sessions.326

Firstly, the word ‘monopoly’ is a misnomer when used in connection 

with the pontiffs. A monopoly is generally understood to denote complete 

control of something, especially an area of business, so that others have no 

share,

 It is 

hard to see how the publication of the legis actiones would have changed civil 

procedure or the supervisory role of the pontiffs in the first phase of it. 

The publication of the dies fasti, on the other hand, may have been 

more significant. Before, it must have been very difficult to know which days 

would be fasti and which ones nefasti. Making the dies fasti public meant that 

the dates on which cases could be brought to court were a matter of public 

record and that people could more easily bring legal action. While this 

development may have resulted in an increase in the number of lawsuits, it did 

not change or reduce the position of the pontiffs who were responsible for 

these lawsuits. Quite possibly, rather to the contrary. 

 

Modern scholars who believe that Flavius’ publication marked or foreshadowed 

the end of the pontiffs’ jurisdiction likely assume that the pontiffs had been 

monopolists. Two reservations can be raised against this assumption.  

327 and in the Roman sources it is only used in the sense of having the 

exclusive right to trade.328

                                        
325 Some scholars argue the opposite on the basis of Livy’s statement: “Civile ius, repositum in 
penetralibus pontificum.” They believe that the legis actiones and the dies fasti were real secrets. 
Watson (1992), p. 83; Moatti (2003), pp. 303-325, p. 309.  
326 Schulz (1946), p. 10. 

 Supervising litigation was simply one of the pontiffs’ 

duties that were later taken over by the praetor. My conclusion is that there is 

no reason to assume that the pontifical task of supervising litigation ended at 

the close of the fourth century BC: not having a monopoly, they could not lose it, 

and they continued to supervise civil litigation as they had done before.  

  Secondly, loss of jurisdiction need not have been the inevitable 

corollary of publication of the legis actiones and dies fasti. Of course, the whole 

point of publishing them would have been to make them even better known, 

327 Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary (http://dictionary.cambridge.org/). 
328 In sources of Roman law, for instance, in Justinian, Codex, 4.59. 
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coordinate military operations according to the Roman calendar.322 Publication 

was part of the logic of the calendar reform, and Flavius’ publication of the legis 

actiones and dies fasti was simply the concluding step of a larger process, that of 

writing down the calendar.323

To my mind, the explanation offered by Bauman and D’Ippolito is the 

least convincing. Their reconstruction of the factional politics for the years 304-

300 BC is rather hypothetical.

  

324

  Although Livy states otherwise, as far as the legis actiones are 

concerned, the position of the pontiffs did not change, because the legis actiones 

 Moreover, the sources do not mention any 

attempt by Appius Claudius to revise, update, or secularize the ius civile, and 

after Flavius’ publication the ius civile remained as formal and archaic as it had 

been before.  

Alexander’s explanation is more convincing in that he connects the 

publication to the rising number of lawsuits. The economic situation may have 

been one reason to publish the dies fasti and, in their wake, the legis actiones. 

The population of the Roman Empire increased rapidly and the economy was 

booming, as is attested by the public works carried out at the time: the first 

Roman aquaduct (the Appia) and the first main road (the Via Appia) were built 

at the initiative of Appius Claudius.  

  Finally, Rüpke and Humm’s explanation links up well with that offered 

by Alexander and if anything is even more convincing, because it puts Flavius’ 

publication in the specific context of the calendar switch from lunar to solar.  

 

3.3. The Consequences of Flavius’ Publication for the Jurisdiction of the 

Pontiffs  

If Flavius published the dies fasti and legis actiones as a consequence of the 

introduction of the solar calendar, the question remains whether this 

publication affected the position of the pontiffs as supervisors of civil litigation.  

                                        
322 Rüpke (2005), p. 8. 
323 Rüpke (2005), p. 14. 
324 The subject is hotly debated. Forsythe (2005), p. 322: “Attempting to reconstruct the factional 
politics for the years 304-300 BC has as much chance of succeeding as attempting an accurate and 
detailed account of the military events of the Second Samnite War.” 
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Tamen ne undique tranquillae res essent, certamen iniectum inter 

primores civitates, patricios plebeiosque, ab tribunis plebis Q. et Cn. 

Ogulniis. […] Rogationem ergo promulgarunt ut, cum quattuor augures, 

quattuor pontifices ea tempestate essent placeretque augeri sacerdotum 

numerum, quattuor pontifices, quinque augures, de plebe omnes, 

adlegeruntur. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 10.6.3-6)333

The object of the bill is clear. Firstly, the proposed law was to raise the number 

of pontiffs from four to eight and the number of augurs from four to nine. 

Secondly, it would allow plebeians to become pontiffs and augurs. Livy explains 

the second provision of this bill in the context of the Struggle of the Orders,

 

 

Nevertheless, that tranquility might not be found everywhere, the 

plebeian tribunes Quintus and Gnaeus Ogulnius stirred up a quarrel 

among the first men of the state, both patrician and plebeian. […] The 

Ogulnii accordingly proposed a law that whereas there were then four 

augurs and four pontiffs and it was desired to augment the number of 

priests, four pontiffs and five augurs should be added, and should all be 

taken from the plebs.  

 

334 

but this explanation is tenuous: it seems that by 300 BC the struggle between 

patrician and plebeian nobles was almost at its end and that it was useless to 

try and prevent plebeians from becoming pontiffs.335

For the question of the pontiffs’ jurisdiction, the first provision of the 

bill is particularly relevant. While Livy does discuss the rise of the number of 

augurs from four to nine,

  

336

                                        
333 Text and translation by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books VIII-IX (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1988. 
334 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 10.6.9. Followed by Scullard (1980), p. 398; Watson (1992), p. 84; 
Vallocchia (2008), p. 35. 
335 Thus Bauman (1983), p. 36; Mitchell (1990), pp. 233; Orlin (1997), pp 163-166, Draper (1998), 
p. 205. 
336 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 10.6.7-8. 

 he does not comment on the doubling of the 

number of pontiffs, observing only that it was deemed appropriate to appoint 

more priests (placeretque augeri sacerdotum numerum 10.6.6).  
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but arguing that the pontiffs ended up losing their jurisdiction because of it is a 

bridge too far. While Roman citizens might now know when (dies fasti) and 

how (legis actiones) they could (or should) bring an action, they would need the 

pontiffs to supervise the judicial process for them.  

 

4. Two Laws in Support of the Pontiffs’s Continued Jurisdiction 

 

4.1. The Lex Ogulnia 

The Lex Ogulnia,329

The actual wording of the law has not been preserved, and the law itself is only 

known to have existed at all because Livy refers to it twice. For the purposes of 

this chapter, only the first reference is relevant.

 which was passed into law in 300 BC, raised the number of 

pontiffs and augurs, and allowed plebeians to become members of these august 

colleges. This law may support my theory that Flavius’ publication of the legis 

actiones and dies fasti did not mark the end of the pontiffs’ duty to supervise 

litigation.  

 

4.1.1. Sources 

330 In the tenth book of his Ab 

Urbe Condita, Livy describes the events of the year 300 BC. He writes that 

Rome’s foreign relations were fairly peaceful: the Etruscans kept quiet and the 

Samnites had not yet wearied of a new covenant.331 However, two plebeian 

tribunes, Quintus and Gnaeus Ogulnius, stirred up a quarrel by proposing a new 

law.332

                                        
329 This lex was actually a plebiscite, because it was proposed by plebeian tribunes. Other examples 
include the Lex Canuleia of 445 BC and the Leges Liciniae Sextiae of 367 BC. See Cornell (1995), p. 
344. Most scholars refer to it as the Lex Ogulnia. Only Oakley (1997) correctly calls it the Ogulnian 
plebiscite.  
330 The second reference is Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 10.9.1-2, where Livy writes that the Lex Ogulnia 
was accepted. Subsequently, Livy sums up the names of the first four pontiffs and five augurs which 
were chosen after the enactment of this law. 
331 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 10.6.2. 
332 On the gens Ogulnia, see D’Ippolito (1985), pp. 112-113 and D’Ippolito (1986), pp. 71-76. 
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4.1.3. Flavius’ Publication and the Lex Ogulnia 

Is there any connection between the Lex Ogulnia of 300 BC and the fact that, in 

304 BC, Gnaeus Flavius had published the dies fasti and the legis actiones? If 

Flavius’ publication ended the pontiffs’ monopoly on jurisdiction, as is assumed 

by Historians, why then was it necessary to raise their numbers?  

As I argued earlier, the pontiffs did not have a monopoly and Flavius’ 

publication did not diminish the role they played in supervising litigation: if 

anything, so I believe, its importance grew. Flavius’ publication in 304 BC and 

the new economic situation were major enabling factors in raising the number 

of legal actions.341

The second law which seems to confirm the pontiffs’ jurisdiction at the end of 

the fourth century is the Lex Valeria de Provocatione of 300 BC. Its content is 

very different from that of the Lex Ogulnia. The Lex Valeria qualified an act of a 

person who disregarded the rules on appeal to the people (provocatio ad 

populum)

 An alternative explanation may be that the pontiffs became 

responsible for more religious tasks instead of jurisdictional tasks and that 

therefore their number was increased. Anyway, the small time interval between 

304 and 300 BC suggests that there may have been a link between the 

publication of the legis actiones and dies fasti by Flavius and the Lex Ogulnia.  

 

4.2. The Lex Valeria de Provocatione 

342 as an improbum factum. The right of appeal to the people 

(provocatio ad populum) itself is one of the most difficult and controversial 

issues of early Roman law343

                                        
341 Mitchell (1990), p. 170. Mitchell argued that, in 300 BC, a growing demand for legal advice 
resulted in an increase in their numbers. 
342 Bauman (1972), p. 36. 
343 Rotondi (1912), p. 190, p. 204, pp. 235-236, pp. 268-269; Heuss (1944), 104-124; Bleicken 
(1955), pp. 110-120; Kunkel (1962), pp. 21-33; Martin (1970), pp. 72-96; Jolowicz - Nicholas 
(1972), pp. 305-317; Jones (1972), pp. 1-44; Bauman (1973), pp. 34-47; Cloud (1984), pp. 1365-
1376; Humbert (1988), pp. 431-503; Mitchell (1990), p. 171; Cloud (1998), pp. 25-48; Magdelain 
(1990b), pp. 567-588; Cornell (1995), pp. 276-277; Lovisi (1999), pp. 184-218; Lintott (1999), pp. 
147-162; Gaughan (2010), pp. 53-64.  

 and I will deal with it only as far as is necessary 

for the question of the pontiffs’ jurisdiction. 

76

4.1.2. Modern Interpretation 

One of the few modern authors to have discussed the Lex Ogulnia is Federico 

D’Ippolito. In his view, the Lex Ogulnia was a reaction to Flavius’ publication of 

the ius Flavianum and the dies fasti, and was intended to stabilize the pontiffs’ 

monopoly on jurisdiction. His conclusions is that the Lex Ogulnia did not 

weaken the jurisdictional position of the pontiffs, but rather strengthened it.337

As he does concerning Flavius’ publication, D’Ippolito bases his view on 

the Lex Ogulnia on the factional politics of the late fourth century BC.

  

338

However, the Ogulnii, Appius’ enemies, moved to prevent the pontiffs 

from losing their jurisdictional monopoly by having legislation enacted that 

would strengthen the position of the pontiffs. Their number would double, and 

the new pontiffs would be men of plebeian origin. Not surprisingly, the Ogulnia 

bill was supported by conservative members of the plebeian nobility, and Livy 

mentions the names of the plebeians who became pontiffs and augurs by virtue 

of the new law. According to D’Ippolito, they were the same persons as the ones 

who had supported the law. Of course, Appius Claudius voted against it, but to 

no avail. D’Ippolito concludes that the Lex Ogulnia guaranteed the continuity of 

the pontiffs’ monopoly on jurisdiction for a hundred years.

 He 

argues that Appius Claudius, through his radical reform, wanted to break the 

pontiffs’ monopoly on jurisdiction, and to achieve this he had his front man 

Gnaeus Flavius publish the legis actiones and dies fasti.  

339

 In my view, D’Ippolito’s interpretation is not convincing. It is 

interesting that he has identified the plebeians, who, in 300 BC, were included 

in the pontifical college. However, his use of the word ‘monopoly’, in connection 

with the pontiff’s jurisdiction and his explanation of the Lex Ogulnia in terms of 

factional politics of the fourth century BC undermine his argument that the Lex 

Ogulnia strengthened the position of the pontiffs.

 

340

 

 

                                        
337 D’Ippolito (1985) p. 92, p. 126. 
338 As argued above (note 51), Roman factional politics is a subject of which little can be said with 
certainty. Forsythe, (2005) p. 323.  
339 D’Ippolito (1985) p. 92, p. 126. 
340 As I argued earlier, Roman factional politics is a subject which is of little concern here. Forsythe 
(2005), p. 323. 
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Ogulnia strengthened the position of the pontiffs.

 

340

 

 

                                        
337 D’Ippolito (1985) p. 92, p. 126. 
338 As argued above (note 51), Roman factional politics is a subject of which little can be said with 
certainty. Forsythe, (2005) p. 323.  
339 D’Ippolito (1985) p. 92, p. 126. 
340 As I argued earlier, Roman factional politics is a subject which is of little concern here. Forsythe 
(2005), p. 323. 
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him to be styled Publicola, the People’s Friend. Above all, the law about 

appealing from the magistrates to the people, and the one that 

pronounced a curse on the life and property of a man who should plot 

to make himself king, were welcome to the commons. 

 

In this passage, Livy describes the events of the year 509 BC. The consul Publius 

Valerius Publicola had proposed several laws, two of which seem to have found 

favour with the commons: they even granted him the cognomen Publicola (the 

People’s Friend).348

  In the context of the pontiffs only the first law is relevant. According to 

Livy, the Lex Valeria de Provocatione of 509 BC empowered citizens to appeal 

against a decision of a magistrate (provocatio adversus magistratus) before the 

people (ad populum). However, Livy does not explain in which cases such an 

appeal could be brought or whether the pontiffs were involved in the 

procedure. Unfortunately, Livy’s reference to the Lex Valeria de Provocatione of 

449 BC does not provide this information either:

   

349

  Cicero in his De Republica also mentions the Lex Valeria de 

Provocatione of 509 BC and is comparatively more informative.

 Livy only states that the Lex 

Valeria de Provocatione of 509 BC was restored in 449 BC. 

350 Just as Livy, 

he speaks of the right of appeal against a decision of a magistrate but he adds 

that it was forbidden for a magistrate to flog or to put to death (necaret neve 

verberaret) a Roman citizen in the face of an appeal (adversus 

provocationem).351

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                        
348 Drummond, Publius Valerius Poplicola, in OCD (2003), p. 1580. 
349 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 3.55.1-5. 
350 Cicero, De Republica, 2.31.53.  
351 “Ne quis magistratus civem Romanum adversus provocationem necaret neve verberaret.” 
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As I explained in the previous chapter,344 declaring something improbum was a 

sanction imposed by the pontiffs and the use of the notion of improbum factum 

in a law of 300 BC sensibly suggests that the pontiffs had not then lost 

jurisdiction. This possibility merits taking a closer look at this law, even though 

its history is rather complicated: ancient sources contain references to three 

versions of the Lex Valeria de Provocatione: the first one dating to 509 BC, the 

second to 449 BC and the last one to 300 BC and in my view there 

interrelated.345

Several sources refer to the Lex Valeria de Provocatione of 509 BC.

 I will first briefly discuss the oldest two versions and then the 

most recent one. 

 

4.2.1. The Leges Valeriae of 509 BC and 449 BC 
346

 

Latae deinde leges, non solum quae regni suspicione consulem 

absolverent, sed quae adeo in contrarium verterent ut popularem etiam 

facerent. Inde cognomen factum Publicolae est. Ante omnes de 

provocatione adversus magistratus ad populum sacrandoque cum bonis 

capite eius qui regni occupandi consilia inisset gratae in volgus leges 

fuere. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 2.8.1-3)

 The most 

important one is a passage from Livy. 

347

Laws were then proposed which not only cleared the consul from the 

suspicion of seeking kingly power, but took such an opposite turn that 

they even made him [Publius Valerius Publicola] popular and caused 

 

 

                                        
344 See Chapter 2, Section 2.4. 
345 The most complete analysis of the different versions of the Lex Valeria is provided by Oakley 
(1997), pp. 126-130. Most scholars reject the authenticity of the version of 509 BC. A majority of 
scholars believe that the version of 449 BC is not genuine either. However, some scholars assume 
that the versions of 509 and 449 BC are authentic. See Develin (1978, p. 47), with a bibliography for 
the different opinons. Discussing the authenticity of the different versions falls outside the scope of 
this dissertation. However, Develin’s arguments in favor of the authenticity of the three versions 
seem to be convincing, such, the argument that there is nothing unfamiliar in a particular family to 
be associated with certain political ideas over several generations. 
346 Plutarch, Lives, 10.6-11.2; Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 3.55.1-5; 10.9.3-6; Cicero, De Republica, 2.31.53-
55. 
347 Text and translation by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books I-II (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1961. 
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This passage derives from Livy’s tenth book in which he discusses the events of 

300 BC and in which he also mentions the Lex Ogulnia (10.6.3-6). Livy starts his 

description of the Lex Valeria of 300 BC by stating that this law imposed stricter 

sanctions (diligentius sanctam) than had its predecessors of 509 and 449 BC. He 

adds that it was the third time a Lex Valeria had been introduced, thereby 

confirming the authenticity of the Lex Valeria of 509 BC and the restoration of 

the same law in 449 BC. Livy subsequently provides a rather curious 

explanation for the second renewal of the law: the resources of the wealthy 

citizens had prevailed over the freedom of the plebs. Livy then compares the 

Lex Valeria with the Lex Porcia,353 which also and more directly provided 

support for citizens because it laid down a gravi poena for flogging and killing 

citizens.354 Lastly, Livy concludes that the Lex Valeria did not impose a heavy 

penalty, because the sanction for floggin or killing a person who made use of 

the right of appeal was simply that such an act355

 Close reading of this passage shows that Livy does not speak of a third 

Lex Valeria but of the Valerian Law and of “three times that a law had been 

introduced.” He also uses the terminology of renewing and restoring 

(renovandae) a law. Because of these particulars, I believe it is better to speak 

of one Lex Valeria, introduced in 509 BC, renewed in 449 BC and again in 300 

BC, than to distinguish three different Leges Valeriae de Provocatione.   

  Although the pontiffs are not explicitly mentioned in the sources on the 

Lex Valeria, it is in this third Livy passage that a link can be found. The crucial 

words appear at the end of the passage when Livy states “that if anyone should 

disregard these injunctions it should be deemed a wicked act.” The concept of 

improbus can already be found in the Law of the XII Tables and as 

 was regarded as an improbe 

factum.  

                                        
353 This Lex Porcia must be dated 198 or 195 BC. Crawford, Leges Porciae, in OCD (2003),  
p. 851. 
354 Oakley believes that this gravis poena was a heavy fine or capital punishment. Oakley (1997),  
p. 131. 
355 Livy does not speak of a magistrate in this passage. He uses the more general words si quis 
adversus ea fecisset: anyone who acts against this law. 

80

4.2.2. The Lex Valeria de Provocatione of 300 BC 

The Lex Valeria of 300 BC is only mentioned once, in another Livy passage. 

 

Eodem anno M. Valerius consul de provocatione legem tulit diligentius 

sanctam. Tertio ea tum post reges exactos lata est, semper a familia 

eadem. Causam renovandae saepius haud aliam fuisse reor quam quod 

plus paucorum opes quam libertas plebis poterat. Porcia tamen lex sola 

pro tergo civium lata videtur, quod gravi poena, si quis verberasset 

necassetve civem Romanum, sanxit; Valeria lex cum eum qui provocasset 

virgis caedi securique necari vetuisset, si quis adversus ea fecisset, nihil 

ultra quam “improbe factum” adiecit. Id, qui tum pudor hominum erat, 

visum, credo, vinculum satis validum legis: nunc vix serio ita minetur 

quisquam. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 10.9.3-6)352

 

 

 

In the same year Marcus Valerius the consul proposed a law of appeal 

with stricter sanctions. This was the third time since the expulsion of 

the kings that such a law had been introduced, by the same family in 

every instance. The reason for renewing it more than once was, I think, 

simply this, that the wealth of a few carried more power than the 

liberty of the plebs. Yet the Porcian law alone seems to have been 

passed to protect the persons of the citizens, imposing, as it did, a 

heavy penalty if anyone should scourge or put to death a Roman 

citizen. The Valerian law, having forbidden that he who had appealed 

should be scourged with rods or beheaded, merely provided that if 

anyone should disregard these injunctions it should be deemed a 

wicked act. This seemed, I suppose, a sufficiently strong sanction of the 

law, so modest were men in those days; at the present time one would 

hardly utter such a threat in earnest. 

 

                                        
352 Text and translation by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books VIII-X (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1957. 
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the first laws to impose a heavy penalty for flogging, as compared to the mild 

punishment prescribed by the Lex Valeria de Provocatione. The striking 

difference between the Lex Valeria (6th-4th centuries BC) imposing a religious 

sanction and the Leges Porciae (2nd century BC) imposing a heavy penalty could 

well indicate that in the earlier of the two periods the pontiffs were responsible 

for jurisdiction, whereas in the more recent period it was the praetor who 

supervised litigation.  

 

 

 

82

demonstrated in the previous chapter, the persons authorized to declare 

someone improbus were the pontiffs.356

  Moreover, on all three known occasions between 323 BC and the end of 

the Republic when the right of provocatio was invoked a dispute between a 

pontiff and another party can be construed.

  

357

Finally, provocatio had its origins in private law, in a legal challenge.

  
358 

The word provocare means “to challenge” and immediately brings to mind the 

character of the legis actio sacramento in rem, a challenge which, as I discussed 

in the previous chapter,359 was also supervised by the pontiffs.360

The closing section of the Livy passage supports this conclusion. Here, 

Livy argues that the Leges Porciae,

 

 In my view, the Lex Valeria laid down that in certain cases, whose 

specifics are now lost, a Roman citizen had the right of provocatio before the 

people against a decision of a magistrate. If anyone flogged with rods or 

beheaded a Roman citizen exercising this right, such an act had to be regarded 

as a wicked act, a violation. It is unclear by whom and how the transgressor was 

denounced, but there is no doubt that the persons responsible for declaring 

certain acts wicked were the pontiffs. For these reasons and given that a law in 

force in 300 BC provides the sanction of improbum factum, I submit that the 

pontiffs continued to supervise litigation at least until the end of the fourth 

century BC. 

361

                                        
356 See Chapter 2, Section 2.4. 
357 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 37.51.1-7 (189 BC): a conflict between P. Licinius Crassus Dives, pontifex 
maximus and Q. Fabius Pictor, flamen Quirinalis and a praetor. Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 40.42.8-11 
(180 BC): a conflict between C. Servilius Geminus, pontifex maximus and L. Cornelius Dolabella, 
potential duumvir navalis. Festus, De Verborum Significatu quae supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 464.1-
4L (between 243 and 222 BC): a conflict between Metellus a pontifex maximus and a certain 
Claudius, flamen. For a discussion of these texts, see Cloud (1998), pp. 36-39. 
358 Brecht (1936), pp. 261-314 was the first scholar to challenge Mommsen’s view that provocatio 
was a central aspect of the Roman system of criminal justice. Mommsen (1899), pp. 151-174 
(especially p. 156) referred to Cicero, De Republica, 2.31.53-55; Cicero, De Legibus, 3.27; Livy, Ab 
Urbe Condita, 26.7.12; Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 8.33.8; Cicero, De Oratore, 2.48.199 and to some minor 
sources to support his view. Kunkel (1967) also disagrees with Mommsen. Mitchell (Mitchell 
(1984), p. 556; Mitchell (1990), p. 171) and Cloud (1998), p. 27, p. 31, p. 42, suggest that provocatio 
had its origins in private law.  
359 See Chapter 2, Section 2.2. 
360 This parallel has also been noticed by Mitchell (1990), p. 171. 
361 Cicero argues in the quoted text that there were three Leges Porciae. However, elsewhere Cicero 
and Livy refer to just one Lex Porcia.  

 which were created after 200 BC, were 
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 The process of reform started in the second half of the third century 

BC, but only properly took shape towards the end of that century, after the 

Second Punic War had ended.

CHAPTER 4: THE JURISDICTION OF THE PONTIFFS IN THIRD-CENTURY BC 

ROME 

 

In the previous chapter, I argued that the pontiffs were responsible for 

supervising litigation at least until 300 BC. Still, there can be little doubt that in 

the late Roman Republic it was the praetors rather than the pontiffs who 

performed this duty. This transition triggers two questions: when exactly did 

the pontiffs lose jurisdiction and why?  

 The key word here is expansion: in the third century BC, Rome 

conquered the western part of the Mediterranean and became one of the super 

powers in the area. Its old ways of government and warfare were no longer 

adequate and its three major institutions – army, administration, and priestly 

colleges – were due for reform. 

362 Some of the changes brought about by the 

reformst occasioned the transfer of jurisdiction from the pontiffs to the 

praetors.363

 

 In this chapter, I will argue that the pontiffs remained responsible 

for supervising litigation until the end of the third century BC and that they 

were only relieved from this duty when the responsibilities of magistrates and 

priests were drastically reformed. 

 I will begin this chapter by providing a brief historical background of 

the period. Next, I will present two arguments in favor of a continued 

jurisdiction of the pontiffs in the third century BC, i.e., the Lex Hortensia and the 

expanded activities of the pontiffs. Finally, I will look more closely at the late 

third-century BC reforms that prompted the transfer of jurisdiction from the 

pontiffs to the praetors.  

                                        
362 The Second Punic War can therefore be described as the crucial period in Roman history. Meyer 
(1965, p. 97) speaks of the Second Punic War as the period which “schließt die Werdezeit des 
klassischen Roms ab.” 
363 These reforms also heavily influenced Roman criminal law. In the period around 200 BC the 
concept and the legal implications of homicide changed drastically, reflecting the changing legal 
needs of the expanding Roman world. Gaughan (2010), p. 8. 
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362 Some of the changes brought about by the 

reformst occasioned the transfer of jurisdiction from the pontiffs to the 

praetors.363

 

 In this chapter, I will argue that the pontiffs remained responsible 

for supervising litigation until the end of the third century BC and that they 

were only relieved from this duty when the responsibilities of magistrates and 

priests were drastically reformed. 

 I will begin this chapter by providing a brief historical background of 

the period. Next, I will present two arguments in favor of a continued 

jurisdiction of the pontiffs in the third century BC, i.e., the Lex Hortensia and the 

expanded activities of the pontiffs. Finally, I will look more closely at the late 

third-century BC reforms that prompted the transfer of jurisdiction from the 

pontiffs to the praetors.  

                                        
362 The Second Punic War can therefore be described as the crucial period in Roman history. Meyer 
(1965, p. 97) speaks of the Second Punic War as the period which “schließt die Werdezeit des 
klassischen Roms ab.” 
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the surviving Carthaginians as slaves, destroying the harbor and burning down 

the city.  

During the Second Punic War, Rome had encountered a new enemy, 

King Philip V of Macedon. The first Macedonian War (214-205 BC),371 in which 

Philip allied with Carthage, ended in a stalemate. It was during the second war 

(200-197 BC)372

Italy’s defensive needs in the crisis years of the mid-240s BC prompted the 

Romans to create new offices to support the consuls and the praetor urbanus. In 

242 BC a second praetorial position, that of praetor peregrinus, was introduced. 

It is generally assumed that this praetor was charged with jurisdiction, but as I 

outlined in Chapter 1 Brennan has convincingly demonstrated that this office 

was created for military reasons.

 that Rome ended the Macedonian supremacy over the Greek 

city states.  

  By the end of the third century BC Rome had not only conquered Italy 

south of the Po, but was also master in Sicily, Sardinia, and Spain.  

 

1.2. Changes in Military Command Structure 

373

There are but two primary sources on the introduction of the praetor 

peregrinus office: Livy, Periochae 19 and Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.28. Since the Livy 

text contains only a general remark,

 What do the ancient sources have to say 

about this official?  

374

                                        
371 The war started in 214 BC, when Philip believed that the time had come to extend his power 
westwards, now that Rome was occupied by the Second Punic War. The war took nine years and 
ended in a stalemate; in 205 BC, a treaty was drawn up at Phoenice. Gruen (2007), pp. 248-249. 
372 In the Second Macedonian War, Roman power smashed the armies of Philip V. In 196 BC, the 
consul Flamininus announced at the Isthmian Games in Corinth that Rome would allow the Greeks 
their freedom. When in 179 BC Philip V died, his son Perseus became king. In the Third Macedonian 
War (171-168 BC), Perseus tried but failed to restore former Macedonian sovereignty over Greece. 
Finally, in 146 BC Rome destroyed Corinth and put an end to the monarchy of the Antigonid 
dynasty. Gruen (2007), pp. 249-260. 
373 Brennan (2000), pp. 85-89. 

 I will turn to Pomponius’ text. 

 

374 Livy, Periochae 19.10: Duo praetores tunc primum creati sunt. (For the first time, two praetors 
were elected). Text by P. Jal, Abrégés des livres de l’Histoire romaine de Tite-Live (Budé edition), 
Paris, 1984. My translation. These periochae were summaries of all books, except books 136 and 
137, of the 142 books Livy wrote on the history of Rome. The periochae were probably composed in 
the fourth century AD, but it is uncertain whether the authors worked directly from the text of Livy 
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1. Historical Background 

 

1.1. Territorial Expansion 

In the history of Rome, the third century BC in general and its closing decades 

in particular are characterized by territorial expansion, even more so than the 

fourth century BC. This growth was won the hard way: through warfare. The 

third and final Samnite war (298-290 BC) ended with the total defeat of one of 

Rome’s most tenacious enemies, the Samnites, in 290 BC. Having prevailed 

against the Samnites and subsequently against King Pyrrhus of Epirus (282-275 

BC), Rome’s legions overran Magna Graecia.364 By 264 BC Rome had completed 

its conquest of peninsular Italy,365 heralding a new era in its history.366

However, on its way to establishing dominion over the Mediterranean 

region, Rome would very soon come into conflict with the Phoenician (hence 

Punic) or Carthaginian empire. Three Punic Wars followed. The First Punic War 

broke out in 264 BC and only ended twenty-two years later in 242 BC, when 

Sicily became Roman territory.

 

367

In 238 BC, the Romans forced the Carthaginians to hand over Sardinia. 

Wising up to Rome’s aspirations, the Carthaginians lost no time in training and 

maintaining an army in Spain.

 

368 When in 218 BC the famous Carthaginian 

military commander Hannibal succeeded in capturing the strategic city of 

Saguntum, the only city south of the Ebro which had thus far managed to 

withstand him,369 the Second Punic War (218-202 BC) erupted. Although the 

Romans were defeated many times, as in the well-known battles at Lake 

Trasimene (217 BC) and Cannae (216 BC),370

                                        
364 Its main cities were Locri, Rhegium and Tarentum. 
365 Cornell (1995), pp. 359-364. 
366 Scullard (1980), pp. 136-137. 
367 According to Polybius, Histories, 1.63.4, this was the longest, most continuous and most bitterly 
fought war in history. 
368 Lazenby (2007), p. 230. 
369 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 21.2.7. 
370 G. Daly, Cannae: The Experience of Battle in the Second Punic War, London, 2002. 

 Scipio Aemilianus eventually 

crushed Hannibal at Zama in 202 BC. The Third Punic War (149-146 BC) ended 

with the destruction of Carthage, with Scipio taking the capital by storm, selling 
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is, as governor to Sicily, which in 242 BC was annexed as a province to the 

Roman Empire.378

  In 227 BC, two more praetores were appointed for the administration 

of Sicily and Sardinia.

  

379 These two praetors are mentioned in various passages 

from Livy, not as legal officials but as governors of their respective provinces.380 

In 197 BC, when the Roman territory was enlarged with two Spanish provinces, 

two more praetors were appointed, netting a total of of six praetors.381 It is only 

in his account of the election of 197 BC that Livy speaks of jurisdiction in 

connection with praetors.382

In modern literature, the Lex Hortensia of 287 BC is in almost only dealt with in 

connection with two clauses, one that made plebiscites binding on all Roman 

citizens, plebeians as well as patricians, and another one that abolished the 

patrum auctoritas.

 I will deal with this report in Section 3.3.  

 

2. Jurisdiction of the Pontiffs in the Third Century BC 

It is my belief that the pontiffs remained responsible for supervising litigation 

throughout the third century BC, and below I will present two arguments to 

support this hypothesis. First, I will discuss the Lex Hortensia, not the two well-

known clauses that refer to the plebiscites or the patrum auctoritas, but a third 

one. Then, I will deal with the activities of three pontiffs in the third century BC.  

 

2.1. The Lex Hortensia 

383

                                        
378 Brennan (2000), p. 604. 
379 On this occasion, the provincial praetor responsible for Sicily replaced the praetor peregrinus, 
who was needed as a military commander and who shed his earlier, supplemantary role of 
provincial commander. Scullard (1980), p. 182; Brennan (2000), p. 605. On the creation of these 
two additional praetorial offices: Livy, Periochae, 20. 
380 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 21.12, 21.49, 21.51, 22.25, 32.2. Probably, the governors would have had 
some jurisdictional tasks in their provinces, as they were representing Rome in their province.  
381 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 32.27.6; Brennan (2000), p. 624. 
382 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 22.35.5-7. 
383 These two clauses have been analyzed in detail by Cornell (1995), pp. 341-370. Cornell 
convincingly shows that the Lex Hortensia was not the first law to make plebiscites binding on all 
Roman citizens and to abolish patrum auctoritas.    

 These clauses do not bear on the jurisdiction of the 

pontiffs and they can therefore be left undiscussed here. It is a third clause of 

the Lex Hortensia, one that is hardly ever referred to, which may be linked to 

88

Post aliquot deinde annos non sufficiente eo praetore, quod multa turba 

etiam peregrinorum in civitatem veniret, creatus est et alius praetor, qui 

peregrinus appellatus est ab eo, quod plerumque inter peregrinos ius 

dicebat. (Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.28)375

Daube was the first to question the factual reliability of Pomponius’ 

text,

  

 

Then, after some years, this prætor not being found sufficient because 

of the multitudes of foreigners coming into the city, another prætor 

called “Peregrinus” was appointed, for the reason that he usually 

dispensed justice among foreigners. 

 

Pomponius reports that the position of praetor peregrinus was created to 

support the praetor urbanus and that this official was responsible for 

supervising litigation involving non-citizens. 

376

Moreover, when the office of praetor peregrinus was held, its 

incumbent found himself engaged in warfare outside Rome. It was only from 

198 BC onwards that the post was held annually.

 urging caution because Pomponius uses the term peregrinus, which was 

non-existent before Vespasian (9-79 AD). For this reason, Daube asserts, 

Pomponius may err as to the original competence of the praetor peregrinus.  

Elaborating on Daube’s theory, Brennan has shown that the position of 

praetor peregrinus remained vacant between 215 and 198 BC, with the 

exception of the year 210 BC. If the praetor peregrinus were responsible for 

monitoring legal actions involving non-citizens, how could there be a gap 

between 215 and 198 BC?  

377

                                                                                                              
or from an earlier summary. The periochae are frequently used because only books 1-10 and 21-45 
of Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita have survived. Briscoe, Livy, in OCD (2003), pp. 877-879.  
375 Text and translation by Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. Watson (eds.), The Digest of Justinian, Vol 
1, Philadelphia, 1985. 
376 Daube (1951), pp. 66-70. 
377 Watson (1970), p. 113; Kunkel (1995), p. 297. 

 But the question then 

remains how to explain the qualifier inter peregrinos? According to Brennan, 

the Romans may have sent the praetor peregrinus literally inter peregrinos, that 
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Macrobius mentions the praetor instead of the pontiff although, in his own 

time, neither official was responsible for jurisdiction. However, the subject 

matter of the text is not likely to have been made up and it makes further 

analysis worthwhile. 

  Originally, market days were dies nefasti. According to Macrobius, the 

Lex Hortensia turned market days into court days; they became dies fasti, so 

that people visiting Rome could settle their legal disputes. Who was this 

Hortensius and in what capacity was he able to propose this law? 

The sources yield little information about him: he was a plebeian, his 

first name was Quintus, and he was a dictator in 287 BC.389

Mitchell, one of the very few scholars to mention this clause of the Lex 

Hortensia, suggests that Hortensius was a priest.

 It seems probable 

that he used his dictatorship to turn market days into court days, but would 

that power not have been reserved to the pontiffs? 

390 In this capacity, he could 

easily have changed the status of the market days as dies fasti.391

Although Mitchell offers no arguments to underpin his hypothesis, it 

could be pointed out that the Lex Hortensia was not passed until seventeen 

years after the publication of the dies fasti by Gnaeus Flavius in 304 BC and in 

which the pontiffs were involved. That being so if the pontiffs were involved in 

the publication of the dies fasti, it is likely that they were also involved in 

changing the market days into court days. Hortensius may therefore have been 

a pontiff or at the very least closely connected to them. After all, a dictatorship 

lasted a mere six months whereas the priesthood was for life. If Hortensius was 

connected with the pontiffs, the third clause of the Lex Hortensia supports my 

theory that priests were still in control of the legal calendar and thus of 

jurisdiction in 287 BC. 

 After all, 

priests were responsible for the calendar and thus for the dies fasti and the dies 

nefasti.   

                                        
389 Scullard (1980), p.123; Treves - Cornell, Quintus Hortensius, in OCD (2003), p. 728. 
390 Mitchell (1984a), p. 560: “The law [Lex Hortensia] was named after an otherwise unknown 
dictator, Hortensius, who was probably a priest who changed the nature of the market days by his 
own edict rather than by comitia legislation. In time, commentators interpreted the nature of this 
change a both a measure passed by the assembly and as part of the conflict.” 
391 Mitchell (1984a), pp. 559-560; Mitchell (1984b), pp. 195-198. 

90

the jurisdiction of the pontiffs.384 This clause stipulated that market days, which 

before had been religious holidays, were now days on which legal business 

could be conducted.385 The only source to mention it is the Saturnalia by the 

early fifth-century AD grammarian and neo-platonist Theodosius Ambrosius 

Macrobius.386

[...] Sed lege Hortensia effectum ut fastae essent, uti rustici, qui 

nundinandi causa in urbem veniebant, lites componerent. Nefasto enim 

die praetori fari non licebat. (Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1.16.30)

  

    

387

 

The text is part of the Saturnalia, a work that contained an account of the 

discussions held before, during, and after the Saturnalia festival of, probably, 

383 AD. The text derives from the first book, which discusses the worship of 

Saturn and calendrical matters such as the months and the dies fasti. In the 

sixteenth chapter, Macrobius describes these dies fasti. His source is Granius 

Licinianus, a Roman historian from the second century AD.

  

 

 [...] but that the Hortensian Law made market days court days, in order 

that the country people, who used to come to Rome to market, might 

have an opportunity to settle their legal disputes; for the praetor 

might not pronounce the prescribed words on a day which was 

nefastus. 

388

  The reliability of the text is not beyond dispute: seven hundred years 

had elapsed since the introduction of the Lex Hortensia, and it is striking that 

  

                                        
384 An exception is Humm (2005), pp. 453-454; pp. 474-476. 
385 Mitchell (1984), p. 559. 
386 Holford-Strevens, Macrobius, in OCD (2003), pp. 906-907. 
387 Text by J. Willis, Ambrosii Theodosii Macrobii Saturnalia (Bibliotheca scriptorum Graecorum et 
Romanorum Teubneriana), Stuttgart, 1994.Translation by P.V. Davies, Macrobius, The Saturnalia, 
New York - London, 1969. See also Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia, 18.12; Festus, De Verborum 
Significatu quae supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 176L. 
388 Humm (2005), p. 454. Granius wrote a novel of at least 36 books in which anecdotes and striking 
detail take center stage. He covered the history of Rome from the early times to at least the death of 
Julius Caesar. His sources were mainly Livy and Sallust. Funaioli, Granius (13), in RE 7.2 (1912), col. 
1820-1822. 
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before had been religious holidays, were now days on which legal business 

could be conducted.385 The only source to mention it is the Saturnalia by the 

early fifth-century AD grammarian and neo-platonist Theodosius Ambrosius 

Macrobius.386

[...] Sed lege Hortensia effectum ut fastae essent, uti rustici, qui 

nundinandi causa in urbem veniebant, lites componerent. Nefasto enim 

die praetori fari non licebat. (Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1.16.30)

  

    

387

 

The text is part of the Saturnalia, a work that contained an account of the 
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sixteenth chapter, Macrobius describes these dies fasti. His source is Granius 
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 [...] but that the Hortensian Law made market days court days, in order 

that the country people, who used to come to Rome to market, might 

have an opportunity to settle their legal disputes; for the praetor 

might not pronounce the prescribed words on a day which was 

nefastus. 

388

  The reliability of the text is not beyond dispute: seven hundred years 

had elapsed since the introduction of the Lex Hortensia, and it is striking that 

  

                                        
384 An exception is Humm (2005), pp. 453-454; pp. 474-476. 
385 Mitchell (1984), p. 559. 
386 Holford-Strevens, Macrobius, in OCD (2003), pp. 906-907. 
387 Text by J. Willis, Ambrosii Theodosii Macrobii Saturnalia (Bibliotheca scriptorum Graecorum et 
Romanorum Teubneriana), Stuttgart, 1994.Translation by P.V. Davies, Macrobius, The Saturnalia, 
New York - London, 1969. See also Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia, 18.12; Festus, De Verborum 
Significatu quae supersunt cum Pauli Epitome, 176L. 
388 Humm (2005), p. 454. Granius wrote a novel of at least 36 books in which anecdotes and striking 
detail take center stage. He covered the history of Rome from the early times to at least the death of 
Julius Caesar. His sources were mainly Livy and Sallust. Funaioli, Granius (13), in RE 7.2 (1912), col. 
1820-1822. 
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and C. Marcius Rutilius399 were not legally qualified and that the college of 

pontiffs may well have decided to co-opt Sempronius because of his legal 

skills.400 This explanation would support my general argument that in the early 

third century BC at least one pontiff was responsible for supervising litigation. 

  Closely connected with Sempronius Sophus is Tiberius Coruncanius, 

chief pontiff from 254 to 243 BC. He was consul in 280 BC and dictator 

comitiorum habendorum in 246 BC.401 Just as Sempronius, he was reputed to be 

a wise man,402

 In his essay Cato Maior De Senectute, Cicero has Cato the Elder advise 

Scipio Africanus and Gaius Laelius Sapiens on the subject of aging and death.

 having knowledge of both public and private law.  

403 

In the sixth book, Cicero addresses the question whether there are intellectual 

employments in which aged men may engage.404 In this connection, he refers to 

Coruncanius.405

Nihil Sex. Aelius tale, nihil multis annis ante Ti. Coruncanius, nihil modo 

P. Crassus, a quibus iura civibus praescribebantur, quorum usque ad 

extremum spiritum est provecta prudentia. (Cicero, De Senectute, 

9.27)

 

 

406

                                        
399 Szemler (1972), p. 66. 
400 Bauman (1983), p. 70. 
401 Broughton (1968), 1.120; Szemler (1972), p. 68. 
402 Cicero, De Amicitia, 5.18; Cicero, Brutus, 55. 
403 In his De Domo Sua, Cicero refers to Coruncanius as “to have been the most experienced of 
priests.” Cicero, De Domo Sua, 138-139:Ti. Coruncani, qui pertissimus pontifex fuisse dicitur.  
404 Simon-Obbink, Cicero, in OCD (2003), pp. 1558-1564. 
405 Other sources that mention Coruncanius include: Pliny, Naturalis Historia, 8.206; Cicero, De 
Natura Deorum, 1.115; Cicero, De Domo Sua, 54. Cicero, De Oratore, 3.56; Cicero, De Legibus, 2.52; 
and Aulus Gellus, Attic Nights, 1.12.17, 1.10.1, 4.6.7-10. 
406 Text by W. A. Falconer, Cicero, De Senectute, De Amicitia, De Divinatione (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 2001. My translation. 

 

 

Of a different stamp were Sextus Aelius and, many years earlier, 

Tiberius Coruncanius, and later also Publius Crassus, who instructed 

their fellow citizens in the law and whose legal skills remained 

excellent until their dying breath. 
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2.2. Three Pontiffs of the Third Century BC and Their Activities 

The careers of three individual pontiffs of the third century BC are well-

documented: Sempronius Sophus (early third century BC), Tiberius 

Coruncanius (ca 300-243 BC), and Publius Licinius Crassus Dives (late third 

century BC). All three held the office of pontiff and Tiberius Coruncanius even 

became chief pontiff. Assessing their activities may help to determine whether 

they remained in charge of supervising litigation.  

  Publius Sempronius Sophus was one of the first plebeians to become a 

pontiff in 300 BC after the Lex Ogulnia had been passed that same year.392 

Sophus had been tribune in 310 BC and consul in 304 BC;393

Fuit post eos maximae scientiae Sempronius, quem populus Romanus 

σοφος appellavit, nec quisquam ante hunc aut post hunc hoc nomine 

cognominatus est. (Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.37-8)

 in 299 and 296 BC 

he was praetor. Pomponius called Sempronius a man of very great learning 

(Sophus).This qualification is rather special and deserves closer examination.  

   

394

This passage from the Digest is derived from Pomponius’ Enchiridion.

 

 

After their time, the man of greatest knowledge Sempronius, whom the 

Roman people called wise, a by-name given to no one else before or 

since.  

 
395 

Münzer has argued that Sempronius was made a pontiff because of his legal 

skills,396 adducing that Pomponius mentioned Sempronius in his enumeration 

of civil law experts.397 Bauman has advanced supporting arguments for this 

theory by observing that, in 300 BC, the pontiffs Decius Mus, Livius Denter,398

                                        
392 The Lex Ogulnia has been discussed in the previous chapter, Section 4.1. 
393 Broughton (1968), 1.172; 1.176; D’Ippolito (1986), pp. 88-92. 
394 Text and translation by Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. Watson (eds.), The Digest of Justinian, Vol 
1, Philadelphia, 1985. 
395 See Chapter 1, Section 2.1. 
396 Münzer, Sempronius Sohpus, in RE 2.2A. (1923), col. 1437- 1438. 
397 D. 1.2.2.35. 
398 Szemler (1972), p. 66. 
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The second time Pomponius mentions Coruncanius is when he describes the 

legal experts of the mid-third century BC.408

Post hos fuit Tiberius Coruncanius, ut dixi, qui primus profiteri coepit: 

cuius tamen scriptum nullum exstat, sed responsa complura et 

memorabilia eius fuerunt. (Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.38)

 

  

409

There is room for variation, or in this case nuance, in translating the word 

profiteri. While some assume that it denotes giving instructions in the sense of 

teaching,

 

 

After their time was Tiberius Coruncanius, who, as I have stated, was 

the first to give public advice. Nothing of his survives in writing, 

however, though his opinions were numerous and long remembered. 

 

410 I believe ‘giving legal advice’ is the more fitting interpretation. 

Admittedly, the line between these two readings is a thin one, but not only can 

responsa (opinions) be seen as a natural match for profiteri as I understand it, 

the reading I put forward fits in with Cicero’s remark that Coruncanius gave 

legal advice to his fellow citizens.411

 This line of reasoning is borne out by information on the third pontiff 

of the third century BC to be discussed here: Publius Licinius Crassus Dives, 

chief pontiff between 212 and 183 BC

 

412

Equidem saepe hoc audivi de patre et de socero meo, nostros quoque 

homines qui excellere sapientiae Gloria vellent omnia quae quidem tum 

haec civitas nosset solitos esse complecti. […] ad quos olim et ita 

 and consul in 205 BC. Cicero mentions 

him in his De Oratore. 

 

                                        
408 D. 1.2.2.38. 
409 Text and translation by Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. Watson (eds.), The Digest of Justinian, Vol 
1, Philadelphia, 1985. 
410 E.g.: Bauman (1983), p. 71 with literature. According to Bauman, his actions must be seen in the 
light of the reform of the pontifical college. Whereas practical legal education was previously only 
available in the pontifical college, it was now publicly taught. On the legal education aspect, see 
Wieacker (1970), p. 191, Jolowicz (1972), p. 91. 
411 Cicero, De Oratore, 1.239-240, also shows that these legal experts gave public advice.   
412 Broughton (1968), p. 271, p. 301; Szemler (1972), pp. 105-107; Bauman (1983), pp. 92-107. 
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Coruncanius is put on a par with two other legal experts of a later date. What 

they had in common was that they died with their boots on, instructing other 

citizens in the law. As Coruncanius was a pontiff in the later part of his life 

(254-243 BC), it seems likely that giving legal advice came with the territory, 

and this activity may very well have been connected with Coruncanius’ being 

responsible for supervising civil litigation. 

 Cicero’s remark appears to be confirmed by Pomponius, who describes 

Coruncanius as qui primus profiteri coepit (who was the first to give public 

advice) twice. The first mention is when Pomponius introduces the ius civile 

experts.  

   

Iuris civilis scientiam plurimi et maximi viri professi sunt: sed qui eorum 

maximae dignationis apud populum Romanum fuerunt, eorum in 

praesentia mentio habenda est, ut appareat, a quibus et qualibus haec 

iura orta et tradita sunt. Et quidem ex omnibus, qui scientiam nancti 

sunt, ante Tiberium Coruncanium publice professum neminem traditur: 

ceteri autem ad hunc vel in latenti ius civile retinere cogitabant 

solumque consultatoribus vacare potius quam discere volentibus se 

praestabant. (Pomponius, D. 1.2.2.35)407

   

 

 

Many and distinguished men have practiced knowledge of the Civil 

Law; and of these at present, we will mention those who enjoyed the 

highest esteem among the Roman people; to the end that it may appear 

from whom these laws have been derived and handed down, and what 

was their reputation. And, indeed, among all who acquired this 

knowledge, it is said that no one practiced it publicly before Tiberius 

Coruncanius; others, however, before him attempted to keep the Civil 

Law secret, and only to give advice to those who consulted them, rather 

than to instruct such as desired to learn. 

                                        
407 Text and translation by Th. Mommsen - P. Krüger - A. Watson (eds.), The Digest of Justinian, Vol 
1, Philadelphia, 1985. 
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pontiffs as well as legal experts and that the latter two gave legal advice, both 

privately and publicly. This was a new and additional activity and there is no 

reason to assume that, in the third century BC, the pontiffs lost their primary 

task, the supervision of civil litigation.  

 
3. The Reforms 

 

3.1. Military Reform 

The Second Punic War revealed that the institutions which had served the 

Roman Republic so well for hundreds of years were stretched to the breaking 

point.414 This became particularly manifest in the year 211 BC, when only men 

with little to no military experience were chosen as praetors, probably because 

more blooded candidates were unavailable.415 Given the traditional military 

leadership of the praetors, this almost meant the end of Rome. During the last 

two years of the war, the magistrates were men of average competence with 

administrative rather than military abilities.416

  Some nine years later, when the war was drawing to a close, Rome 

decided to abandon military praetors once and for all and instead commission 

career commanders, such as Fabius Maximus Marcellus

 The praetors in particular were 

no longer military leaders; they were given other duties. 

417 and Scipio 

Africanus.418 This can be seen as the first step towards maintain standing 

armies.419

 Another fundamental change in the military organization concerned 

the ancient priestly college of the fetiales. Of old, these priests had been 

responsible for the proper religious conduct of international relations and, in 

that capacity, they had developed special legal-religious formulae for declaring 

 After Scipio’s decisive victory at Zama (202 BC), the number of 

military commanders was reduced.  

                                        
414 Thus, Franchini (2005), pp. 4- 5; Lazenby (2007), p. 240. 
415 R.M. Haywood, Studies on Scipio Africanus, in The John Hopkins University Studies in Historical and 
Political Science, 51 (1933), p. 50. 
416 Patterson (1942), p. 337. 
417 Broughton (1968), 1.288. 
418 Briscoe, Cornelius Scipio Aemilianus Africanus Publius, in OCD (2003), p. 398. 
419 Lazenby (2007), p. 240. 
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ambulantes et in solio sedentes domi sic adibatur non solum ut de iure 

civili ad eos verum etiam de filia collocanda, de fundo emendo, de agro 

colendo, de omni denique aut officio aut negotio referretur. Haec fuit P. 

Crassi illius veteris, haec Ti. Coruncani,haec proavi generi mei Scipionis 

prudentissimi hominis sapientia, qui omnes pontifes maximifuerunt, ut ad 

eos de omnibus divinis atque humanis rebus refferetur; eidemque et in 

senatu et apud populum et in causis amicorum et domi et militia 

consilium suum fidemque praestabant. (Cicero, De Oratore, 3.133-

134)413

According to Cicero, Crassus, like Coruncanius, was a chief pontiff who held 

public consultations on religious and secular law, and advised Roman citizens 

on everyday affairs. This remark clearly refutes the standard view that pontiffs 

were only responsible for religious tasks and that magistrates only had secular 

duties. The activities of Sophus, Coruncanius and Crassus show that they were 

 

 

For my part I have often heard my own father and my wife’s father says 

that our people too who desired to win high distinction in philosophy 

used to embrace all the subjects that at all events at that period were 

known in our country.[…] And in the old days persons resorted to these 

men both when they were going a walk as described and when seated 

in their chairs of state at home, not only to consult them on points of 

law but also about marrying off a daughter, buying a farm, tilling their 

estates and in short every sort of liability or business. Such was the 

wisdom of the old Publius Crassus, of Tiberius Coruncanius and that 

most sagacious person Scipio my wife’s great-great-grandfather, all of 

whom were Supreme Pontiffs, that they were consulted about every 

kind of business, religious or secular, and what is more they rendered 

the service of their wisdom and loyalty in the Senate and the popular 

assembly, in their friends’ lawsuits, at home and on foreign service. 

 

                                        
413 Text and translation by E.W. Sutton - H. Rackham, Cicero, De Oratore (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1988. 
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were only responsible for religious tasks and that magistrates only had secular 

duties. The activities of Sophus, Coruncanius and Crassus show that they were 

 

 

For my part I have often heard my own father and my wife’s father says 

that our people too who desired to win high distinction in philosophy 

used to embrace all the subjects that at all events at that period were 

known in our country.[…] And in the old days persons resorted to these 

men both when they were going a walk as described and when seated 

in their chairs of state at home, not only to consult them on points of 

law but also about marrying off a daughter, buying a farm, tilling their 
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the service of their wisdom and loyalty in the Senate and the popular 

assembly, in their friends’ lawsuits, at home and on foreign service. 

 

                                        
413 Text and translation by E.W. Sutton - H. Rackham, Cicero, De Oratore (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1988. 
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The third century BC saw a remarkable evolution in the career path of 

magistrates and priests, and it is this change which may have contributed to the 

supervision of civil litigation being transferred from the pontiff to the praetor. 

It was Szemler who was the first to draw attention to the interaction 

between priestly and magisterial careers.427 He noticed that from 254 BC 

onwards several laws reshaped the magisterial cursus honorum.428 This reform 

process could, according to Szemler, also be observed for priestly positions.429 

Szemler pointed out that before to the Second Punic War young nobles would 

first hold positions as magistrates before becoming pontiffs,430 but that from 

the late third century BC onwards it was the other way around.431 Szemler 

calculated that between 210 and 44 BC probably well over 60 percent of young 

men of the leading families began their public careers as priests.432

Whereas Szemler did not offer an explanation for the career path 

change of young nobles,

  

433 Tellegen-Couperus has suggested that the change 

may well have been connected with the setbacks Rome suffered during the 

Second Punic War,434

                                        
427 Szemler (1972), p. 21; Szemler (1974), p. 73; Szemler (1986), p. 2316. Various reviews have be 
written of Szemler’s important monograph of 1972: Chevallier (1972), pp. 399-400; Crake (1973), 
pp. 321-313; Wiseman (1973), pp. 266-267; Cebeillac (1974), pp. 569-570; Harrison (1974), pp. 
765-766; Broughton (1975), p. 385. 
428 Examples include the Lex Metilia of 217 BC (Rotondi (1912), p. 252) which reformed the 
dictatorship and, for the first time, limited it to six months, and the Lex Villia Annalis (Brennan, 
Villius (Annalis) Lucius, in OCD (2003), p. 1600), a law of 180 BC which regulated the cursus 
honorum and for the first time passed minimum ages for tenure of each magistracy. Szemler (1999), 
p. 449. 
429 Szemler (1974), p. 79. 
430 Szemler refers to Schulz who observes that in the archaic period priests as a rule would have 
been magistrates first. See Schulz (1946), p. 7. Hahm (1963, pp. 73-75) convincingly demonstrates 
that, in the period 218-167 BC, nearly three-fifths of the pontiffs had not yet held any high political 
office at the time of their cooptation. Szemler (1972), p. 76; Crake (1973), p. 312. 
431 This was still the case in the time of the Emperor Claudius who advised one of his friends to let 
his sons first become priests before rising through the magisterial ranks: “[...] Equestris ordinis 
ornamentum, L. Vestinium, familiarissime diligo et hodieque in rebus mei detineo, ciuus liberi 
fruantur quaeso primo sacerdotiorum gradu, post modo cum annis promoturi dignitatis suae 
incrementa. [...]” Lucius Vestinus, one of the glories of the equestrian order, my personal friend, 
whom I keep close to myself for the management of my private affairs. Let his sons be suffered---I 
pray you--- to become priests of the lowest rank, while waiting until, with the lapse of years, they 
can follow the advancement of their dignity. Charlesworth (1951), p. 10; CIL 13,1668=ILS 212. 
432 Szemler (1986), p. 2329. 
433 This has also been noted by Harrison (1974), p. 766; Tellegen-Couperus (2006), p. 42. 
434 Tellegen-Couperus (2006), p. 42. 

 when it lost a huge number of senators to Hannibal. The 

Roman defeats at Lake Trasimene and Cannae left 177 of the 300 Senate seats 
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war and for making peace.420 Undoubtedly, their most famous duty was 

throwing a spear into hostile territory as a declaration of war.421

In 200 BC, for instance, war had to be declared on Philip V of Macedon. 

Normally, this task would have fallen to one of the fetiales, who traditionally 

were members of the Senate.

 However, 

these archaic procedures could only be properly used in a limited territory and 

because of Romes’ territorial expansion, they became impractical.  

422 After having consulted the priests and with 

their permission, the Senate decided to send non-senatorial legates to Philip 

V.423 Although the task of declaring war now fell to Senate-appointed legates 

and the fetiales lost one of their oldest duties,424 their position was not 

abolished: other religious duties related to treaty making still had to be 

performed.425

Traditionally, Rome’s religious and political establishments virtually coalesced; 

important priesthoods were essential prizes in a Roman politician’s career.

  

Summing up, it seems probable that the Roman military reform at the 

turn of the second century BC aimed at rationalizing and modernizing the 

organization of the army and warfare. Army commanders were professional 

soldiers, the praetors were given civil duties, and the fetiales were to perform 

religious duties.  

  

3.2. Administrative Reform 

426

                                        
420 Tellegen-Couperus (2006), p. 43. 
421 Cicero, De Officiis, 1.11.36; Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 9.9.3; Mitchell (1990), p. 112; Ando (2008), pp. 
493-495. 
422 Mitchell (1990), p. 112. 
423 Zollschan (2010), p. 139. See also Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 36.3.7-12: in 191 BC, fetials were asked 
to advise the senate on the correct procedure to declare war on Antiochus. However, they were not 
sent. See also Polybius, Histories, 229-231. The temporary truce in 202 BC ended when 
Carthaginians plotted against Roman envoys who had come to negotiate a truce with them.  
424 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 31.8.3; Polybius, Histories, 16.34.2.  
425 The standard theory is that, after 201 BC, the fetials completely ceased to function: Mitchell 
(1990), p. 112: “the Fetials began to disappear at the very moment their legal formulae appeared in 
the secular world.” More or less in the same vein, Ando (2008), p. 514: “In point of fact, such 
evidence as there is for declarations of war in the late third and early second century suggests a 
different history, in which the fetial ritual was collapsed, its components reordered, and the role of 
the fetials themselves may have been drastically curtailed.” Santangelo (2008) p. 88 and Zollschan 
(2010) p. 130 and pp. 135-136, however, convincingly argue that this theory overreaches itself and 
that the fetials were also active after 200 BC.  
426 Szemler (1974), p. 73.  
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Marcellus in Siciliam, L. Postumius Albinus in Galliam. Omnes absentes 

creati sunt. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 22.35.5-7)439

  According to Livy, both Furius Philus and Pomponius Matho were 

charged with jurisdiction. However, in another passage relating to the same 

year both praetors are mentioned as being responsible for the defence of Rome 

after the disaster of Cannae.

 

 

Then praetorial elections were held, and Marcus Pomponius Matho and 

Publius Furius Philus were chosen. To Philus the lot assigned the task 

of administering justice in Rome; to Pomponius was given jurisdiction 

over suits between Roman citizens and foreigners. Two additional 

praetors were elected, Marcus Claudius Marcellus for Sicily, and Lucius 

Postumius Albinus for Gaul. All were appointed in absentia. 

 

In his description of the year 216 BC, Livy mentions that two praetors were 

charged with jurisdiction and that two other praetors were sent to Sicily and 

Gaul. Straightforward and factual as this entry may seem, the qualification of 

the first two praetors could be less than accurate.  

440 Moreover, Furius Philus was very soon made 

praetor for Sicily. At the same time, Marcus Claudius Marcellus, the Sicilian 

praetor, was called back to Rome to defend the city, and before the end of the 

year he was sent to a territorial province of Apulia.441

Praetores quorum iuris dictio erat tribunalia ad Pisciniam publicam 

posuerunt: eo vadimonia fiery iusserunt, ibique eo anno ius dictum est [...] 

 This rather suggests that 

none of the praetors would likely have been either appointed or able to 

exercise jurisdiction in Rome. Consequently, there is reason to qualify the 

accuracy of Livy’s information. 

  

                                        
439 Text by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books 21-22 (Loeb Classical Library), London-
Cambridge (Mass.), 2001. My translation. 
440 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 22.55.1. 
441 Brennan (2000), p. 102; Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 22.57.1; Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 22.57.7-8. 
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to be filled.435 As new members were mainly selected from among curule 

magistrates, plebeian officials, and decorated soldiers, they may have been 

much younger than men traditionally were when entering the Senate. 

Furthermore, what holds for the Senate may also have been true for the college 

of pontiffs: after the war ended, new members were desperately needed. 

Recruits had to be sought among much younger ranks than had been usual,436

It is highly unlikely that a task as essential as that of jurisdiction was 

left in the hands of these inexperienced and young nobles. At the same time, the 

urban and peregrine praetors had been discharged from their military 

duties.

 

and this exigency may have motivated young nobles to join the priesthood 

before embarking on a magisterial career. 

437 It was but a small step, quite possibly born of necessity, to transfer 

the supervision of litigation to these praetors, especially to the praetor urbanus 

in Rome.438

Inde praetorum comitia habita: creati M. Pomponius Matho et P. Furius 

Philus. Philo Romae iuri dicundo urbana sors, Pomponio inter cives 

Romanos et peregrinos evenit; additi duo praetores, M. Claudius 

 

 

3.3. The Jurisdiction of the Praetor  

Three primary source references may serve to confirm that this transfer of 

jurisdiction did in fact take place. All three are from Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita, 

where Livy mentions the praetor as having jurisdiction: one relating to the year 

216 BC, another one relating to 215 BC, and a third one relating to 197 BC. Does 

this mean that jurisdiction was transferred to the praetor no later than in 216 

BC? A closer look at the three texts in chronological order may provide an 

answer.  

 

                                        
435 Mitchell (1990), p. 117. 
436 Tellegen-Couperus (2006), p. 42. 
437 Brennan (2000), p. 102. 
438 In my opinion, it cannot be a coincidence that, around 200 BC, the praetor urbanus moved his 
official seat from the comitium to the south east of the Forum. David (1995), p. 373. 
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435 Mitchell (1990), p. 117. 
436 Tellegen-Couperus (2006), p. 42. 
437 Brennan (2000), p. 102. 
438 In my opinion, it cannot be a coincidence that, around 200 BC, the praetor urbanus moved his 
official seat from the comitium to the south east of the Forum. David (1995), p. 373. 
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This year, for the first time, six praetors were chosen, in consequence 

of the increase that had taken place in the number of the provinces and 

the enlargement of the empire; the following were elected: Lucius 

Manlius Volso; Gaius Sempronius Tuditianus, Marcus Sergius Silus, 

Marcus Helvius, Marcus Minucius Rufus, and Lucius Atilius. [...] The city 

jurisdiction fell to Sergius, that between citizens and aliens to 

Minucius; Atilius obtained Sardinia, Manlius Sicily, Sempronius nearer 

Spain and Helvius farther Spain. 

 

The third time Livy mentions the praetor in connection with jurisdiction is in 

the context of his description of the year 197 BC. This time, Livy relates, six 

praetors were elected. City jurisdiction fell to Sergius, while the supervision of 

litigaton between Roman citizens and peregrines fell to Minucius. As opposed 

to the two earlier passages, there is little reason to doubt Livy’s information in 

the third one. 

  From 197 BC onwards, when the total number of praetors was brought 

to six, the urban praetor was never again found on a mission far from the 

city.445

  In conclusion, the three Livy passages appear to support my view that 

the transfer of jurisdiction from the pontiffs to the praetors is most likely to 

have taken place around 200 BC. Impossible though it may be to determine the 

exact date of that transfer, it is not implausible to postulate the administrative 

reform of 197 BC as the turning point. 

 As far as the peregrine praetor is concerned, he is sometimes sent 

outside Rome, but usually on tasks of limited scope and never as an annual 

commander in a territorial provincial, as in the Hannibalic period. Apparently, 

Livy’s information about the year 197 BC is more trustworthy: from at least 

that year onwards the praetor urbanus and the praetor peregrinus really were 

in charge of jurisdiction in Rome. 

                                        
445 Brennan (2000), pp. 624-625. 
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Ne praetoribus quidem qui ad ius dicendum create erant vacation a belli 

administratione data est. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 23.32,4-15)442

In his description of the following year, 215 BC, Livy distinguishes between the 

provincial praetors and the praetors who had jurisdictional duties. According to 

Livy, the latter set up their tribunals in Rome and administered justice that 

year. Next, after describing how the consuls Tiberius Sempronius and Quintus 

Fabius prepared for war, Livy expresses his amazement at the consuls not 

exempting from war duty the praetors who had been appointed to administer 

justice. It would appear then that in 215 BC, much like in the preceding year, 

none of the praetors with judicial duties could effectively have taken charge of 

jurisdiction in Rome, even though (Livy makes a point of stating that) they had 

been commissioned to do so.

 

 

The praetors who had judicial duties set up their tribunals at the 

Piscina Publica. That place should be named—so they ordered—in 

recognisances, and there justice was rendered that year [...] Not even 

those praetors who had been appointed to administer justice were 

granted exemption from the conduct of the war. 

 

443

 

Sex praetores illo anno primum creati crescentibus iam provinciis et 

latius patescente imperio, creati autem hi: L. Manlius Volso, C. 

Sempronius Tuditanus, M. Sergius Silus, M. Helvius, M. Minucius Rufus, L. 

Atilius. [...]. Urbana Sergio, peregrine iurisdictio Minucio obtigit; 

Sardiniam Atilius, Siciliam Manlius, Hispanias Sempronius citeriorem, 

Helvius ulteriorem est sortitus. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 32.27.6-

32.28.1)

 This incongruity casts some doubt on the 

accuracy of Livy’s information. 

444

                                        
442 Text and translation by F.G. Moore, Livy, History of Rome, Books 23-25 (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1999. 
443 Brennan (2000), p. 106. 
444 Text and translation by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books 31-34 (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1985. 
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Livy’s information about the year 197 BC is more trustworthy: from at least 

that year onwards the praetor urbanus and the praetor peregrinus really were 

in charge of jurisdiction in Rome. 

                                        
445 Brennan (2000), pp. 624-625. 
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Ne praetoribus quidem qui ad ius dicendum create erant vacation a belli 

administratione data est. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 23.32,4-15)442

In his description of the following year, 215 BC, Livy distinguishes between the 

provincial praetors and the praetors who had jurisdictional duties. According to 

Livy, the latter set up their tribunals in Rome and administered justice that 

year. Next, after describing how the consuls Tiberius Sempronius and Quintus 

Fabius prepared for war, Livy expresses his amazement at the consuls not 

exempting from war duty the praetors who had been appointed to administer 

justice. It would appear then that in 215 BC, much like in the preceding year, 

none of the praetors with judicial duties could effectively have taken charge of 

jurisdiction in Rome, even though (Livy makes a point of stating that) they had 

been commissioned to do so.

 

 

The praetors who had judicial duties set up their tribunals at the 

Piscina Publica. That place should be named—so they ordered—in 

recognisances, and there justice was rendered that year [...] Not even 

those praetors who had been appointed to administer justice were 

granted exemption from the conduct of the war. 
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Sex praetores illo anno primum creati crescentibus iam provinciis et 

latius patescente imperio, creati autem hi: L. Manlius Volso, C. 

Sempronius Tuditanus, M. Sergius Silus, M. Helvius, M. Minucius Rufus, L. 

Atilius. [...]. Urbana Sergio, peregrine iurisdictio Minucio obtigit; 

Sardiniam Atilius, Siciliam Manlius, Hispanias Sempronius citeriorem, 

Helvius ulteriorem est sortitus. (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 32.27.6-

32.28.1)

 This incongruity casts some doubt on the 

accuracy of Livy’s information. 

444

                                        
442 Text and translation by F.G. Moore, Livy, History of Rome, Books 23-25 (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1999. 
443 Brennan (2000), p. 106. 
444 Text and translation by B.O. Foster, Livy, History of Rome, Books 31-34 (Loeb Classical Library), 
London-Cambridge (Mass.), 1985. 
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The central question tackled in this book is when – in what year – in the Roman 

Republic jurisdiction passed from the pontiff to the praetor. Remarkably, 

Romanists and Historians have answered this question differently, with 

Romanists committing themselves to 367 BC, when the position of praetor was 

created, and Historians rooting for the end of the fourth century BC, at around 

the time of the publication of the legis actiones and the dies fasti.  

  However, both dates are predicated on a limited number of sources, 

with each of the two disciplines having a predilection for particular sources. 

Also, scholars from both disciplines have assumed that the Roman Republic 

was undergoing a process of secularization, that is, evolving from an archaic, 

formal, and religious society into a modern, flexible, and less religious one. 

  The opposite, however, would appear to be much more plausible: 

throughout the history of the Roman Republic, law and religion remained 

closely interwoven. There was no process of secularization, only one of 

rationalization. In this book, I have submitted that it is unlikely that the transfer 

of jurisdiction from pontiff to praetor took place before 200 BC, and to test this 

hypothesis I have brought together and presented a critical analysis of all 

available sources used, often separately, by Romanists and Historians.  

 

1. Romanists and Historians 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The biased approach to their respective sources of preference has caused 

scholars from both disciplines to draw contestable conclusions. The Romanist 

view rests on a single source: a subordinate clause in a suspect passage by Livy. 

Other sources, legal ones in particular, are lacking. It was the influential 

nineteenth-century German scholar Theodor Mommsen who used the Livy 

clause to construct a Roman history in which jurisdiction was transferred from 

the pontiff to the praetor in 367 BC. He did so in the politically charged context 

of the unification of Germany, and he used the alleged early secularization of 
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easily learn the actual wording of the legis actiones. The publication of the dies 

fasti – the days on which court sessions could be held – was much more of a 

landmark event. When Rome had doubled its territory in the fourth century BC 

(at the expense of the Etruscans and the Samnites), Roman citizens living far 

away and traveling to Rome to attend to legal business might on arrival in the 

capital discover that a series of dies nefasti rendered their trip futile. To avert 

such an eventuality, Flavius published the dies fasti, but in itself this schedule 

need not have affected the position of the pontiffs: even when Roman citizens 

knew when and how they should initiate proceedings, the pontiffs would 

continue to supervise the judicial process much as they had done before. 

Rather, it was the change from the lunar to a solar calendar that necessitated 

the publication of the new schedule. The inclusion of the dies fasti in the solar 

calendar can therefore be taken as a strong indication of the rationalization of 

Roman society.  

 

2. Jurisdiction of the Pontiffs 

 

In my view, there are several reasons to assume that the pontiffs continued to 

have jurisdiction until 200 BC. That they had done so from the beginning of the 

Roman Republic can be inferred from the Law of the XII Tables. This law, one of 

the first major ones in the history of the Roman world, contains two provisions 

(Table VIII, 10, 11) in which, respectively, the words sacer and intestabilis are 

used. They refer to a sacral penalty that could only be imposed by a pontiff and 

although the two provisions do not mention this functionary explicitly, the 

words and their context support the involvement of the pontiffs.  

  The same holds for the Lex Valeria de provocatione (300 BC). This 

interesting law has a rather complicated history: earlier versions had been 

published in 509 BC and 449 BC. Like the Law of the XII Tables, the Lex Valeria 

of 300 BC retains the notion of improbum factum, but here it is used in the 

context of provocatio (right of appeal). The law states that the act of flogging or 

killing a person who has made use of the right of appeal shall be regarded as an 
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the Roman Empire as a model for the strictly secular centralized German 

Empire he favored.  

 

Mommsen’s prestige and the straightforwardness of his blueprint certainly 

aided the ready and general acceptance of the theory of the praetor’s early 

jurisdiction and have helped sustain it through time. Even so, some of 

Mommsen’s contemporaries did criticize the theory, as have some present-day 

scholars.  

In this book, I have contributed to this critique by arguing that 

Mommsen’s claim of having composed “ein neues und selbständiges Werk” 

conjures up too one-sided an image of self-sufficiency; his work heavily relied 

on that of such predecessors as De Beaufort, Sigonius, and especially Niebuhr. 

Yet, it is as fair as it is important to underline Mommsen’s contribution to 

scholarly knowledge of Roman history and to refrain from judging him from  a 

21st century perspective.  

Recently, the Historian Brennan has emphasized that the position of 

praetor was created in 367 BC for military reasons only. However, he did not 

address the consequences his theory has for the jurisdiction of the pontiff and 

this may explain why he has failed to convince Romanists of his view. 

 

Historians can rely on many sources to support their view that the dies fasti and 

the legis actiones were published at the end of the fourth century BC, but their 

primary interest lies not in the consequences this publication had for the 

jurisdiction of the pontiffs. On the contrary, they fix their attention on the 

general impact it had on society, and in particular on its effect on the political 

situation and on the various factiones that came into being. It is in this context 

that they assume the publication of the dies fasti and the legis actiones to have 

entailed pontifical loss of jurisdiction. 

  As I have reasoned, this is not necessarily so. The publication of the 

legis actiones – the legal instruments to take a matter to court – was not 

especially ground-breaking: any Roman citizen attending court sessions could 
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3. The Transfer of Jurisdiction from the Pontiff to the Praetor  

 

There is little dispute among scholars that at a certain point in history the 

praetor became responsible for supervising civil litigation. But if, as I believe, 

the pontiff had jurisdiction first and did not lose it in either in 367 or 304 BC, 

the question is when exactly this transition did occur. Several arguments 

suggest that it did around 200 BC. The first of these concerns the historical 

events of the time. They constitute circumstantial evidence.  

  In the third century BC Roman affairs were dominated by two wars 

with Carthage. Rome won the First Punic War (264 -241 BC), but only after 

expending an immense effort, and most hostilities took place outside mainland 

Italy. The Second Punic War (218-202 BC), however, was also fought on Italian 

soil and Rome came within an inch of being completely destroyed. After the 

fierce battles at Lake Trasimene (217 BC) and at Cannae (216 BC), Carthage 

was poised to wipe Rome off the map, but at a staggering cost of human lives 

Rome survived. Recovering from the strains of this war, Rome carried through 

a comprehensive reform of its army, its administration, and its priestly colleges. 

  In 242 BC, towards the end of the First Punic War, a second praetor 

position, that of praetor peregrinus, had been created to support the praetor 

urbanus in his military task. However, at the time when the Second Punic War 

was raging, the traditional institutions – tribuni militi, consuls, praetors – fell 

short of adequately defending Rome against the Carthaginians. Rome therefore 

decided to abandon one-year military command positions in favor of extended 

appointments, such as that of Scipio Africanus. This change can be seen as the 

first step towards professionalizing the Roman army. In the context of this 

reform, praetors were given civil and administrative duties, and this move 

prepared the ground for the transfer of jurisdiction from the pontiff to the 

praetor urbanus. 

 

It is probable that a change in the cursus honorum also impacted on the position 

of praetors and pontiffs. Before the Second Punic War, it was customary for 
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improbum factum. Since provocatio may have originated in a lex and since only 

a pontiff could enforce the sacral penalty of declaring a particular act improbus, 

these elements may, in aggregate, serve to confirm that the pontiffs were still 

involved in jurisdiction.  

  Another law from the same year (300 BC), the Lex Ogulnia, can also be 

regarded as bearing out the continued jurisdiction of the pontiffs. This law 

raised the number of pontiffs from four to eight (and the numbers of augurs 

from four to nine). The brief interval between the publication of the dies fasti by 

Flavius and of the Lex Ogulnia seems to point to a causal connection between 

the two: publication of the dies fasti and legis actiones may have caused an 

increase in the number of law suits, requiring the appointment of more pontiffs 

to perform supervisory duties.  

  The pontiffs retained jurisdiction in the third century BC, as I believe 

the famous Lex Hortensia (287 BC) shows. This law is best known for making 

plebiscites binding on all Roman citizens and for laying down the concept of 

patrum auctoritas. It is another, lesser known, clause of the Lex Hortensia that is 

particularly interesting in the context of the jurisdiction of the pontiffs. This 

clause states that, henceforth, legal business can be conducted on market days. 

Before, that is, up to 287 BC, market days had been dies nefasti, days on which 

legal business was prohibited. Unfortunately, not much is known about the 

initiator of this law, Hortensius, but he may have been a priest. If he was, the 

Lex Hortensia would corroborate that in 287 BC priests were still in control of 

the legal calendar and thus of jurisdiction.  

 

Finally, the activities of the pontiffs in the third century BC are consistent with 

their still having jurisdiction. Three prominent pontiffs – Sempronius Sophus, 

Tiberius Coruncanius and Publius Licinius Crassus Dives – are said to have 

engaged in an additional activity: giving legal advice in a public setting. Given 

their dual status as pontiff-cum-consultant it is plausible that the pontiffs 

continued to supervise civil litigation.  
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two passages are unreliable, as they contain inaccurate and even contradictory 

information. Together, the third passage, the Lex Plaetoria and the Lex Papiria 

make a convincing case for the transfer of jurisdiction from the pontiff to the 

praetor in the year 197 BC. 

 

I rest my case. 
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young nobles to first serve as magistrates and, at a more mature age, rise to the 

position of pontiff; by then they would have been qualified to supervise 

complex issues such as litigation. From the late third century BC onwards the 

order was reversed: pontiffs would usually be chosen from among young 

nobles, while it was only men over forty who would be eligible for the 

praetorship. This reversal makes sense if at the same time the supervision of 

litigation shifted from the pontiff to the praetor.  

 

Are there any sources to confirm that this jurisdictional transition took place 

around 200 BC? I believe there are: the Lex Plaetoria (de Iurisdictione), the Lex 

Papiria (de Sacramentis), and a passage from Livy. These three sources have 

never been discussed in conjunction, nor have they been brought to bear on the 

issue of jurisdiction, either separately or jointly. This is rather unsurprising: 

Romanists, regarding the subjects discussed by Livy as irrelevant, have tended 

to study only the two laws, while Historians have only been concerned with the 

Livy passage, as jurisdiction could not pique their interest. Yet combining these 

three sources yields striking results.  

  The two laws just mentioned are the oldest ones to cite the praetor in 

connection with jurisdiction. The Lex Plaetoria is referred to in two sources and 

in both jurisdiction comes up in connection with the last part of the day (the 

suprema): at what moment of the day did the praetor have to stop performing 

his task of supervising litigation? To my knowledge, this is the first instance of 

the praetor being reliably described as “praetor urbanus qui nunc est ius inter 

cives dicito.” I have suggested that the year 197 BC can be put forward as the 

exact date of issue of the Lex Plaetoria de Iurisdictione. In addition, the Lex 

Papiria also refers to jurisdiction and to the praetor urbanus, and while 

accurate dating of this law is beyond feasibility, it is likely to have been 

introduced between 242 and 122 BC.  

  Turning to Livy, in three passages referring to the years 216, 215 and 

197 BC respectively Livy states that the praetor was responsible for 

supervising litigation. On closer examination, it becomes apparent that the first 
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  Dat beide groepen een ander ogenblik (367 v. chr. versus 304 v. Chr.) 

naar voren schuiven, is op zich niet zo verwonderlijk. Er is immers geen ultieme 

bron overgeleverd die uitsluitsel kan geven. Verwonderlijk echter is dat beide 

groepen hun theorie uitwerken op basis van een aan hun discipline eigen 

methode zonder dat er interactie ontstaat tussen beide groepen. Met andere 

woorden, ze zijn niet (goed) op de hoogte van elkanders onderzoek. Op 

congressen waar romanisten en historici aanwezig zijn – een zeldzaamheid – 

blijkt dat toonaangevende geleerden van beide disciplines elkaar, noch 

elkanders wetenschappelijk werk kennen.  

  Dit proefschrift gaat in ondergeschikte mate over 304 versus 367 v. 

Chr. Het kadert vooral in een groter geheel en wenst een derde weg uit te 

werken. Romanisten zijn in de regel aanhangers van de invloedrijke Duitse 

onderzoeker Theodor Mommsen die in 19de eeuw de studie van het Romeinse 

staatsrecht vorm heeft gegeven. Onder invloed van Mommsen focussen 

romanisten vandaag de dag nog steeds op het institutionele aspect van de 

Romeinse Republiek. Zij hanteren een dogmatisch systeemdenken en wensen 

DUTCH SUMMARY 

 

Dit proefschrift handelt over de jurisdictie van de Romeinse hogepriester, de 

pontifex, in de vroeg Romeinse republiek (509-200 v. Chr.). Een derde weg – 

een dimensie zou men kunnen zeggen – wordt aan de lezer aangeboden. Dit 

impliceert dat er twee andere dimensies zijn.   

  Enerzijds zijn er de romanisten, juristen die specialist zijn in het 

Romeinse recht. Anderzijds kan men de historici onderscheiden die, vanuit hun 

academische kennis van de oudheid, de jurisdictie van de pontifex hebben 

onderzocht. Een minderheid van zowel romanisten als historici gaat ervan uit 

dat de pontifex bij het begin van de Romeinse Republiek (509 v. Chr) 

verantwoordelijk was voor de rechtspraak. Los hiervan gaan beiden groepen er 

van uit dat op een bepaald ogenblik een transfer plaatsvond van deze 

coördinerende rol van de pontifex naar een magistraat, de praetor. Echter, 

wanneer dit juist gebeurde is voor beide groepen verschillend.  
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tijdens de procedure moesten worden uitgesproken) rond 304 v. Chr. betekent 

niet automatisch het einde van de supervisie van de pontifices over de 

rechtspraak. Dit is een impliciete redenering die foutief door historici wordt 

gemaakt om 304 v. Chr. aan te houden als eindpunt van de jurisdictie van de 

pontifices.  

  Ten derde, de pontifices waren verantwoordelijk voor jurisdictie tot het 

einde van de derde eeuw v. Chr. Voor de vijfde eeuw is er de wet van de XII 

Tafelen (451 v. Chr.). Voor de vierde eeuw kan men verwijzen naar twee wetten 

uit 300 v. Chr (de Lex Valeria de Provocatione en de Lex Ogulnia) die bevestigen 

dat de pontifices verantwoordelijk waren voor de supervisie van de 

rechtspraak. Ook de Lex Hortensia van 287 v. Chr. lijkt dit te bevestigen, net 

zoals de activiteiten van enkele ons bekende pontifices uit de derde eeuw.  

  Ten vierde, de transfer van jurisdictie van pontifex naar praetor vond 

plaats rond 200 v. Chr. Belangrijk in deze context is de tweede Punische oorlog 

(218-202 v. Chr.). De impact hiervan kan moeilijk worden overschat. Op het 

einde van de derde eeuw v. Chr. ontstond er een totaal nieuwe Romeinse 

samenleving. Het is in dit kader dat de transfer hoogstwaarschijnlijk heeft 

plaatsgevonden. Het leger werd hervormd en de rol van de praetoren als 

militaire leiders was uitgespeeld. Zij gingen nu een nieuwe rol vervullen die ze 

overnamen van de pontifices, namelijk de supervisie van de rechtspraak. Het is 

opvallend dat tot aan de tweede Punische oorlog pontifices steeds oudere 

mannen waren die een belangrijke politieke carrière achter zich hadden terwijl 

tot die tijd adellijke jongemannen veelal de functie van praetor vervulden. Na 

de tweede Punische oorlog is dit net omgekeerd. Deze hervorming heeft 

mogelijkerwijze plaatsgevonden op hetzelfde ogenblik als de transfer van 

jurisdictie van pontifex naar praetor. Tot slot zijn er twee wetten (Lex Plaetoria 

en de Lex Papiria) en een passage uit Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita die duidelijk wijzen 

in de richting van circa 200 v. Chr. als het beslissende ogenblik waarop de 

transfer van supervisie van jurisdictie van de pontifex naar de praetor heeft 

plaatsgevonden.   
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het Romeinse Recht te (re)construeren zonder veel aandacht te besteden aan 

de historische correctheid. Historici zijn dan weer minder geïnteresseerd in de 

juridische aangelegenheden, doch vooral in het grote verhaal. Zij bestuderen 

historische feiten om het verloop van de geschiedenis te kunnen begrijpen. 

Bovendien werken beiden met verschillende bronnen. Romanisten bestuderen 

Romeinse wetten, historici bestuderen de werken van antieke auteurs. Wat hen 

beiden echter bindt is dat ze er van uit gaan dat de Romeinse samenleving een 

seculiere samenleving was. Dit typisch 19de eeuwse Verlichtingsidee is, zoals uit 

dit proefschrift zal blijken, historisch gezien niet correct. 

  Als historicus én Romanist bekijk ik de jurisdictie van de pontifex door 

een gecombineerde en daardoor nieuwe bril. Een derde dimensie wordt aan het 

onderzoek toegevoegd. Ik heb zowel juridische bronnen als historische 

bronnen geraadpleegd om aan te kunnen tonen dat beide groepen te kort 

schieten in hun theorievorming over de jurisdictie van de pontifex. In een eerste 

van vier hoofdstukken wordt de standaardtheorie over de jurisdictie van de 

praetor weerlegd. Mommsen’s constructie van het Romeinse staatsrecht wordt 

op dit punt verworpen en een nieuwe alternatieve theorie wordt uitgewerkt. In 

de volgende drie hoofdstukken, die respectievelijk over de vijfde, vierde en 

derde eeuw v. Chr. gaan, staat de pontifex centraal. In elk hoofdstuk wordt eerst 

een korte historische achtergrond geschetst om vervolgens enkele argumenten 

voor en tegen de jurisdictie van de pontifex te bespreken. Tot slot presenteer ik 

in het besluit, dat ook als samenvatting dient, de resultaten van mijn onderzoek. 

Deze herhaal ik hier graag kort.  

  Ten eerste, romanisten hebben in navolging van Mommsen 367 v. Chr 

verkeerdelijk naar voren geschoven als het ogenblik waarop de jurisdictie van 

de pontifex naar de praetor overging. Zij baseren zich op één enkele dubieuze 

passage in Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita. Echter, modern onderzoek wijst uit dat de 

functie van praetor urbanus niet gecreëerd werd in 367 v. Chr. omwille van 

juridische, maar omwille van militaire redenen.   

  Ten tweede, de publicatie van de dies fasti (de dagen waarop recht 

mocht worden gesproken) en de legis actiones (de specifieke bewoording die 
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 Cette thèse aborde dans un second temps la question des dates, à 

savoir 367 av. J.-C. et 304 av. J.-C. Elle s’inscrit avant tout dans un cadre plus 

vaste et souhaite creuser une troisième voie. En règle générale, les romanistes 

adhèrent aux travaux de l’influent chercheur allemand Theodor Mommsen, qui 

a concrétisé l’étude du droit public romain au 19e siècle. Sous l’influence de 

Mommsen, les romanistes se concentrent aujourd’hui encore sur l’aspect 

institutionnel de la République romaine. Ils font preuve d’un esprit dogmatique 

et souhaitent (re)construire le droit romain, sans accorder beaucoup 

d’importance à la pertinence historique. Les historiens s’intéressent moins aux 

FRENCH SUMMARY 
 
Cette thèse traite de la juridiction du grand prêtre romain, le pontifex, au début 

de la République romaine (509-200 av. J.-C.). Une troisième voie – voire 

dimension – est présentée au lecteur. Ceci implique l’existence de deux autres 

dimensions. 

 D’une part, il y a les romanistes, des juristes spécialisés dans le droit 

romain. D’autre part, il y a les historiens, qui ont étudié la juridiction du 

pontifex du point de vue de leur connaissance académique du monde antique. 

Une minorité des romanistes et les historiens partent du principe qu’au début 

de la République romaine (509 av. J.-C.), le pontifex était responsable de la 

justice. Néanmoins ils qu’à un moment donné, ce rôle de coordinateur est passé 

du pontifex au magistrat, le praetor. Cependant, ils ne s’accordent pas sur la 

période précise de ce transfert. 

 Le fait que les deux camps avancent des périodes différentes (367 av. J.-

C. et 304 av. J.-C.) n’est pas tellement étonnant en soi. En effet, il n’existe aucune 

source qui puisse fournir une réponse absolue. Toutefois, il est surprenant de 

constater que les deux camps élaborent leur théorie sur la base d’une méthode 

propre à leur discipline, sans aucune interaction entre eux. En d’autres termes, 

ils ne sont pas (bien) au courant de leurs recherches mutuelles. Lors des 

congrès rassemblant romanistes et historiens – fait extrêmement rare – il 

s’avère que les éminents scientifiques des deux disciplines n’ont pas 

connaissance du camp adverse, ni des travaux scientifiques de celui-ci. 
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pontifices. Ceci est un raisonnement implicite fait de façon erronée par les 

historiens pour fixer 304 av. J.-C. en tant qu’année de fin de la juridiction des 

pontifices. 

 Troisièmement, les pontifices étaient responsables de la juridiction 

jusqu’à la fin du 3e siècle avant J.-C. Au 5e siècle il existe la loi des XII tables (451 

av. J.-C.). Pour le 4e siècle il est possible de se référer à deux lois de 300 av. J.-C. 

(la Lex Valeria de Provocatione et la Lex Ogulnia) qui confirment que les 

pontifices étaient responsables de la supervision de la justice. La Lex Hortensia 

de 287 av. J.-C. semble également le confirmer, tout comme les activités de 

quelques pontifices du 3e siècle que nous connaissons.  

  Quatrièmement, le transfert de la juridiction du pontifex au praetor eut 

lieu vers 200 av. J.-C. Dans ce contexte, la deuxième guerre punique est cruciale 

(218 - 202 av. J.-C.). Son impact est indéniable. A la fin du 3e siècle av. J.-C., une 

toute nouvelle société romaine a vu le jour. C’est très probablement dans ce 

cadre-là qu’a eu lieu le transfert. L’armée a été réformée et le rôle des praetors 

en tant que responsables militaires a pris fin. Ils s’apprêtaient à remplir un 

nouveau rôle, repris des pontifices, à savoir la supervision de la justice. Il est 

frappant de constater que jusqu’à la deuxième guerre punique, les pontifices 

étaient toujours des hommes âgés ayant mené une carrière politique 

importante, alors que la fonction de praetor était communément assumée par 

des jeunes hommes de la noblesse. Après la deuxième guerre punique, ces rôles 

sont inversés. Cette réforme a probablement eu lieu au même moment que le 

transfert de la juridiction du pontifex au praetor. En fin, deux lois (la Lex 

Plaetoria et la Lex Papiria) ainsi qu’un passage de Ab Urbe Condita de Tite-Live 

indiquent clairement la période de 200 av. J.-C. comme étant le moment décisif 

pour le transfert de la supervision de la juridiction du pontifex au praetor. 
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matières juridiques qu’au récit plus large. Ils étudient les faits historiques afin 

de pouvoir comprendre le déroulement de l’histoire. De plus, les deux camps 

travaillent avec des sources différentes. Les romanistes étudient les lois 

romaines et les historiens étudient les travaux d’auteurs antiques. Ils 

s’accordent cependant sur le fait que la communauté romaine était une société 

séculière. Cette idée typique du 19e siècle des lumières est, comme il ressortira 

cette thèse, incorrecte sur le plan historique. 

 En tant qu’historien et romaniste, je considère la juridiction du pontifex 

d’un double point de vue, qui est par conséquent nouveau. Une troisième 

dimension s’ajoute à la recherche. J’ai consulté des sources tant juridiques 

qu’historiques en vue de pouvoir démontrer que les deux camps présentent des 

lacunes dans leur théorisation sur la juridiction du pontifex. Dans le premier 

des quatre chapitres, la théorie type de la juridiction du praetor est réfutée. La 

reconstruction du droit public romain par Mommsen est rejetée et une nouvelle 

théorie alternative est développée. Dans les trois chapitres suivants, qui 

traitent respectivement du 5e, 4e et 3e siècle av. J.-C., le pontifex tient un rôle 

central. Chaque chapitre commence par un bref aperçu du contexte historique 

et se poursuit par l’analyse de quelques arguments en faveur ou non de la 

juridiction du pontifex. En fin, je présente dans la conclusion, faisant également 

office de résumé, les résultats de mes recherches. Je les expose brièvement ci-

dessous. 

 Premièrement, les romanistes ont, à l’exemple de Mommsen, avancé 

erronément l’année 367 av. J.-C. en tant que période de transfert de la 

juridiction du pontifex au praetor. Ils se basent sur un seul passage dubitatif de 

l’œuvre Ab Urbe Condita de Tite-Live. Toutefois, les études contemporaines 

démontrent que la fonction de praetor urbanus n’a pas été créée en 367 av. J.-C. 

pour des raisons juridiques, mais pour des raisons militaires. 

 Deuxièmement, la publication des dies fasti (les jours où il était permis 

de se consacrer aux affaires judiciaires) et des legis actiones (la formulation 

spécifique devant être prononcée lors de la procédure) vers 304 av. J.-C. ne 

signifie pas automatiquement la fin de la supervision de la justice par les 
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Die Debatte 304 versus 367 v. Chr. ist in dieser Dissertation von 

untergeordneter Bedeutung. Hier wird vor allem der Zusammenhang 

betrachtet und versucht, einen dritten Weg herauszuarbeiten. Romanisten sind 

in der Regel Anhänger des einflussreichen deutschen Wissenschaftlers Theodor 

Mommsen, der im 19. Jahrhundert das Studium des römischen Staatsrechts 

geprägt hat. Heutzutage konzentrieren sich die Romanisten unter dem Einfluss 

Mommsens immer noch auf den institutionellen Aspekt des römischen Reiches. 

Sie hantieren dabei ein dogmatisches Systemdenken und (re)konstruieren das 

GERMAN SUMMARY 
 
Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Jurisdiktion des Hohenpriesters, des 

Pontifex, in der frühen römischen Republik (509-200 v. Chr.). Dem Leser wird 

ein dritter Weg – man könnte auch sagen eine Dimension – angeboten. Dies 

bedeutet, dass es noch zwei andere Dimensionen gibt.  

Einerseits gibt es Romanisten, also Juristen, die auf römisches Recht 

spezialisiert sind und andererseits Historiker, die von ihrem akademischen 

Wissen über die Antike ausgehend die Rechtsprechung des Pontifex untersucht 

haben. Eine Minderheit von Romanisten und Historiker nehmt an, dass der 

Pontifex am Anfang der römischen Republik (509 v. Chr.) für die 

Rechtsprechung verantwortlich war. Trotzden nehmen beide an, dass ab einem 

bestimmten Zeitpunkt diese koordinierende Rolle des Pontifex auf den 

Magistraten, den Prätor, übergegangen ist. Allerdings geben beide Gruppen 

einen anderen Zeitpunkt an.  

Dass beide Gruppen einen anderen Zeitpunkt (367 v. Chr. und 304 v. 

Chr.) nennen, ist an und für sich nicht erstaunlich. Schließlich wurde hierfür 

auch keine eindeutige, aufschlussreiche Quelle überliefert. Erstaunlich ist 

allerdings, dass beide Gruppen ihre Theorie mit Hilfe ihrer spezifischen 

Methoden ausarbeiten, ohne jeglichen gegenseitigen Austausch. Mit anderen 

Worten, sie sind über die wissenschaftliche Arbeit des jeweils anderen nicht gut 

(genug) informiert. Auf Kongressen, auf denen sowohl Historiker als auch 

Romanisten anwesend sind – eine Seltenheit – wird deutlich, dass sie einander 

und ihre jeweilige wissenschaftliche Arbeit nicht kennen.  
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allerdings fest, dass das Amt des Praetor Urbanus 367 v. Chr. nicht aus 

juristischen, sondern vielmehr aus militärischen Gründen geschaffen wurde.  

Zweitens bedeuten die Veröffentlichung des dies fasti (Liste der Gerichtstage) 

und des legis actiones (feste Spruchformeln, die von den Parteien während der 

Verfahren ausgesprochen werden mussten) aus circa 304 v. Chr. nicht 

automatisch, dass der Pontifex nicht mehr die Aufsicht über die Rechtsprechung 

hatte. Dies ist eine implizite Schlußfolgerung, die fälschlicherweise von 

Historikern gezogen wird, um 304 v. Chr. als das Ende der Jurisdiktion der 

Pontifices zu markieren.   

Drittens waren die Pontifices bis Ende des dritten Jahrhunderts vor 

Christus für die Jurisdiktion verantwortlich. Für das fünfte Jahrhundert gibt es 

das Zwölftafelgesetz (451 v. Chr.). Für das vierte Jahrhundert kann man auf 

zwei Gesetze aus 300 v.Chr. verweisen (die Lex Valeria de Provocatione und die 

Lex Ogulnia), die bestätigen, dass die Pontifices für die Aufsicht der 

Rechtsprechung verantwortlich waren. Auch die Lex Hortensia aus 287 v. Chr. 

scheint dies zu bestätigen, ebenso wie die Aktivitäten einiger uns bekannter 

Pontifices aus dem dritten Jahrhundert.   

Viertens fand etwa 200 v. Chr. der Transfer der Jurisdiktion vom 

Pontifex zum Prätor statt. Der Zweite Punische Krieg (218-202 v. Chr.) ist in 

diesem Zusammenhang wichtig. Seine Auswirkung war immens. Am Ende des 

dritten Jahrhunderts entstand eine gänzlich neue römische Gesellschaft. Es ist 

sehr wahrscheinlich, dass in diesem Zusammenhang jener Transfer 

stattgefunden hat. Die Armee wurde reformiert und die Prätoren hatten ihre 

Rolle als militärische Führer ausgespielt. Sie übernahmen eine neue Rolle, 

nämlich die der Aufsicht über die Rechtsprechung. Auffällig ist, dass Pontifices 

bis zum Zweiten Punischen Krieg durchweg ältere Männer waren, die schon 

eine wichtige politische Karriere hinter sich hatten, während bis zu dieser Zeit 

meist adelige junge Männer das Amt des Prätor ausübten. Nach dem Zweiten 

Punischen Krieg war es genau umgekehrt. Diese Veränderung hat 

möglicherweise zur gleichen Zeit stattgefunden wie der Übergang vom Pontifex 

zum Prätor. Zum Schluss gibt es noch zwei Gesetze (Lex Plaetoria und die Lex 
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römische Recht, ohne hierbei allzu viel Wert auf historische Korrektheit zu 

legen. Historiker wiederum interessiert weniger das Recht als der große 

Erzählbogen. Sie untersuchen geschichtliche Tatsachen, um den Verlauf der 

Geschichte begreifen zu können. Außerdem arbeiten beide mit 

unterschiedlichen Quellen. Romanisten untersuchen die römischen Gesetze, 

Historiker die Werke der antiken Schriftsteller. Was beide allerdings verbindet, 

ist, dass sie annehmen, die römische Gesellschaft sei eine säkulare Gesellschaft 

gewesen. Dieser typische Aufklärungsgedanke des 19. Jahrhunderts ist, wie 

diese Dissertation aufzeigen wird, historisch betrachtet nicht korrekt. 

 

Als sowohl Historiker als auch Romanist betrachte ich die Jurisdiktion des 

Pontifex durch eine kombinierte und darum neue Brille. Der Forschung wird 

eine dritte Dimension hinzugefügt. Ich habe sowohl juristische als auch 

historische Quellen verwendet um nachzuweisen, dass die Theoriebildung 

beider Gruppen über die Jurisdiktion des Pontifex nicht genügt. Im ersten der 

vier Kapitel wird die Standardtheorie der Jurisdiktion des Prätors widerlegt. 

Mommsens Rekonstruktion des römischen Staatsrechts wird hinsichtlich 

dieses Aspekts verworfen und eine neue, alternative Theorie wird 

herausgearbeitet. In den folgenden drei Kapiteln, die jeweils das fünfte, vierte 

und dritte Jahrhundert v. Chr. behandeln, steht der Pontifex im Mittelpunkt. In 

jedem Kapitel wird erst kurz der historische Hintergrund wiedergegeben und 

danach werden einige Pro- und Kontraargumente der Jurisdiktion des Pontifex 

aufgeführt und vertieft. Im letzten Kapitel, welches auch als Zusammenfassung 

dient, präsentiere ich die Ergebnisse meiner Forschung. Diese gebe ich hier 

gerne verkürzt wieder.     

Als erstes haben die Romanisten in Anlehnung an Mommsen 

fläschlicherweise verkehrterweise 367 v. Chr. als Zeitpunkt festgelegt, an 

welchem der Wechsel der Jurisdiktion vom Pontifex zum Prätor stattgefunden 

haben soll, genommen. Sie stützen sich hierbei auf einen einzigen, 

fragwürdigen Passus in Livius' Ab Urbe Condita. Moderne Forschung stellte 
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